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RACE TRAITORS: White Filmmakers who 
make Black Films  

By André Seewood 

Treason to whiteness is loyalty to humanity 

To begin with, I do not use the phrase “race traitor” in its negative or 

pejorative sense, but instead I use it as an emblem of a certain kind of selfless artistic 

heroism that honors an individual white filmmaker’s sacrifice of immediate 

commercial interests in the effort to shift narrative focus from whites to African-

Americans within a film.  As a consequence of this shift of narrative focus and 

sacrifice of commercial interests, the resultant film elicits a penetrating social criticism 

that extends beyond the circumstances presented and casts doubt upon the values and 

prejudices of the spectator, both white and black alike, who observe those 

circumstances.  The shifting of narrative focus from whites to African-Americans by a 

white American or white European filmmaker whom I call a “race traitor” is not to be 

mistaken as a gesture of liberal guilt or special pleading, but instead as a calculated 

assault on,” the existence and immorality of whiteness as a political system,” as well as 

a challenge to its legitimacy. (107, Mills) 

 The origin of the phrase, race traitor, is found in the hatemongering rhetoric of 

the Ku Klux Klan, but it also denotes the greater historical phenomenon of individual 

Europeans abandoning the territorial confines and the religious and political strictures 

of their colony to cross over and adopt the identity and way of life of races and 

civilizations thought of as savage.  “Going native” was the phrase used to describe a 

white individual’s voluntary abjuration of “civilized life” for savage life which seems 

to have happened far more often than most historical textbooks would lead us to 

believe.  Historian James W. Loewen in, Lies My Teacher Told Me, described the 



anxiety these race traitors caused Benjamin Franklin who suspected that the “lack of 

hierarchy,” punishment, prisons and the freedoms enjoyed by individuals in Native 

American societies was what was seducing so many to leave the colonies and live as 

natives among Native Americans in the 18th century. (109) 

 The nigger-lover, jew-lover, and injun-lover are just a few of the racist epithets 

that sprang from the real political actions of individuals who abdicated the notions of 

white supremacy and embraced (literally and figuratively) the races, cultures and 

customs of others thought uncivilized.  Just as the physical shift of a white person 

from “civilized” culture to the culture of another race was itself a political assault on 

white supremacy so also I hope to show that the narrative shift of focus from whites 

to a racial minority in the cinema by a white filmmaker has the potential to manifest 

itself as an assault on the cultural assumptions of white supremacy that are maintained 

in commercial narrative cinema.   The social critique such a narrative shift maintains 

as it contrasts with the ideology and prejudices at the time the film was made and the 

time period represented in the film shall be an important part of the focus of this 

chapter.  For the race traitor filmmaker the creation and/or exhibition of this type of 

film requires a herculean effort if not during the production then most certainly 

during the attempted exhibition of the finished work; such films are not just ‘labors of 

love’ but a unique vision which often has a universal theme cloaked within the 

circumstances that the characters find themselves in conflict with, which then forms a 

critique of race/class/and gender boundaries from a decidedly humanist perspective. 

 In the first chapter of this book we examined the work of an unlikely 

assortment of race traitors who deliberately shifted narrative focus to African-

Americans in a film as a daring social critique of race relations and internal struggles 

among African-Americans at the time of the film’s production.  Douglas Sirk’s 

IMITATION OF LIFE (1958), Michael Roemer and Robert M. Young’s NOTHIN’ 



BUT A MAN (1964), Steven Spielberg’s THE COLOR PURPLE (1986), and Boaz 

Yakin’s FRESH (1994) were films that I celebrated as heretical gestures of 

independence.  Each film further substantiated my concept that independent film 

should be defined by the heretical nature of the content and/or form of a particular 

film or body of work from a particular filmmaker that goes against the status quo and 

not solely by a film or filmmaker’s non-Hollywood financial source of funding nor by 

the use of non-professional or non-celebrity actors.  As E. Diedre Pribram notes,” 

whether reflected in structure, style, or specific formal attributes, aesthetic 

experimentation is considered the province and one of the hallmarks of independent 

film.”(1)  The importance of such heretical gestures realized as films that whether 

through content, form or both differ substantially from typical “Hollywood” 

commercial fare, is that these works reach deep into the will and nature of the auteur 

that has chosen to pursue this personal but ultimately counter-hegemonic vision 

without concern for the immediate commercial interests of their effort.   It is under 

this conceptualization that I find that the genuine race traitor filmmaker is the most 

significant warrior against white supremacy and racist prejudice in the representation 

of minorities in the cinema. 

 In this chapter we will examine two major film artists and their films that 

qualify them as race traitors in the salutary sense.  Moreover, we will examine their 

work and the sacrifices each had to endure to bring their counter-hegemonic vision to 

the screen.  The first part of this operation will begin with American writer/director 

John Cassavetes (1929-1986); the man who in author Marshall Fine’s words “Invented 

the American independent film.”  Cassavetes’ first film was the legendary SHADOWS 

(1959) which centered on the social relationships among bi-racial siblings living 

together in New York City in the late 1950’s.  We will briefly explore the legend of the 

film (as total improvisation piece and the existence of two versions) as well as the 

death bed revelation John Cassavetes made to film scholar Ray Carney which has 



demystified the once irreproachable aura of the film.  The demystification of this aura 

is what will allow us to look at the film intrinsically as a narrative film and as a 

counter-hegemonic statement rather than simply as a building block of Cassavetes’ 

improvisational technique of directing as it had been perceived when the film’s aura 

was intact.  The second part of this operation will center upon that “enfant terrible” 

and prodigious wunderkind of New German Cinema, Rainer Werner Fassbinder 

(1945-1982) and his film WHITY (1970) which tells the story of a bi-racial slave in the 

antebellum American Southwest who kills his master and his master’s family and runs 

away into a desert with a white woman.  As with my discussion of Cassavetes I will 

attempt to de-emphasize certain aspects of the mystique of the director (e.g. 

Fassbinder’s alleged tyranny over actors, his amorous affair with the male lead actor, 

etc.) which tends to overshadow WHITY and look at the film intrinsically through its 

form and structure for what it says, implies and/or doesn’t say or obscures about the 

racial regimes it represents through its narrative.  This, of course, shall be no small 

task given the notorious nature of Fassbinder’s personal life and the various vindictive 

rumors and salacious half-truths surrounding his directorial technique that has 

overshadowed most discussions of his work. (Katz, Hayman, Watson)     

 Both John Cassavetes and Rainer Werner Fassbinder have been singled out in 

this chapter because I strongly believe that their ‘racially challenging’ work has been 

woefully underrepresented in African-American film studies primarily because the 

authors of the texts themselves are ‘white’ and thus they challenge the racially-coded 

oppositional relationship of  ‘us vs. them’ that has so often defined African-American 

film criticism going back to Griffith’s divisive and polarizing, BIRTH OF A 

NATION (1915).  By highlighting and interpreting the striking and bold nature of 

Cassavetes’ SHADOWS and Fassbinder’s WHITY I hope to make it acceptable to 

champion the work of genuine race traitors and their efforts to fight the status quo 

and expand the pantheon of cineastes who fight the good fight by not using the race 



of the artist as a determining factor, but rather the heretical nature of their work.  But 

as we shall see during the course of this chapter there are special conditions and 

circumstances that must also be present for us to make a proper distinction of which 

filmmaker is actually a genuine race traitor beyond the all important shift in narrative 

focus from whites to a racial minority.  A genuine race traitor filmmaker, in my 

opinion must make great personal sacrifices and pursue what I call universal humanist 

themes that transcend race, class and racially specific cultural assumptions to qualify 

for this celebratory distinction.  These special conditions and circumstances will be 

addressed after our discussion of Cassavetes and Fassbinder.  The third and final part 

of this operation will be to look backwards in American cinema history to if not the 

first race traitor filmmaker, then at least the most significant, King Vidor (1895 -1982) 

and then to examine the work of a more recent race traitor filmmaker, Lance 

Hammer.  This third operation will allow us to see the archetypal path that most 

genuine race traitor filmmakers must take to bring their visions to the screen.   

We will also be able to discern how certain limitations of racial identity keeps 

the work of race traitors from effectively reaching the African-American audience.  In 

fact, these limitations otherwise known as racially specific cultural assumptions often 

keep even the work of present day race traitors from reaching a wide African-

American audience.  In some instances what it takes to claim one’s blackness is more 

exclusive and restrictive and both Cassavetes’ SHADOWS and Fassbinder’s WHITY 

critique whiteness by expanding the boundaries of ‘blackness’.  Yet the overall aim 

here is not to separate out friend from foe in regards to racial sympathies throughout 

the canon of highly regarded auteurs, but rather to examine the strength of particular 

auteurs to surmount certain ideological, political and financial obstacles as they made 

the narrative shift of racial focus.  It is in this examination that we reclaim their effort 

so that we can perhaps bestow more praise upon their achievement than has been 

previously recognized, if at all. 



Throughout this chapter I will be employing the auteur theory as the principle 

methodology through which the concept of the race traitor filmmaker can be fully 

understood.  As Robert Stam has noted that auteurism, or the use of the medium of 

film by a director as a means of personal expression like that of a literary author, has 

also,” performed an invaluable rescue operation for neglected films and genres.” (92) 

This is part of my mission also: to reclaim films made by whites about African-

Americans that many African-American film scholars and historians have neglected.   

But most importantly,” autheurism shifted attention from “what” (story, theme) to 

the “how” (style, technique), showing that style itself had personal, ideological and 

even metaphysical reverberations.” (ibid)  In the analysis that follows I am primarily 

concerned with white filmmakers who have taken it upon themselves, so to speak, to 

explore universal humanist themes by shifting narrative focus from whites to African-

Americans.  This deliberate choice that goes beyond the commercial considerations of 

the film reveals that the auteur of the film is using the work as a means of personal 

expression and not just as a means of generic entertainment.  Moreover, in my 

analysis of the form of the films we will see that how these filmmakers break familiar 

and conventionalized film grammar is how they actually establish their authorial voice 

and express themselves within the medium of film beyond just the content and the 

shift of narrative focus from whites to African-Americans.  We will discern that style 

is not superfluous, but integral to the filmmaker’s ability to express him or herself to 

the audience.  So although the auteur theory itself has been assailed because it 

downplayed,” the collaborative nature of filmmaking,” and,” underestimated the 

impact of production conditions of authorship,” I believe that this methodology is 

extremely useful here because it focuses on how content can be manipulated by the 

formal intervention of the filmmaker and aids in our selection and celebration of 

white filmmakers whom we call race traitors. (90)                 

 



SHADOWS: Against the Light  

John Cassavetes was first and foremost a promising young actor of marvelous 

gifts who found himself in New York City in the 1950’s just as television was creating 

a demand for actors in live weekly dramatic shows (e.g., The Elgin Hour, Playhouse 

90, etc.) and Lee Strasberg’s Method acting technique within the Actor’s Studio was 

catapulting young male actors like James Dean, Marlon Brando and Montgomery Cliff 

into movie stardom.  It was the emergence of the technology and medium of 

television and the technique of Method acting that in a sense shaped and molded John 

Cassavetes, the filmmaker, as we think of him today.  His steady acting appearances 

on television and in movies throughout the 50’s and 60’s gave financial support and 

celebrity credence to his ‘anti’ method school of acting which he founded with Burt 

Lane in 1956 as ‘the Cassavetes-Lane Drama Workshop’.  At this workshop 

Cassavetes and Lane would take their aspiring young actors through the lengthy and 

emotionally perilous improvisation sessions that would later be integral to Cassavetes’ 

approach to filmmaking.  It was through a particularly lengthy and intense workshop 

improvisation session with a core group of actors that the fundamental narrative 

circumstance of John Cassavetes’ first feature length film, SHADOWS, was born. 

This fundamental circumstance was created when Cassavetes invited a select 

group of his acting students to the rehearsal studio on a Sunday to improvise around a 

concept of three African-American siblings living together in an apartment in New 

York: a dark skinned older brother, a light skinned younger brother and a light 

skinned “baby sister” who passes for white.  “The specific moment Cassavetes asked 

the actors to work on was when the girl had just had sex for the first time with [a] 

white boy and returned with him to her apartment,” where the white boy is 

introduced to her brothers and suddenly realizes that the girl is black.  (Carney, 2001, 

16)  From these initial intense improvisation sessions, Cassavetes announced to the 

actors that their work would,” make a terrific movie.” (79, Fine)  But the legend of 



SHADOWS was created by the idea Cassavetes publicized in interviews that the film 

had been shot in rapid ‘guerilla’ style on the streets of New York City and the single 

title card that appears over the film’s final shot: “The film you have just seen was 

an improvisation”.   There are several discrepancies that are attached to the history 

of how the film was made that today might allow us to look at it from a fresh 

perspective; let us quickly attend to them in succession.  

1) The final film was not an improvisation but was in fact scripted from 

beginning to end by Cassavetes and Robert Alan Aurthur. (Carney, 2001, 

43) 

2) There are actually two versions of SHADOWS, the early improvised version 

which Cassavetes rejected after a disastrous screening in November 1958 

and the final approved scripted version now in release. 

3) The film does not,” revolve around an inter-racial romance between Lelia 

(Lelia Goldoni), a light skinned black woman living in New York with her 

two brothers and Tony (Anthony Ray) a white man,” but instead revolves 

around the lives of the three siblings of which the inter-racial romance was 

only its most controversial part.(2) 

Taken together, what these discrepancies do is they allow us to extract the film 

SHADOWS from the immediate aura of John Cassavetes’ auteur legacy as a maverick 

independent filmmaker who improvised his scripts and look at the film as a 

completely scripted narrative film and the implications of the bi-racial characters of its 

story upon the racial regimes the film represented. 

The film you have just seen was not an improvisation 

 Film scholar, Ray Carney, was first to break the news that SHADOWS was a 

scripted film and not a filmed improvisation in 2001 in the BFI monograph on the 



film created after a series of conversations with Cassavetes a few years before his 

death in 1986.  In these conversations with Carney, Cassavetes revealed the 

contribution of his co-writer Robert Alan Aurthur and the existence of an earlier 

version of the film.  For me, Carney’s revelation that the film was not an 

improvisation confirmed a suspicion I had had about the film when I first screened it 

and was confronted by the end title: “The film you have just seen was an improvisation.”  My 

suspicion about the untruth of this assertion was based upon the concept of the ‘point 

of audition’ or the arbitrary relationship between the volume of dialogue or sound 

relative to the distance of the camera or type of shot from its audio source.(3)  I was 

primarily concerned with where a microphone could be placed to pick up dialogue 

when the camera was a great distance from the characters and enveloped by the 

cacophony of ambient sound that could be heard at anytime on a crowded New York 

City street; this distance and ambient interference would make the capturing of 

intelligible direct sound almost impossible with the technology available at that time.  

Such a restriction would make genuine improvisation at the moment of filming 

extraordinary difficult and expensive if not altogether impossible.  I also noticed 

several instances where voices had been dubbed over the image which further threw 

into question how the entire film could have been an improvisation.  If the actors 

dubbed their voices over a completed sequence or scene of a film does that still 

qualify as improvisation?   

The importance of discerning whether or not SHADOWS was an 

improvisation or a scripted film relates directly to the question of: Who was the 

author of the film?  If SHADOWS was a total improvisation as the end title falsely 

declared then the authorship of the film would have been unconventionally split 

between the direct co-authorship of the performers who created the dialogue, 

emotional reactions, blocking and physical actions spontaneously in front of the 

camera and the indirect authorial control of the director, John Cassavetes, who had 



initially suggested the dramatic circumstance and the location where it would be 

performed.  [See: Figure 1] By contrast, the certainty that we now have that 

SHADOWS was a scripted film fundamentally returns the dichotomy of authorship 

to its most conventional configuration; that of the direct authorial control of the 

director/co-screenwriter/editor, John Cassavetes which is greater in degree than the 

indirect co-authorship of the performers who repeat scripted dialogue, interpret 

emotional reactions and follow the blocking and physical actions directed by the 

individual author, John Cassavetes.  To be specific, I am suggesting that if a film is 

totally improvised from start to finish then the degree of authorial control is changed 

so that the performers have greater co-authorship of the text because the performers 

are creating the dialogue and actions spontaneously in front of the camera.  But in the 

conventional narrative cinematic configuration of authorship where we have a greater 

degree of direct authorial control (the director) than indirect co-authorship 

collaboration (the performers) we can be certain that the narrative and formal 

techniques of SHADOWS that will be discussed in detail later are part of a deliberate 

artistic strategy sustained by an individual author whose degree of control over the 

materials and form of the film was greater than the indirect co-authorship of the on-

screen performers.  Now that we know that the film was not an improvisation –that it 

was in fact scripted from beginning to end- the notion of improvisation which 

catapulted the film into legendary status in Europe and canonized Cassavetes with a 

reputation as a filmmaker who works without a script can be discarded and we can 

look at the film as a narrative artifact and not as a testament of improvisation in film. 

 

 

 

 



Fig. 1 Degree of authorial control v. degree of co-authorship 
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This figure illustrates the idea that the degree of co-authorship (i.e. improvisation) is inversely co-

related to the degree of direct authorial control (i.e. scripted material, directed performance, hierarchal 

production management).  The more improvisation the less direct authorial control over the material.  

Conversely, the more authorial control the less co-authorship within the material in terms of improvisation.  

 The second discrepancy, that there are two versions of the film, is a 

conundrum that may perhaps never be fully resolved.  The original version of 

SHADOWS was apparently improvised as Marshall Fine details: “They would 

improvise scenes at the workshop, decide which parts worked, and incorporate all the 

best elements into the finished scene when it went before the cameras.” (94, Fine)  

But the great disadvantage of this technique is that it yielded,” a quarter million feet,” 

of raw footage, poor or non-existent sound and an incomplete narrative.  It took two 

years of editing and even taking the film to a school for the deaf where dialogue could 

be lip read aloud,” to figure out what was being said in the footage so it could be 

matched to the sound.” (97, Fine)  Yet this version of SHADOWS was the version 

that was screened,” in three special midnight screenings at the Paris theatre, where 

most audiences walked out of the theatre within the first fifteen minutes.” (90, Fine)   



“The main objections most of the viewers expressed were that they couldn’t tell what 

was going on and couldn’t follow the script.” (41, Carney)  Ironically, it was also this 

version of the film that made a powerful impression upon writer and avant-garde 

filmmaker Jonas Mekas who wrote enthusiastically about John Cassavetes and 

SHADOWS in the New York Village Voice newspaper. He marked the screening of 

the original version of SHADOWS as the,” occasion from which the rise of the New 

American Cinema is usually dated.”  What Mekas loved about this version of 

SHADOWS was the causal and fragmentary quality that seemed,” so convincing, so 

spontaneous and so contemporary.” (104, Fine)  It was Mekas who touted 

SHADOWS in the magazine Film Culture (even giving the film an Independent film 

award) which led to subsequent screenings of the film in New York at Amos Vogel’s 

Cinema 16 theatre along with Robert Frank’s PULL MY DAISY in November of 

1959, but by then Cassavetes had already written, re-shot, and re-edited the film into 

its present scripted version after producer/investor Nikos Papadakis approached him 

with the idea of releasing the film commercially if changes were made to the original 

version. (107, 108 Fine)  It could be said that it wasn’t until Cassavetes exerted direct 

authorial control over the material in the form of a script and direction for the 

performers that film ceased to exist as an avant-garde cinematic experiment and 

became definitively an independent narrative film.  Moreover, even if scripted, the 

film’s effect (a powerful one) is to produce the illusion of documentary-like 

spontaneity.    

 Thus, it was after the completion of the second version of SHADOWS that 

Cassavetes rejected and denounced the validity of the original version.  He even stated 

in rebuttals against Mekas’ accusations of commercial sell-out that,” … the original 

version of SHADOWS was not accepted by the great majority of thinking people…” 

(110, Fine)  But in 2003, Ray Carney found a 16mm print that he believes to be the 

original version of SHADOWS in someone’s attic in Florida.  Yet copyright 



restrictions and a legal battle with Cassavetes’ widow, actress Gena Rowlands, forbids 

any commercial or festival exhibition of the work.  Carney shows the film in classes 

that he teaches on filmmaking and Carney’s detailed comparison of the differences 

and similarities between the two versions can be read in the appendix of his BFI 

monograph on the film.  So that is why I said earlier that the discrepancy between the 

two versions of the film may never be fully resolved, but the very existence of two 

versions of the film (one improvised but with dialogue dubbed in and another 

scripted) reveals that the end title card declaration of SHADOWS as a film of total 

improvisation was a myth that was promoted by Cassavetes during the film’s 

commercially successful European exhibition and has obscured the true nature of the 

film ever since. (4) 

 The third discrepancy is by far the most significant in my opinion because it 

obscures exactly what the film SHADOWS is actually about.  The film does not 

revolve around an interracial romance between a light skinned black woman passing 

for white and her white boyfriend, but instead revolves around the trials and 

tribulations of three African-American siblings two of which are light skinned and one 

of which is ‘passing’ for white and both of whom are living with their dark skinned 

older brother.  And yet even this description of the film can be contested because 

neither light skinned characters, Lelia nor her brother Ben, ever say that they are 

white.  SHADOWS is a film whose story is based on ‘unspoken’ presumptions, just as 

the conditions upon which the original workshop improvisations were based, and as 

such the film makes certain demands upon the spectator that casts doubt upon the 

racial values and prejudices of the spectator, both white and black alike, who are 

observing those circumstances that follow from the ‘unspoken’ presumptions within 

the fiction.  For instance, one unspoken presumption is that a dark-skinned African-

American could have two other siblings who are mixed race and light-skinned. 



 It was Cassavetes himself who,” brushed away every objection to the premise,” 

of a mixed race siblings with a dark-skinned older brother during the improvised 

rehearsals for the film.  “When Hugh [Hurd] said nobody would believe that Lelia was 

his sister, he replied,” We’ll let the audience worry about the mother and father.”  

When Lelia Goldoni raised a similar concern he told her,” if they can believe it even 

for a second, maybe they’ll start asking what being Negro means and start thinking 

about the whole concept.” (Carney, 2001, 16) So here we can clearly understand that 

SHADOWS is a challenge to the audience’s prejudices and not those of the 

characters; it is a film about race where race itself is not discussed within the film. 

 SHADOWS is a much more complex and complicated film for African-

American spectators than it potentially is for whites because the film foregrounds 

other circumstances within the storylines of the two brothers that directly challenges 

presumptions often considered innate to African-American social identity.  As we 

shall see some of these presumptions relate directly to stereotypes of African-

American male sexual experience and others relate to stereotypes of African-

American artistic talent.  The film adheres neither to the cliché nor the commercial in 

its presentation of the African-American male and his bi-racial (br)other.                                   

BEN: The Quandary of the Mulatto 

 If we consider the younger light-skinned brother, Ben’s (Ben Carruthers) 

circumstance we see a sort of aimless roustabout who claims to be a musician –a 

trumpet player- although we never hear him actually play a single note.  He runs with 

a group of white wannabe hipsters who kill time by trying to pick up lovelorn women 

in bars regardless of their looks or age.  African-American spectators are challenged 

twice by the Ben character: once as he is first seen arriving at the rock & roll party 

that begins the film and again by the very nature of the character as particular 

relationships are made explicit.  As Ben slinks his way through the crowd at the rock 



& roll party with his bongos, leather jacket, dark sunglasses and a cigarette dangling 

from his mouth, he cuts the figure of a disaffected white boy trying just a little too 

hard to be cool.  This initial presentation of Ben at the mostly white party and 

moments later with his white friends in the street and again at a bar with all white 

patrons leads one to presume with a reasonable degree of certainty that Ben himself is 

white.  His race is never commented upon within the white social contexts through 

which he traverses and the presumption that he is white is certified by the structured 

absence of black and white interaction within these social contexts.  His bi-raciality is 

effaced by the race of the social group that dominates the space he enters and the 

relationships with other whites with whom he interacts as an equal.    

 A bit later at the bar scene we see Ben decamped awkwardly in a booth with a 

white woman.  The conversation he attempts to maintain with her is so disconnected 

and furtive that it is clear from this scene and the rock & roll party scene that Ben has 

difficulty fitting in the white social circles that he haunts.  Cassavetes gives a brief 

ironic commentary to Ben’s existence when he starts the very scene after the party 

with Ben walking in the street under a theatre marquee that reads,” The Most Happy 

Fella.”  But all of this awkwardness with women and social disaffection displayed by 

Ben in these opening moments of the film perhaps merely betrays the virginity of a 

white boy trying to be cool to the African-American spectator.  Once it is revealed 

that he is bi-racial, his sexual and social inexperience with women signifies the missing 

“black” aspect of his masculine identity and challenges the African American 

spectator to redress their initial presumptions about the character.  Of course, by 

assuming that Ben’s sexual inexperience with women is indicative of a “missing black 

aspect” of his personality we are participating in a racialized presumption that is itself 

based on deep-seated sexual stereotypes that African-Americans hold against whites 

and that whites have held against African-Americans.   



To be specific, Ben does not exude those recognizable masculine social traits 

learned from years of interaction with women in sexual pursuit or gratification.  He 

lacks the ability to calmly accept, deflect or reflect flattery, compliments or criticism 

from a woman as a means of social contact that would lead to sexual gratification.  It 

is this missing aspect of his social identity that displays itself as a kind of self imposed 

alienation particularly during the mostly black party at his brother’s apartment when 

he is annoyed as a dark-skinned African-American woman attempts to make a pass at 

him by criticizing him and he overreacts in rage by hitting her.  Ben’s character 

challenges the presumptions of black male sexual experience, machismo and social 

skills with the opposite sex that stand in stark contrast to the social ease with women 

exhibited by the other dark-skinned male characters like his brother Hugh, his 

brother’s show business manager Rupert (Rupert Crosse), and even Davey (Davey 

Jones) the African-American man that Lelia eventually shares an intimate moment of 

recognition with near the end of the film.  Thus, it is both Ben’s bi-raciality and his 

lack of social and sexual experience with the opposite sex that forms the bulk of the 

challenge his character presents to the African-American spectator who might first 

presume that he is white and a virgin and then must accept that he is black and a 

virgin and yet he is neither black nor white, yet both. 

Ben also demonstrates the “existential” quandary of the “mulatto” or mixed-

race male who has trouble fitting in either white or black social circles. With his white 

“juvenile” friends Ben is simply a slack jawed follower, getting into fights which he 

clearly has neither the brute strength nor the skill to win, attempting to pick up aging 

women at the bar as a ritualized means of killing time.  At his brother’s party where 

there are more black than white guests Ben sits sulking and silent unable to be black 

without thinking of also being white, his self hatred of his black identity is displaced as 

violence against the dark skinned woman’s advances toward him.  Even as we 

consider the ending of the film, where after a back alley brawl with another group of 



white guys over some ‘dames’ at a bar, Ben comes to the realization that he’s,” just 

not gonna do it anymore,” referring to their nightly routine, he then walks alone into 

the night.  The film leaves the spectator to contemplate the,” being and nothingness,” 

of Ben’s existence by visually and dramatically demonstrating the concept of Jean-Paul 

Sarte’s existentialism that was glibly discussed at a literary party earlier in the film. 

In keeping with traditional patriarchal gender roles and social dynamics where 

women are pursued by men for sexual gratification and women have the choice to 

accept or deny a man’s advances, the situation of both the mulatta (bi-racial female) 

and the mulatto (bi-racial male) becomes increasingly complex when those social 

dynamics are racially coded.  It is interesting to contrast the implied destiny of the 

other bi-racial sibling to Ben’s quandary.  For Lelia the loss of her virginity to a white 

man whom she did not tell she was bi-racial results in her decision to embrace her 

African-American identity by her tender embrace of the dark skinned Davey character 

near the end of the film.  Indeed, because Lelia is a woman she can be desired and 

pursued by either race as a woman.  She is empowered by her conscious decision to 

ignore Tony (Anthony Ray), the white man to whom she gave away her virginity, even 

as Tony still desires her.  On the other hand, for Ben the choice of losing his virginity 

is also a choice of what social context and racial identity shall he finally embrace as his 

own: his whiteness or his blackness?  But the problem is not whom shall I accept or 

deny as was the case with Lelia, but instead what race shall I pursue to gain sexual 

gratification?  Because in his choice of pursuit lay also his choice of racial and social 

identity.  For the mulatta the desired choice is one of racial identity, by contrast for the 

mulatto the sexual pursuit is a matter of racial identity.  Each bi-racial subject must 

choose through their sexual relationships which race they will accept as their 

permanent social identity in many ways because of the fact that their race was 

constructed by the social/sexual relationships that they maintained in a racially 

segregated society.  That Ben embraces neither context nor identity at the end of the 



film and walks off alone into the dark streets of New York gives a powerful emotional 

import to the existential quandary of the mulatto who is indecisive and does not 

“pass” in a sexual exchange for a singular racial identity in a racially segregated society.  

Ben’s life, the ending of the film implies, could forever be in limbo and he may never 

ever find himself. 

HUGH: Negotiating Caste and Stereotype 

 If we consider the dark skinned brother Hugh’s circumstance we are 

confronted with the trials and tribulations he and his manager, Rupert, are having 

booking him singing gigs and defining his vocal character.  In what has to be one of 

the great comic set pieces in the film, Hugh is hired to sing at a nightclub for two 

appearances at $35.00 a night, but as a caveat he must also introduce,” the girly line”: 

a dancing and singing chorus line of scantily clad white women who are lousy at both.  

What makes the nightclub sequence so funny is that for all of the hemming and 

hawing over the distinctiveness of Hugh’s talent, when he does finally sing on the 

stage his voice is for lack of a better word, awful.  The would-be Billy Eckstine-like 

crooner with golden pipes turns out is little more than an undertrained baritone 

whose perfunctory warbling is quickly interrupted by the white nightclub owner who 

orders the girls out onto the stage.  Hugh stands hair-lipped and humiliated encircled 

by the dancing girls and their nonsensical chorus of,” a real mad chick is like a 

lollipop…”  Thus, one of the challenges to African-American spectators, as well as 

white spectators, with the character of Hugh is his lack of singing ability.  His stiff 

down tempo growling is especially disconcerting when we consider the long line of 

African-American crooners who would have been his contemporaries (e.g. Johnny 

Hartman, Nat King Cole, Earl Coleman, etc.) and that music is second only to dance, 

one of African-American’s most cherished art forms.  It is Hugh’s lack of vocal talent 

that challenges one of the innate presumptions of the African-American audience as 

well as one of the innate stereotypes of the white audience: that Hugh, being black, 



should be able to sing.  For whites, the presumption of Hugh’s singing talent is found 

in the plentiful cinematic performances of African-American male entertainers who 

had sung within films before SHADOWS (from Louis Armstrong, Cab Calloway, etc) 

and Cassavetes deliberately destroys their anticipation of a melodious romantic voice 

trained from years of singing “negro spirituals”. 

For some African-Americans it may a bit of a shock that Hugh hadn’t learned 

how to sing from years of singing “negro spirituals” at least in church and later in the 

secular world.  I might also add that Hugh’s conceit of singing ability which is enabled 

by his manager Rupert is further exposed by the introduction of the Davey character 

(one of the only honest characters in SHADOWS) as he waits for a date with Lelia.  

When Davey overhears Hugh and Rupert discussing a song, he is quick to point out 

to Hugh that he has the melody and the tempo wrong for the song.  As Davey, who 

has sung the same song many times in his own nightclub act, attempts to sing it 

properly he is rebuffed by Hugh and Rupert and distracted by Lelia.  Hugh and 

Rupert put on airs of musical elitism in the face of real musical talent to cover for 

their own lack thereof.  As if to say,’ what we’re doing is art, what you’re doing is 

instinct.’  This form of musical elitism is itself a dramatic demonstration of the 

criticisms against the improvisational and ‘instinctual’ nature of jazz by those who 

valued the structured and composed nature of European classical music in debates 

about music that were circulating at the time of the film’s creation. (5)   

Another more complex problem for the African-American audience and the 

character of Hugh has to do with something Cassavetes may not have been sensitive 

to, but would have been and still is widely known within the African-American 

community: the tumultuous relationship of complexion and caste among dark-skinned 

and light-skinned African-Americans.  As typified by the contentious dance number in 

Spike Lee’s SCHOOL DAZE (1988) “wanna-bees & jiggaboos” there has long been 



great intra-fratricidal strife between light-skinned African-Americans whose bi-racial 

ancestry is closer and more pronounced and dark-skinned African-Americans whose 

ancestry while not without bi-racial interruptions (in the form of white men raping 

black female slaves) is further in the past of their genealogy and far less pronounced.  

Complexion has often signified caste in the African-American social context as those 

blacks who were ‘fair skinned’ and identified as the progeny of white masters were 

often treated better as house slaves and attendants than those blacks who were dark 

skinned and worked in the cotton fields.  Moreover, the obsession with straight hair 

and the condemnation of ‘nappy hair’ as documented by Malcolm X in his 

autobiography was also a trait of caste among African-Americans where the standard 

of beauty was white and the closer you were to being white in complexion, hair and 

attitude the more beautiful you were judged.(6)  There was often and to a certain 

extent still is a coded form of jealousy and acrimony often expressed in the 

euphemistic terms for skin color among the different complexions of African-

Americans: red-boned and high yella for the fair skinned and black or ugly for the 

dark skinned.  But where this jealousy and acrimony are at their greatest point of 

contestation is among step-siblings or family members of mixed complexion and hue.  

“The internalization of White-supremacist standards of beauty and the desire to 

maintain what little advantage can be gained in a racist system leads some families to 

reject darker-skinned members.  Conversely, in some families, anger at White 

oppression and the pain of colorism can lead to resentment toward and rejection of 

lighter-skinned members.” (Tatum, 44)  As a result of this intra-fratricidal bitterness 

dark-skinned siblings are often consciously and unconsciously on guard to make sure 

that light-skinned siblings are not being given preferential treatment from parents and 

other family members.  

The rich and complex nature of this aspect of African-American social identity 

makes the otherwise brotherly actions of the Hugh character towards his two light-



skinned bi-racial siblings appear as a form of emotional and financial servitude to the 

whiteness of their being.  Hugh’s unconditional servitude to the whims and emotions 

of his bi-racial siblings is a considerable challenge to the African-American spectator 

because he is so willing to forestall his own happiness to protect and insure the 

happiness of his younger bi-racial brother and sister that it replicates the dramatic 

paradigm of white master and gentle accommodating black slave even though 

Cassavetes did not intend the relationships to be interpreted that way. (7)  

Considering the fact that both Lelia and Ben are living with Hugh in his apartment 

and that Hugh is willing to stretch his own tight finances to cover for Ben and Lelia’s 

needs (e.g. we see him loan Ben $20 and insisting the Lelia take a cab home by giving 

her the money) it is Hugh that is bearing the financial and emotional burden of his 

siblings bi-raciality; it is in this way that Hugh, as a dark-skinned African-American, is 

placed in an unequal relationship reminiscent to those light-skinned African-

Americans who served in “Massa’s House” and those dark-skinned African-

Americans who served in “Massa’s Fields” before the end of slavery; that is, Hugh is 

bearing the burden for the privileges of his bi-racial siblings.   

While it may certainly be true that Cassavetes who was an ethnic white, Lelia 

Goldoni who is Italian-American and Benito Carruthers who was,” in fact, one eighth 

black (with a mix of Puerto Rican),” were not sensitive to this aspect of African-

American social dynamics, Hugh Hurd and the other dark-skinned African-Americans 

in the cast would have certainly been conscious of this missing aspect. (Carney, 2001, 

18) But I believe it was the extraordinary off-screen closeness between the actors 

(Goldoni and Carruthers actually married after the shooting of the film) as well as the  

overall humanist trajectory of Cassavetes’ social critique which forces these characters 

together and makes the film challenging on two levels: 1) whites are shocked at the bi-

raciality of the story and its implications about existence and pervasiveness of 

miscegenation; 2) blacks are shocked at the unconditional and nearly “maternal” love 



the dark-skinned Hugh shares for his younger fair-skinned siblings in the face of long 

held suspicions and recriminations concerning caste and complexion within the 

African-American community.  For all intents and purposes the dark-skinned African-

American character of Hugh is the fulcrum upon which the entire social critique of 

SHADOWS is hinged.  It is Hugh’s unmistakable African-American racial 

characteristics that ‘taints’ the whiteness of both Ben and Lelia characters for it is only 

through Hugh and his openly stated familial relationship to Ben and Lelia that we 

recognize these characters as bi-racial.  If the film indeed asks us to,” start asking what 

being Negro means and start thinking about the whole concept,” it does so with a 

different meaning for whites than for blacks.  Hugh’s brotherly affection and financial 

and emotional deference to his two bi-racial siblings secures for the white audience 

that Lelia and Ben are his “blood” relatives while simultaneously making the black 

audience uncomfortable with Hugh’s emotional servitude to a caste of fair-skinned 

blacks who it is often suspected think that they are better than dark-skinned blacks.  

Although the film does not resolve these questions, nor did it intend to, the fact that 

SHADOWS opens up these aspects of African-American social identity for inquiry is 

a triumph to Cassavetes’ racial insight and the depth of his critique beyond his initial 

intentions. 

LELIA: The Quandary of the Mulatta 

 As mentioned previously, under traditional patriarchy and gender roles the 

quandary of the mulatta in American society prior to the civil rights movement and 

the black nationalist ideological perspective was that this fair-skinned black woman 

could be desired by white males if she “passed” and kept her bi-raciality a secret.  By 

the same token, this fair-skinned black woman could also be desired by black men as 

an ideal of beauty proscribed by her proximity to “whiteness” as a culturally valued 

standard.  Thus, the mulatta, like the mulatto, was compelled to self-hate; that is to 

loath the proverbial “one drop” of black blood coursing through her veins that kept 



her from fully being accepted into the white world of privilege, opportunity and 

freedom and the very same “one drop” of black blood that kept her as an ideal of 

whiteness and feminine beauty in the black world of servitude, disadvantages and 

second-class citizenship. (8)  Since passing,” relies on physical appearance more than 

on cunning, on silence more than on verbal skills.  Passing proves consistent with 

feminine ideals of passivity and gentility,” and we find both in literature and in film 

that the mulatta is the gender most consistently portrayed as keeping their mixed-race 

heritage a secret to garner the privileges, opportunity and freedom of a society 

segregated by race. (Fabi, 13) 

 It is within this double-bind that we apprehend the character of Lelia and her 

circumstances in SHADOWS.  Lelia is first presented to us in the film as a kind of 

waif-like ingénue; Hugh’s “baby sister” whom he gives a few dollars for a cab ride 

home from the train station.  This ordinary scene placed early in the film is crucial to 

the development of the film’s strategy of social critique because it introduces the 

audience to Lelia as a mulatta, as the fair-skinned bi-racial sister of a dark-skinned 

African-American man and neither of them appears to be ashamed of the other.  Lelia 

is not attempting to “pass” for white it would seem because she is not denying her 

brother in public nor is she asking him to deny her as was often the case when 

someone was trying to “pass” for white. (9)   More importantly, Lelia’s bi-racial 

identity is now an ‘open secret’ among the audience members watching the film, 

because it is never discussed within the film itself, but will undoubtedly be discussed 

among the audience members or within the heads of those audience members who 

might be harboring unexpressed thoughts of racial bigotry.  This is one of the 

strategies that the film employed to challenge the racial prejudices and misconceptions 

of its contemporary audience, as well as, subsequent audiences: the open and public 

presentation of Hugh as the brother of Lelia and Ben.  Thus, the audience is left to discern 

the consequences of miscegenation through the bi-racial offspring that implied a 



previous sexual union between white and black; the thought of which in the 

spectator’s mind acts as a harbinger of another inter-racial sexual union to come later 

in the film which we must examine now to better acquaint ourselves with the 

quandary of the mulatta in pre-civil rights American society. 

Tony Russell: Bigot or Egoist? 

Recall that the fundamental dramatic situation of SHADOWS was developed 

within a series of emotionally intense improvisations.  The specific moment was after 

Lelia has had sex with Tony, a white boy,” and returned with him to her apartment,” 

where when Lelia introduces him to her brother, Hugh, Tony realizes that Lelia is not 

white, but black. (Carney, 2001, 16)  After Tony’s realization he makes up an obvious 

lie to excuse himself: “I have to go…  I have an appointment.”  He then 

unceremoniously leaves the apartment before Hugh explodes in anger.  Although it is 

commonplace and to a certain extent commonsense to interpret this scene as an 

explicit demonstration of a bigoted attitude held by the character of Tony, I would 

like to present here a counter-intuitive interpretation of the scene based on a different 

assessment of the situation with special consideration for the way Cassavetes 

organized the scene formally on the screen.  If,” Cassavetes’ understanding of life was 

color-blind, class-blind and individualistic,” as author Ray Carney suggests, and in 

Cassavetes’ own words,” the film was not about racial but ‘human problems,” then 

perhaps looking at this scene again with new eyes might allow us the see this human 

problem beyond the skin color of its participants. (Carney, 2001, 58) 

 In the second chapter of this book I discussed the five assumptions of race that 

shackle African-Americans in film.  I presented the five assumptions not in an effort 

to prove or disprove the validity of those assumptions, but instead to show some 

African-American’s belief in their validity creates an almost impregnable perceptual 

frame around the cinematic image through which race is always interpreted as the 



most significant thematic issue of any film, whether the filmmaker intended this racial 

interpretation or not.  It is the third assumption that I would like to return to here in 

my discussion of the scene between Lelia and Tony at Hugh’s apartment:  That the 

white character in film is always given the benefit of a doubt, the African-American character is not.  

In matters of moral rectitude and/or criminal guilt in a vast majority of American 

films we see a dramatic paradigm that has white characters accused of a crime or 

indiscretion being offered sympathy, jurisprudence and the presumption of innocence 

by other characters within the film whereas African-American characters in similar 

situations often find such vanities of law and morality revoked.  This dramatic 

paradigm has a historical mirror in the real life from the unjust lynching of African-

American males during and after slavery to the racial profiling of today where law 

enforcement officials rush to judgment in arresting, shooting or incarcerating African-

American males accused of crimes against whites. It is at this juncture that I would 

like to apply the third assumption as valid and give the character of Tony the benefit 

of a doubt; that is to say that perhaps his reaction to the sudden discovery that Lelia 

was black was not the reaction of a bigot, but instead was perhaps that of a stunned 

“make out artist” who was thrown off his ego centered self security by Lelia’s 

revelation.  In fact, as our closer scrutiny of the most controversial circumstance in 

SHADOWS will reveal, the presentation of this circumstance is far more complex 

than can be contained by the theme of racial bigotry. 

The following is a brief overview of the most controversial circumstance within 

SHADOWS with the scenes numbered and various filmic transitions noted that form 

the bulk of the large sequence of events: 

1) Fade In: Lelia is at an all white “literary party” that is being hosted by David (David 
Pokotilow), a middle aged white man who is smitten with her and uses his charm, flattery 
and a feigned interest in her potential as a writer to try to encourage her affections.  To 
prove a point about spontaneity to David, Lelia suddenly kisses a stranger standing near 
them while David looks on in drunken mortification: a young white male who eventually 



introduces himself as Tony.  After a brief conversation, Tony invites himself along on 
David and Lelia’s proposed date in the Park tomorrow over David’s objections. 

2)  Lap Dissolve from party to park the next day: Lelia is walking arm in arm with 
David and Tony.  A meeting with a mutual friend allows Lelia and Tony to ditch David 
and run off together through the park.  David looks around the park in vain; he does not 
see them anymore.  Quick Fade to Black. 

3) Quick Fade in:  Tony and Lelia walk to his apartment.  He invites her up for a drink 
after having broached the subject of his “romantic inclinations”.  As they turn to go 
inside the building Cassavetes adds the music of an African drum which will serve as a 
musical leitmotif every time we see Tony later in the film. 

4) Lap Dissolve from Apartment building entrance to interior of Tony’s apartment:  
African drum music fades out.  Lelia enters the door and Tony closes it behind her. 
Tony kisses Lelia and offers her a drink, but she refuses.  Tony coaxes her to his bed by 
repeating,” I love you…  Lelia.” 

5) Quick Lap Dissolve to post-coital scene.  The shot begins with a wooden primitive 
mask.  The camera tilts down from the mask to a close up of Lelia’s face as she lay in 
bed facing away from Tony.  Tony says that if he knew it was Lelia’s first time he 
wouldn’t have touched her.  Lelia in turn reveals her regret by saying,” I didn’t know it 
could be so awful”.  She later asks if she should stay with Tony which makes him 
noticeably nervous and calculating.  His face tenses up and his eyes alternate from a 
mischievous squint to an odd inexpressive blank stare.  Lelia, sensing his indifference, 
abruptly announces her disappointment with making love and decides to end their affair.  
“It’s over, I know that much about life,” she says.  Tony makes a valiant attempt to save 
the affair by saying,” Lelia you can come stay with me.  I…  I want you to, but when I 
say that you’re close to me that’s all I can say because that’s the way I am.  But that 
doesn’t mean that I don’t feel the same things that you feel…  Lelia, I love you.” Lelia 
then begs to go home. 

6) A quick dissolve presents the end of a cab ride home where Lelia attempts to keep 
Tony from coming up to her apartment, but he insists.  The cabdriver (Bob Reeh) is 
given the bitingly ironic line of,” Ain’t love grand,” as he hurries them out of his taxi 
mockingly serenading the two with,” I love you truly, truly dear,” to finish his 
commentary about them. 

7) Dissolve into interior of Hugh’s apartment.  Lelia is talking to Tony while Ben and 
his white friends make phone calls looking for girls to hang out with before the night is 
over.  Ben and his friends leave.  Dissolve to: Lelia and Tony dancing together.  The 
song’s lyric,” Tell me you’ll always be mine beautiful,” stands out as Tony’s unexpressed 
desire on the soundtrack.  As they lay on the sofa together, Cut to: a close up of the 
door buzzer as a black finger presses it.  Return to: Lelia as she fixes Tony’s tie and 
looks back at the door.  Cut to: Reverse angle shot of Lelia looking back at the door 
Rapid Swish Pan to: Hugh and Rupert entering the apartment. Cut to: Frontal shot of 
Lelia walking towards the camera as Hugh and Rupert enter.  It is interesting to note 
here how the song,” My Beautiful You,” ends just as Lelia is shown walking towards the 
camera which is ultimately a disjunctive point of view shot of Hugh looking at Lelia.  



The ending of the song seems to foretell what will be the ‘true’ ending of their romance.  
The next shot is of Hugh kissing her on the cheek and her introducing him to Tony as 
her brother.  She also introduces him to Rupert.  They shake hands.  Tony stands off to 
the side isolated in a medium shot while Lelia, Hugh and Rupert form a trio in another 
medium wide shot.  Lelia asks Hugh how did his performance go and Hugh and Rupert 
begin to explain their experiences.  As Hugh and Rupert begin to argue over a song, 
Lelia, Hugh and Rupert exchange glances off screen to Tony.  Tony in return is staring at 
them in silence. Tony’s face tenses up and his eyes squint and then become oddly 
inexpressive in a blank stare.  He abruptly announces that he has to go.  “I have an 
appointment.”  Two brief close up shots show Hugh and Rupert watching as Tony 
heads for the door.  Cut to: Camera outside of the door as Tony opens it and Lelia runs 
to catch him and anxiously ask him why he is leaving.  Tony repeats the same obvious lie 
and then tells her that they’ll have lunch and see a show tomorrow.  Hugh walks over as 
Lelia leaves the doorway and he demands that Tony leave and not hurt his sister.  Tony 
suddenly invites all of them to dinner tomorrow, but Hugh is adamant that Tony must 
go.  Hugh pushes him away and Tony descends the stairs shouting,” I leaving, but 
remember you ask me to!”  Cut to: Interior of apartment.  Hugh and Lelia hug. 

8) Dissolve to: Tony in a phone booth calling Lelia.  Cut to: Lelia in bed listening to the 
phone ring.  She doesn’t answer it.  Hugh checks on her again.  He leaves.  She lights a 
cigarette.  Music of a saxophone begins.  Dissolve from: Lelia smoking in bed at night, 
to: Ben laying in his bed in the morning.                

  These scenes (1-8) that I have isolated from the film taken together form the 

controversial emotional core of SHADOWS, but in none of the scenes within the 

sequence is race ever mentioned; in fact the subject and meaning of race is solely the 

providence of the spectator by virtue of the racial characteristics of the actors on 

screen and the implied bi-racial siblings within the fiction.  Although it is intellectually 

expedient to consider that Tony’s sudden change of behavior after he realizes that 

Lelia is black was the volte-face of a bigot, to do so seems to me to flatten his 

character by looking at the scene ‘through a glass darkly’ so to speak.  For African-

Americans as well as some whites to see Tony’s actions as the result of a hidden racial 

prejudice is a consequence of how race affects an audience even in a narrative context 

where the subject is unspoken but in plain sight.  But his actions can also be seen in 

another light. 

Consider the fact that the literary party where Tony met Lelia was all white and 

one could say that Lelia was unintentionally “passing” as white in this exclusive 



unmixed social gathering.  Lelia’s “whiteness” is socially constructed and maintained 

by the white peers and white friends whom she adheres to in a segregated group, just 

as our initial presumption of Ben’s “whiteness” was socially constructed and 

maintained by his exclusive group of white male friends. Why should race matter 

between two lovers one might ask?  Perhaps it doesn’t matter as it concerns the highly 

regarded moral ideals of our time, but in affairs of the heart a person’s race is an 

important part of knowing and accepting the object of one’s affection.  In the 

romantic tradition of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s,” How do I love thee… let me 

count the ways,” if a lover is of a different race, the color of their skin becomes part 

of their adored identity.  The moral question of,” Should I love this kind of person,” 

only becomes a problem if racial prejudice impedes that adoration or circumvents truly 

knowing the one whom you profess to love.  If one were to give Tony the benefit of a 

doubt- that perhaps he was not consciously racist, but instead was placed in a 

decidedly awkward position vis-à-vis Lelia’s revelation, then I think we are closer to 

the thematic intentions of Cassavetes with this scene and such a notion adds a layer of 

complexity to the circumstance than has been hitherto discussed.  In knowing that 

Tony was a “make-out artist,” a smooth talker who says,” I love you,” to every 

woman he wants to bed, then perhaps the reading of his facial expressions in two 

pivotal scenes in the sequence might allow us to see him beyond just a bigoted 

caricature.   

In the post-coital scene (#5) as Tony and Lelia lay together her first words to 

him are,” I didn’t know it could be so awful.”  She then further states that,” There 

isn’t going to be a next time,” when Tony says their sexual experiences together will 

be easier now that her virginity is gone.  Such bitter phrases from a female directly 

after their sexual liaison crushes his ego and Tony reveals this deflated reaction when 

he says,” I’m sorry if I disappointed you; I guess I did.”  His face tenses up and his 

eyes gaze in an inexpressive blank stare as it does again in scene #7 where it is 



revealed that Lelia is bi-racial.(10) This blank stare is a mask that Tony wears to hide 

his feelings when a woman gets the best of him; it is a stoic masculine mask of self-

protection that aligns with Cassavetes’,” notion that characters wear ‘personality 

masks,” and,”… it is not an overstatement to say that the fundamental drama of the 

film is generated by the mask each character wears.” (Carney, 2001, 14)  Thus, when 

we see the same stoic facial expressions on Tony after Lelia introduces Hugh as her 

brother, it can be said that Tony might have been a bigot (if we consider the 

unsuppressed volume of racial prejudice that existed at the time the film was made) 

but it can also be argued that in fact he may have felt that in unintentionally keeping 

her race a secret, Lelia had outwitted him in the game of love.  To be specific, if Tony 

was just parroting the words,” I love you,” to get sex from Lelia then he also was 

hiding from her his true lack of emotion for her behind the false pretense of love. 

Yet, when he realizes that Lelia is black it could have seemed to him that she was also 

hiding something from him and thus her “I love you’s” might also have been a means 

to bed him under what would be from his perspective: an intentional false pretense.  

To put it all in the urban parlance of our times,” The player has been played.”  The 

bottom line is whether one sees Tony’s actions after Lelia’s revelation as those of a 

bigot or as the result of a bruised ego –or a mixture of both- it is all a matter of the 

unspoken racial prejudices of the audience and whom they might take sides with or 

against and this was of course one of the targets of Cassavetes’ stunning social critique 

in SHADOWS. 

Now that we have given Tony the benefit of a doubt (as an oppositional 

reading) for his behavior under the circumstances as presented by Cassavetes, we 

should turn to the second part of the third assumption: taking away the benefit of a 

doubt from the character of Lelia.  To do this operation we must ask at what point 

did Lelia realize that Tony didn’t know she was bi-racial?  Specifically, at what point in 

the narrative did she realize that her race might affect their relationship?  I have 



already noted that Lelia was “unintentionally passing” at the exclusively white literary 

party where she and Tony met and thus her racial identity was socially constructed by 

the homogeneous racial make-up of those around her.  It was her presence within the 

unmixed social group as well as her equal status as a guest that allowed Tony to 

presume out of natural consequence that Lelia was also white.  I believe the pivotal 

moment of Lelia’s awareness of her “unintentional passing” came during the cab ride 

home, particularly as she came closer and closer to the other racial group of which she 

is a part.  Here we see how race is a decidedly social construct for the bi-racial 

individual who can assume the racial identity of whatever two halves of their race they 

are most surrounded by or nearest to in affection and how race can also be chosen as 

an act of strategic agency by that bi-racial individual. 

When the cab stops outside of her (Hugh’s) apartment building it is then that 

Lelia becomes visibly anxious and insistent that Tony not come up, go back home and 

not,” make a scene.”  It is after this anxious moment that Lelia begins to intentionally 

pass for white after having already realized on the cab ride home that she might’ve 

unintentionally misled Tony about her racial identity.  She first attempts to cover it up 

by sending him back home in the cab, but reluctantly she invites him up to the 

apartment.  Admittedly, the notion of telling Tony that she was black after they had 

had sex placed Lelia in an awkward position since their brief two day affair did not 

really allow either of them enough time to get to really know each other.  Lelia’s 

awkward moment in the cab about her race is revisited upon Tony inside of the 

apartment with his own awkward moment after he finds out that she is not ‘pure’ 

white.  These awkward moments in Cassavetes’ first film SHADOWS are a 

reoccurring stylistic trait found in many later Cassavetes’ films.  These are those 

infamous awkward moments when the,” conventional, automatic roles, rules, and 

codes of behavior break down.” (11) 



Consider the moment the husband comes home from a night of philandering 

to find his wife’s lover scrambling out of their bedroom window in FACES (1968) or 

the extended sequence in HUSBANDS (1970) where two of the main characters 

vomited together in a men’s room for so long that studio heads at Columbia pictures 

begged Cassavetes to cut out the scene or shorten it- of course, he defied their wishes 

and left the scene in. (Fine, 236-237)  Also consider the mental breakdown scene in 

the film that is generally regarded as Cassavetes’ masterpiece, A WOMAN UNDER 

THE INFLUENCE, where Mabel (Gena Rowlands) descends into madness in what 

actor Peter Falk described as,” the  most extraordinary twelve minutes of sustained 

acting,” he’d ever seen on film.  (Fine, 294).  Whether these awkward moments are 

designed for the characters within the fiction, the actors performing within the fiction 

or the audience watching the fiction, Cassavetes used these awkward moments to 

challenge both the audience and the performers in an effort to breakdown the “mask 

of the personality” and reveal the true human side of the character.  Specifically, the 

masks people create as social roles, gender roles and racial identity when the individual 

performs his or her role within a group. 

In fact, this notion of “the mask of the personality” which Carney notes that 

Cassavetes relied upon in his approach to acting has a contemporary source from the 

studies of everyday social intercourse that were in circulation by sociologist Erving 

Goffman (The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life-1959) and others.  In Goffman’s 

work in particular the dramaturgical aspect of all social interaction is found in,” all the 

activity of an individual which occurs during a period marked by his continuous 

presence before a particular set of observers and which has some influence on the 

observers.” (pg. 22)   Goffman explored the idea that an individual “performs” a 

personality mask that is different from his or her “true self” while engaged with a 

group and that a different mask can be chosen by the impression that the individual 

wants others to believe and take seriously.  There are stunning racial implications 



surrounding Goffman’s ideas that suggest that the social role of racial identity is a 

performance: 

 “In fact, however, many classes of persons have had many different reasons 
for exercising systematic modesty and for underplaying any expressions of wealth, 
capacity, spiritual strength, or self-respect. 

The ignorant, shiftless, happy-go-lucky manner which Negroes in the Southern 
states sometimes felt obliged to affect during interaction with whites illustrates how a 
performance can play up ideal values which accord to the performer a lower position 
than he covertly accepts for himself.”  (pg.38) 

Thus in a society segregated by race, under the threat of mutilation and/or 

lynching, a racial stereotype or mask can be performed as a means of survival in front 

of those in power.  SHADOWS is organized in such a way that we can see the 

different masks of the personality being put on and taken off by the individual 

characters and we, the spectators, are given a more complex impression of the 

characters and their circumstances as a result of witnessing these various personality 

changes particularly during those awkward moments where the “masks” are taken off 

as in the pivotal scene between Tony, Lelia, Hugh and Rupert in the apartment.  

Returning to the problem that Lelia has in the cab and in the apartment is that 

her bi-raciality cannot surmount the segregated and color-conscious aspects of the 

social groups that she traverses.  She is,” utterly unable to affect the reality of her 

racial identity, and the facts of biology, family, and society that hem her in in a world 

that is not racially color blind.”(12)  Thus when we apply the third assumption to the 

fundamental circumstance of SHADOWS we find a much more complex and 

thematically richer scene than if we presume Tony’s reaction to Lelia’s revelation as 

simple racial bigotry and Lelia, herself, as simply a bi-racial female who is passing as 

white.  That Lelia ends up in the arms of Davey, a dark-skinned African-American 

man is in part a consequence of Davey being at the apartment when Tony returned to 

attempt to apologize to Lelia for his actions the previous night.  Lelia ignores Tony 



and puts on a high strung diva act that irritates Davey throughout their date.  But later 

that night while they slow dance at an integrated nightclub Davey disarms her by 

telling her: “Look, I don’t know who you think you’re fighting.  You know, I saw the 

way he looked at you back there and I also saw the way he looked at me.”  In a 

fleeting moment of race-coded recognition, Lelia relaxes and rests her head on his 

shoulder.  She seems to be accepting the shared indignity of racial bigotry of which 

Davey has intimate knowledge as well as the “one drop” of black blood that makes 

her African-American. 

This is a reversal of the third assumption which would later be a classic weapon 

in the Replacement strategy of Blaxploitation films: Davey takes the benefit of a 

doubt from the moral character of the white male Tony and in doing so bestows that 

benefit upon Lelia, through his continued toleration of her humiliation of him before 

and during their date that evening. (13)   His direct motivation for tolerating her 

humiliation is that he wants to start a meaningful relationship with her. The 

impregnable perceptual frame through which race is always interpreted as the most 

significant issue between whites and blacks is used by Davey to interpret Tony’s 

glances, but as we shall see it is even more interesting to consider those glances of 

Tony’s as coming from a different place other than simply racial bigotry alone. 

INTERPRETING THE GLANCES: The Formal Strategy of SHADOWS 

 To underscore the importance of glances and how they are interpreted in 

SHADOWS, I like to turn our attention to the spectacular formal aspects of the 8 

scenes I had isolated previously to reveal how Cassavetes’ social critique operates 

concurrently on the level of the film’s formal organization as well as on the level of 

the content and dramatic action which I have already previously discussed.  Ironically, 

both authors Ray Carney and Marshall Fine note that Cassavetes was a notoriously 

anti-technical director.  In fact one of his central motivations for embarking on a 



career as a film director was because he felt that classical Hollywood directors and 

conventional production techniques forced the actor,” to go through a dramatic 

scene, staying within a certain region where the lights are… if he gets out of the lights 

just half an inch, then they’ll cut the take and do it all over again.  So then the actor 

begins to think about the light rather than about the person he is supposed to be 

making love to, or arguing with.” (Fine, 19)  His disregard for the technical and 

conventional production concerns as well as any polished aesthetic quality of the 

image caused many disagreements with Eric Kollmar, the chief cinematographer of 

SHADOWS who was never comfortable with,” Cassavetes’ apparent indifference to 

technical concerns.” (Carney, 2001, 38)  Yet in spite of Cassavetes’ hubris there are 

certain scenes within SHADOWS that are brilliantly lit, blocked and photographed 

(with help alternately provided by film director Robert Rossen and others).  For 

instance, the triangulated composition with Hugh in the background, Lelia in the 

middle ground and Ben in the foreground of the image when all three siblings are in 

her bed the morning after her incident with Tony is a particularly arresting tableau.  

The light that strikes Ben’s trumpet creates a brilliantly metallic point of interest in an 

image otherwise composed of stark contrasts of white and black textures, skin tones 

and hair color.  Another arresting set of compositions happen early in the film when 

Ben comes to the rehearsal studio to borrow twenty dollars from Hugh.  The framing 

of the shots and blocking of the actors within the shots often create intriguing 

compositions with Hugh and Rupert in profile within the foreground of a medium 

two shot anchoring the left and right sides of the screen while Ben can be seen in 

between them.  Later the balancing of this composition is improved by increasing the 

depth of the image by placing Hugh and Rupert in the foreground left and right sides 

of a medium wide shot while Ben stands against a wall far in the background between 

the two figures.  These carefully composed shots seem to trap Ben in between the 

African-American aspects of his bi-raciality and simultaneously alienate him from 



those aspects by the spatial distance he retains from Hugh and Rupert.  Moreover, 

Ben is literally standing outside of the conversation Hugh and Rupert are having 

about the nightclub act and yet he is also occasionally the subject of Hugh and 

Rupert’s conversation since Hugh has to stop negotiating with the club owner to give 

Ben the money he wants to borrow.  Instances like these show us that both Kollmar 

and Rossen, at least intermittently, won their arguments about the technical and 

aesthetic beauty and narrative importance of cinematic compositions and lighting 

during the production that Cassavetes had to acquiesce to if he wanted to keep 

Kollmar involved; Eric Kollmar, a German filmmaker who was living in New York at 

the time was,” the one experienced ‘professional’ on the film,” besides Rossen’s brief 

involvement. (Carney, 2001, 38)  So, in spite of Cassavetes’ distain for the formal and 

technical aspects of filmmaking it seems that he was more against the classical 

Hollywood production model that he had experienced as an actor on television in 

Budd Schulberg’s, “Paso Doble,” in a performance that,” launched a career,” and his 

experiences in film with veteran director Don Siegel’s CRIME IN THE STREETS 

(1955) and then newcomer director Martin Ritt’s EDGE OF THE CITY (1956). 

(Fine, 42) 

 In the 8 scenes I isolated from the interior of the narrative of SHADOWS I 

highlighted the formal methods of transition that Cassavetes employed to construct 

what would ultimately be the emotional core and the most controversial dramatic 

strand of the multifold narrative.  But a closer inspection of these methods of 

transition reveals a deliberate and significant use of form to heighten and sustain the 

emotional impact of the content.  First, we note that Cassavetes utilized the dissolve 

as the primary formal armature to connect the temporal and dramatic order of his 

scenes in this sequence.  Recognizing that an image which fades in from black and an 

image that fades out to black can technically still be called a dissolve, this ordinary 

transitional cinematic device plays a crucial role in the organization of the eight 



scenes.  For example, the initial fade in from black that opens up upon the literary 

party allows Cassavetes to start en medias res or “in the middle of things” with the party 

already in full swing and actually waning a bit as the night has worn on, judging from a 

sleeping girl on the sofa near Tony when he meets the exotic dancer.  Instead of using 

the fade in to merely start a scene the fade in is used to advance the narrative forward 

to a highly charged dramatic point.    

Another crucial function of the dissolve is the lap dissolve from one image to 

another that forms a narrative ellipsis from the party that night with David (David 

Pokotilow), Lelia and Tony to the park the next day with David, Lelia and Tony.  It is 

at this point that we can discern that the dissolve is being used not simply as a method 

of transition but also as a method of narrative acceleration; to rapidly layer dramatic 

actions and scenes upon one another to eliminate unwanted story exposition and to 

sustain a particular set of emotions from one scene to another.  At the end of the 

literary party scene we have David’s adamant displeasure at Lelia for encouraging 

Tony to come along with them to the park tomorrow and the lap dissolve takes us 

directly to the park with the three of them and David is noticeably anxious and 

overwhelmed by the romantic interest that is kindling between the two.  His 

displeasure has been sustained between two scenes as we see the unwanted result of 

his displeasure in the following shot: Tony has come with them.  Where it is 

commonplace to use a cut or an edit to the next scene in an ellipsis, by using the 

dissolve instead of the cut the emotions from the previous scene are allowed to ‘carry 

over’ to the next scene by the graphic layering over of the same three figures upon 

one another in the subsequent image at a different time and place.   

 Between scenes 2 and 3 (from the park to the street) there is a quick fade to 

black and a quick fade in from black which delivers another form of the narrative 

ellipsis (i.e., a temporal ellipsis) but rather than simply cut out hours of time as the lap 



dissolve did previously from night to day, these two dissolves create a sort of “micro-

ellipsis” of an indeterminate amount of time (it could be a few minutes or a few hours 

later in the same day) but now Lelia and Tony are out of the park and walking down 

the street together.  Here, the fade to black from a telephoto medium wide shot of 

David searching for the couple and the fade in from black to the couple walking alone 

on the street carries forward David’s fears and anxiety.  This ellipsis gives us the result 

of those fears in the following shot after the black:  that Lelia and Tony are starting a 

romance. 

 Although the scenes themselves contain cuts to other shots –or simply edits- 

the master organizing principle of the eight scenes in this sequence of the film is the 

dissolve.  The iterative use of dissolves between scenes layers each scene upon 

another with an ever thickening emotional viscosity from which there is no real 

catharsis but instead the storylines of all three characters end,” with moments of 

anagnorisis.  Characters realize things about themselves- not by thinking but by 

listening to their hearts.” (Carney, 69)  Ben realizes that he must seek a different path 

than his white male friends; Hugh realizes that he needs Rupert to continue his 

endeavors as a nightclub singer; Lelia realizes that she doesn’t have to deny her bi-

raciality to fall in love. Indeed, I believe that Cassavetes’ new and innovative use for 

the dissolve as well as other aspects of visual panache, though perhaps born more out 

of necessity than a matter of style given the chaotic nature of the production, is what 

most appealed to the continental European audiences that embraced the film 

wholeheartedly upon its foreign release.  The Venice Film Festival, Paris and London 

screenings of SHADOWS  in the Summer and Fall of 1960 where,” a thousand 

people were turned away from the box office,” and the film received,” rave reviews 

and a sustained ovation from the audience,” are attributable to the iconoclastic spirit 

of the times that had been ignited by the onslaught of the French New Wave in 1959 

(Truffaut’s LES QUATRE CENT COUPS – The Four Hundred Blows) and Jean-



Luc Godard’s A BOUT DE SOUFFLE (Breathless) in 1960. (Carney, 2001, 7)  An 

iconoclastic spirit that had been gaining momentum in Europe ever since the 

publication of Truffaut’s,” A Certain Tendency in French Cinema,” in 1954 had 

heralded a sense of aesthetic rebellion in the magazine Cahiers du Cinema but a spirit 

which had yet to reach mainstream America since Godard’s A BOUT DE SOUFFLE 

wouldn’t play at the New York Film Festival until 1961. 

 The re-purposing of traditional cinematic devices, shooting in the streets from 

clandestine camera positions, the use of rapid swish pans, fast cutting and the 

emphasis on the lives of twentysomethings in café and bar scenes placed SHADOWS 

right at the vanguard of attention for its innovative formal and narrative techniques 

that were similar to those associated with the French New Wave.  And just as with the 

French New Wave auteurs many of these techniques and repurposing of traditional 

cinematic devices were born at times out of necessity as well as a matter of style in the 

rejection of certain classical techniques in “the cinema of quality”.  However, by far 

the most innovative formal strategy employed in SHADOWS comes during Lelia’s 

revelation in scene #7.  In a narrative technique that anticipates Godard’s meta-

narrative work in PIERROT LE FOU (1965) several years later, Cassavetes splits the 

image track and the soundtrack into two independent registers through the use of off 

screen glances in a circuit of shot/reverse shot sequences and dialogue that never 

comments on what the characters are looking at and why.  Recall the moment in 

Scene #7 where Lelia meets Hugh and Rupert near the door as they come in.  We are 

first given a frontal shot of Lelia as she walks toward the camera and then a 

subsequent side angle shot of Hugh looking off screen as Lelia walks up and kisses 

him on both cheeks.  These two shots disturb the normal logic of a point of view shot 

sequence which usually starts with a character looking off screen, the next shot is of 

the object or character being looked at, and a return shot to the original character 

signifies the possessor of the point of view.  Yet these two shots of Lelia’s greeting to 



Hugh announces a distinct disruption of the A/B/A logic of a traditional point of 

view sequence and begins the strategy of narrative lacuna in the film’s formal 

organization, the purpose of which I shall discuss momentarily. 

 After the kisses Lelia introduces Hugh and Rupert to Tony then Lelia, Hugh, 

and Rupert begin talking in another triangular wide shot composition about Hugh’s 

out of town gig. “Well how did the thing go?”  As they begin talking about the 

performance Tony is shown in an isolated close up shot looking off screen (right) in 

their direction.  In the following shot with Lelia, Hugh and Rupert each character can 

be seen in turn looking off screen (left) in the direction of where Tony is standing 

alone as they discuss the mistakes during Hugh’s nightclub act.  The subject of the 

dialogue is divorced from the off screen glances among all of the characters creating a 

narrative lacuna which forces the spectator to become involved in discerning what is 

not being articulated through the dialogue.  The rotating circuit of off screen glances 

and the altered logic of the point-of-view shots function not as Daniel Dayan once 

famously described as a ‘system of suture’ where in a point-of-view shot sequence,” 

shot two reveals a character who is presented as the owner of the glance 

corresponding to shot one.” (14)  Instead these off-screen glances here in this 

sequence function as a process of incision where the subject or reasons for the off screen 

glances among the characters is not supported by the dialogue but instead by the 

circumstance being read by the spectator.  If the system of suture closes off the fiction 

so that the spectator is imbricated (or woven) into the narrative by psychological 

identification with a character’s vision of the events, this process of incision, by 

contrast, invites the spectator to articulate the unspoken subject that is being held in 

abeyance within the fiction.  It is this deliberate formal technique that allows 

Cassavetes to use the spectator’s own prejudice against himself in how he or she reads 

the circumstance.  To see Tony’s reaction as that of a racist bigot is to recognize and 

perhaps question the bigotry that may be within one’s self or at least within society at 



that time.  Conversely, to see Tony as an egoist is to see how race impacts social 

relationships between whites and blacks in spite of our public acknowledgement of 

racial color-blindness.   How the spectator reads this circumstance as presented 

through the off screen glances is what subsequently determines how the spectator 

reads Tony’s apologies to Lelia later in the film as either genuine or dishonest guilty 

pleading.  Thus the formal organization of scene # 7 acts as a rhetorical corollary to 

the social critique embedded within the content of the film. 

 Ultimately, SHADOWS is a film about race wherein race itself is seen but not 

discussed and thus it challenges the racial stereotypes and prejudices of the audience 

watching the film but not the main characters within the fiction.  The off-screen 

glances among the characters that we the audience are forced to interpret in the most 

pivotal scene in the film makes SHADOWS the penultimate mirror text in the 

Lacanian psychoanalytic sense.  The differences among the social relationships and 

races of the people I am watching on screen (the specular I) is displaced onto and 

contrasted with how I judge and negotiate between the relationships and races of 

people with whom I socialize (or do not socialize) with in real life (the social I).(15) 

The film establishes and maintains a highly charged critical distance from the 

spectator by not verbally acknowledging racial differences in dialogue or social 

interactions and yet creates a dramatic circumstance where race could be interpreted 

as the catalyst for a particular character’s reaction (Tony) but,” asks its characters to 

hold themselves subtly responsive to unresolved, open-ended experiences, and it asks 

its viewers to do the same thing.” (Carney, 2001, 64)  One can say that through the 

film’s strategic formal organization Cassavetes undercuts the racist imaginary by 

placing the subject of race in the mind of the spectator through the different skin 

colors that are seen rather than through what is heard within the scenes; therefore the 

onus of racial prejudice is on the spectator him or herself rather than on the 

filmmaker or the performers.  I will have more to say about the special conditions and 



circumstances that allow us to distinguish the work of John Cassavetes in SHADOWS 

as the work of a genuine race traitor filmmaker beyond his obvious shift of narrative 

focus to African-Americans after our extended discussion of Rainer Werner 

Fassbinder and his film WHITY.  For now we should be able to see SHADOWS as a 

critical text in the study of African-Americans in American film that should not be 

overlooked and cannot be forgotten. 

RAINER WERNER FASSBINDER: Too Fast the Wunderkind 

 With the sudden death of the prolific and divisive filmmaker, Rainer Werner 

Fassbinder in the early morning hours of June 10th 1982,  many have commented that 

the state government subsided New German Cinema which symbolically began when 

a group of 26 young German filmmakers signed the Oberhausen Manifesto of 1962,” 

against what they called “Papa’s Cinema,” had effectively ended. (Watson, 30)  At the 

time of his accidental death from a lethal combination of cocaine, sleeping pills, and 

sheer exhaustion from years of self-abuse Fassbinder had blazed an astonishing trail in 

international cinema, State subsided West German domestic television, radio and 

theatre.  From 1969 until his death,“ He directed (mostly from scripts he authored) 

thirty-six feature length films, two filmed television series (of five and fourteen parts, 

respectively), four other short narrative films, two documentaries for television, 

twenty-four stage plays, and four radio plays.” (Watson, 2) This, not including his 

performances on stage and his acting work in the films of others has made most 

studies of Fassbinder’s work a daunting challenge to some scholars and critics then at 

the time of his death and now.  Many of his films have only recently been made 

available due to licensing rights and other restrictions, but the greatest challenge to the 

study of Fassbinder’s work has been the lurid and bitter tales of his personal life, drug 

addictions, self-abuse and the alleged abusive treatment he meted out to his troop of 

actors, lovers and friends. (See Hayman, Katz, Thomsen, etc)  Despite his 

international success in the form of awards, festival screenings and international 



distribution while he was alive, “Fassbinder’s reputation in his homeland was 

entangled almost continually in controversy…  The boulevard press hawked 

sensationalistic stories about his gay lifestyle and his supposedly tyrannical directorial 

manner (although this latter charge was challenged by some critics who actually saw 

him at work).  There were attacks from a variety of groups that his films offended.”  

(Watson, 6-7)  While these salacious stories, rumors and outright lies served to give 

Fassbinder’s name after his death the patina of sado-masochistic intrigue such 

counter-mythic stories could never quite overshadow the diversity, profundity and 

brilliance of his achievements.  His critical, often comically ironic, glance at post-WW 

II West German society before the fall of the Berlin wall carries within it a decisive 

critique of,” the German character which could also be seen in the materialism, 

intolerance, and reactionary tendencies of postwar West Germany.” (Watson, 2)  And 

his critique extends to America insomuch as American politics, materialism and greed 

played a role in the culture of West Germany as an anti-communist stronghold against 

East Germany and the Soviets. 

 Yet Fassbinder’s incredible success in the cinema began with two successive 

failures when his applications to enter into the West German Film and Television 

Academy were turned down in 1966 and again in 1967.  “Years later, when Fassbinder 

had become better known than any of the graduates of the first academic year, the 

failure was blamed on the examiners.  The commission, not the candidate, had failed.  

It had obviously overlooked a genius.”(16)  That Fassbinder was able to rebound after 

these stunning rejections, first through his work in theatre and the formation of the 

‘anti-teater’ group in 1968 and later through his work in the cinema beginning in 1969 

was a testament to his tenacity and his ever-striving artistic nature.  One can discern 

his critical perspective on society and why he chose the cinema as means of 

expression in an early 1971 interview with Christian Braad Thomson where he 

said,”… I came to the conclusion that the way our society is structured, theatre and 



film allow for the greatest measure of personal freedom.  That is why I chose them.” 

(17)  He could make such a statement about film and theatre allowing “personal 

freedom” because of the fact that West German theatre and film were heavily 

subsided by the government in part as a response to the decline of domestic 

production of German films after WWII due to a ‘pact’ between Hollywood film 

studios and those countries who consented to the U.S. Marshall plan of economic and 

infrastructural reconstruction after the war.  Specifically this ‘pact’ insured that those 

Hollywood films made between the,” 1930’s and the early 1940’s,” which had not 

been shown in Germany,”… could be dumped on the German market at low cost for 

easy profits.”  (Watson, 29)  Fassbinder’s early work in the cinema beginning with 

LOVE IS COLDER THAN DEATH (1969) GODS OF PLAGUE (1969), WHITY 

(1970) and THE AMERICAN SOLDIER (1970) owe a great deal of their style to his 

early adolescent exposure to American cinema in the German movie theatres of his 

youth.  In fact, Fassbinder’s subsequent exposure to the work of Hollywood German 

émigré director Douglas Sirk (Hans-Detlef Sierck 1897- 1987) allowed him to 

appropriate the content of melodrama along with various stylistic ‘distancing’ 

techniques to reach a wider audience in an effort to,” give the spectator the emotions 

along with the possibility of reflecting on and analyzing what he is feeling.” (18)  Yet 

he remained keenly aware of his ironic relationship to the State as an artist critical of 

contemporary German society and its dubious history of Nazism which it actively 

endeavored to forget.  In fact one of the ‘master themes’ within Fassbinder’s oeuvre 

was to show how the materialism, xenophobia, class oppression and the abiding 

nationalism that was thought to have been destroyed along with the Nazi regime lived 

on within the post-war economic miracle (wirtschaftwunder) of contemporary German 

culture in a variety of permutations that writer Thomas Elsaesser aptly called,” A 

Cinema of Vicious Circles,” where,” the desires binding people to each other in these 

films are those common to all popular culture: love and money.” (19)                  



 As mentioned earlier, Fassbinder made films that displeased many political and 

social groups.  Whether it was his overt dramatizations of German hostility and 

contempt towards foreign ‘guest’ workers in KATZELMACHER (literally 

“Cockartist”) and later in ALI: FEAR EATS THE SOUL or Gays who,” complained 

of betrayal by one of their own in FOX and HIS FRIENDS,” Fassbinder’s double-

edged criticism was sparing of no one least of all himself. (Watson, 7) But his 

‘binocular’ view of oppression is what most offended those groups to whom his films 

at first seemed to be most directed towards.  If FOX and HIS FRIENDS was about 

openly gay characters, with Fassbinder playing the lead, it was also an exposé on class 

divisions and material corruption within that very same community.  “Lesbian and 

feminist groups accused him of misogyny, in presenting women as complicit in their 

own oppression in his “women’s pictures”… Rightist attacked him for his 

associations with the radical left.  Leftists said he had sold out his political principles 

in his sardonic portrayal of manipulative communists and anarchists,” in his films 

MOTHER KÜSTERS GOES TO HEAVEN and THE THIRD GENERATION. 

(ibid)  These critical attacks and others are the result of Fassbinder’s binocular view of 

“the oppressor/victim relationship.”  He has stated that,” The really terrible thing 

about oppression is that you can’t show it without showing the person who’s being 

oppressed and who also has his faults… I stand firmly behind this thought: you must 

show the victim with his qualities and his faults, his strengths and his weaknesses, his 

mistakes… because if they didn’t commit any errors, then they might just as well die.  

They must save themselves through their mistakes and, in showing this, you point out 

just how awesome and powerful the oppression has been: you show that the victim is 

compelled to do this or that because he’s been oppressed.” (Sparrow, 185)  It is this 

‘binocular’ view of the oppressor/victim relationship that ultimately makes 

Fassbinder’s WHITY such a difficult film for whites and for African-Americans in its 



representation of a docile bi-racial servant oppressed by a white land owner and his 

family in the American Southwest of 1878. 

The (Critical) Prejudice Against WHITY 

 WHITY was the 7th feature film made by Fassbinder with his ‘anti-teater’ acting 

and production troop within a two year period of intense productivity between 1969 

and 1970.  WHITY was filmed on location in Almeria, Spain during the month of 

April in 35mm color and in CinemaScope.  Ostensibly, the story within the film is of a 

bi-racial male servant pejoratively nicknamed “Whity”(Günther Kaufmann).  He is the 

progeny of a forced sexual liaison between the White slave owner, Ben Nicholson 

(American actor Ron Randall) and the black kitchen ‘mammy’ (Elaine Baker in 

blackface paint) before the emancipation.  Whity’s supplicating nature to the 

Nicholson family is held in contempt by his own mother who sings ‘black songs’ to 

Whity’s chagrin in the kitchen.  The Nicholson family has a new member, a young 

white bride, Katherine (Katrin Schaake) for the wealthy Ben Nicholson.  The rest of 

the family consists of two brothers: the younger brother Davy (Harry Baer) is 

mentally challenged and the elder brother, Frank (Ulli Lommel) is sexually perverted.  

In a moment of affection and pity in the horses stable Whity kisses the unloved Davy 

and later takes a beating for him from Ben Nicholson in an extreme act of fraternal 

support.  The film is set somewhere in the American Southwest and Whity endures a 

beating from the white males (one of them played by Fassbinder himself) in a local 

saloon for openly displaying his romantic affair with Hanna (Hanna Schygulla) a white 

saloon singer/prostitute. 

Underneath these cruel and unusual circumstances are a set of intrigues all 

centered upon the power, wealth and privilege of the land owner, Ben Nicholson.  

Frank Nicholson asks Whity to kill his father, with the promise of making Whity rich, 

so that he might inherit the estate with no strings attached.  The new Mrs. Katherine 



Nicholson is carrying on an affair with a Mexican Doctor who has assured her that 

Ben Nicholson is slowly but certainly dying.  In anticipation of his death, she asks 

Whity, while tending his wounds from the beating Whity took on behalf of Davy, to 

kill Frank Nicholson the eldest heir to the estate who would surely stand in her way of 

getting everything.  She offers to share running the estate with Whity.  In turn, Hanna 

witnesses Ben Nicholson as he kills the Mexican whom he had hired to pretend to be 

a doctor and seduce his wife in an effort to test her fidelity to their marriage.  Later, 

Hanna admonishes Whity for his servile and masochistic nature towards the 

Nicholson family and breaks off their affair after Whity offers to pay for her 

affections.  Hanna testifies during a makeshift sheriff’s inquiry that she knew that the 

Mexican was killed by Ben because of the affair he was having with his wife.  

Afterwards, Hanna is paid handsomely by Ben for her lie of omission. 

In one of the most stunning visual set pieces of the film, Ben Nicholson 

gathers the family into the parlor and reads his will aloud as the camera zooms 

towards and pans around to each of the characters in garish make up and isolated by 

pockets of light amid the darkness that separates them.  Still entertaining his ruse of 

being near death, he decides to split the estate equally between Frank and Katherine, 

but part of Katherine’s rights shall pass to Frank as soon as he marries and Katherine, 

should she remarry, forfeits all of her entire share of the estate to Frank with only a 

$50,000 remittance.  The will has two provisions that indicate that Davy must be 

taken care of for the rest of his life and that Whity, whose real name is Samuel King 

and his mother, Marpessa, must be given substance and good treatment for as long as 

they live.  The will, it seems, binds everyone to each other materialistically, without 

love. 

Whity visits Hanna and after telling him the truth about Ben Nicholson’s 

murder of the Mexican she off-handedly mentions that he should kill them all and 



come east with her to Chicago where she has a singing gig.  Whity returns home and 

systematically guns down each of the family members including the mentally 

challenged Davy who appears to want him to end his suffering.  Whity and Hanna 

escape, but find themselves without water and no place to go in the desert.  They 

dance together one last time as the image fades to black and Kaufmann can be heard 

singing,” Goodbye my love,” on the soundtrack. 

“WHITY was coolly received in its premiere at the 1971 Berlin Film Festival 

and was never put on the market by a commercial film distributer,” until the film was 

finally released internationally on DVD in 2000 by Fantima films. (Watson, 86)  

“Critics have generally agreed that it is Fassbinder’s least successful film.” (ibid) In 

fact, most critics wrote little about WHITY while the director was alive except to 

point out that the tumultuous production of the film served as a catalyst for 

Fassbinder’s self-reflexive film,” BEWARE OF A HOLY WHORE” (1970).  

BEWARE OF A HOLY WHORE dramatizes and exaggerates many of the 

production catastrophes and emotional turmoils that befell the cast and crew during 

the making of WHITY, but displaces the actual events into a fiction about a German 

movie cast and crew in Spain to shoot a picture,”directed against ‘state sanctioned 

violence’ but their own relationships erupt into violence when the group beats up the 

director.” (Hayman, 48)  Moreover, WHITY has received scant serious attention from 

even the most perceptive of critics like Tony Pipolo who, perhaps because the film 

wasn’t available at the time, doesn’t mention WHITY in his 1982 article, “Bewitched 

by the Holy Whore” which along with the work of several other writers published in 

the October journal formed the first scholarly eulogy of Fassbinder during the year of 

his death.  Concomitantly, the most widely recognized scholar on the work of Rainer 

Werner Fassbinder, Thomas Elsaesser, in his trenchant, insightful and 

commemorative tome, Fassbinder: Representing Germany (1996) gives just a 

perfunctory summary of the film in the filmography section.  Thus, WHITY has been 



relegated to a mere footnote in Fassbinder’s otherwise celebrated career because of its 

lengthy unavailability and its misrepresentation as a biographical pretext for the self-

reflexive film Fassbinder made directly after it: BEWARE OF A HOLY WHORE. 

Additionally, I also believe the reasons why WHITY has been given such 

attenuated attention by scholars and critics over the years is because both the content 

of the film and the legend of its production recapitulates certain prejudices against the 

homosexuality of its author as well as the miscegenation that it depicts.  After 

Fassbinder’s death several critics (Berling, Hayman, Katz and Watson) noted the 

‘alleged’ homosexual relationship between Günther Kaufmann and Fassbinder as a 

major impetus behind the production of WHITY.  Hayman even goes so far as to say 

that,” WHITY could have been shot in a Munich studio, but Günther Kaufmann, 

who was to play the lead, was always using his wife as an excuse for not being more 

available, and wanting to monopolize him for three weeks, Fassbinder took the [anti-

teater] group to Spain.” (pg. 46)  Thus, WHITY instead of being a ‘serious’ work of 

art about racial oppression was written off by some as little more than a ‘lover’s gift’ 

(un cadeau d’amoureux) production; the kind most easily understood as a star vehicle 

promised by a director to the object of his or her affection.  Similar films treated 

negatively by critics in this tradition are Orson Welles and Rita Hayworth in THE 

LADY FROM SHANGHAI(1947) Robert Rosselini and Ingrid Bergman in 

VOYAGE IN ITALY(1953), and alternately Roman Polanski and Paul Schrader in 

their work with Natasha Kinski in TESS (1979) and CAT PEOPLE (1982) 

respectively; all of these films are thought of as ‘lover’s gifts’ meant to flatter the 

object of the director’s affection and this thought often contributes to the diminished 

critical (and commercial) interest in the films in the context of the artist’s otherwise 

celebrated oeuvre. 



Although the notion of critical and scholarly dismissal of WHITY as merely a 

“star vehicle” for the object of the directors affection is complicated somewhat by the 

fact that one of Fassbinder’s most celebrated works, ALI: FEAR EATS THE SOUL 

(Angst Essen Seele Auf- 1974) features another one of his male lovers, El Hedi Ben 

Salem, in the lead role.  Made a mere three years later, ALI: FEAR EATS THE SOUL 

has not suffered the same fate as WHITY, but this fact may be attributed to what 

author Ronald Hayman describes as Fassbinder’s duplicitous ability to give,” a great 

deal to the people he loved,” and subsequently punish them with,” humiliation,” later 

during and after the affair was over. (Hayman, 62-63)  In the case of WHITY, the lack 

of commercial distribution of the film (and Fassbinder’s lack of interest in securing 

distribution) could be seen as revenge against Günther Kauffman for all that he 

allegedly put Fassbinder through during the production which as a consequence may 

have also contributed to the film’s lack of critical and scholarly recognition. 

Perhaps an even greater commercial and critical prohibitive factor against the 

film that can also be based on homophobic prejudice are the kisses shared between 

Whity and the mentally challenged Davy in the second ‘night’ stable scene of the film.  

Here Fassbinder at first seems to be engaging in a dangerous and self-indulgent form 

of ostranenie (‘making strange’) by placing such a controversial scene in the context of a 

film that was already provocative given its racial and historical content and the fact 

that it was a foreign co-production whose setting was the post-Civil War American 

Southwest. (20)  But to his credit the relationship between the two characters in the 

film is enriched by their profoundly unconsummated desires.  Where the feeble-

minded Davy seems to worship Whity as an idealized masculine other who at least 

can contribute to his Father’s estate since he cannot, Whity seems to adore Davy 

because he is the white half of his own bi-racial self that cannot be seen by the others 

within his Father’s estate or the rest of society for that matter. 



The second stable scene opens curiously with an exterior night shot of Davy 

descending the staircase to the stable as Whity’s mother watches him.  The long wide 

shot captures the upper portion of the mansion and the lower entrance to the stable 

with high contrast lighting against the darkness to communicate an atmosphere of 

mystery and expectation.  Whity is shown inside the stable grooming a horse.  Once 

inside, Davy can be seen deep in the background of a long shot staring off-screen.  

The camera dollies back and reveals that it is Whity he is staring at in the foreground 

of the image.  Again, this simple camera movement adds to our sense of mystery and 

expectation.  What does Davy want?  Whity tells Davy to,” come here.”  Whity then puts 

the brush in Davy’s hands and attempts to guide him in the grooming of the horse.  

Davy lets the brush fall to the ground and then falls to his knees to kiss Whity’s hand 

in a gesture of subservience, adoration and worship.  Whity takes his hand away and 

smacks Davy.  He then kneels down and begins kissing Davy all over his face in a 

gesture of adoration that will be repeated by Hanna to Whity later in the film before 

Whity kills his white oppressors- and Davy. 

For this single explicit expression of homosexual affection the film could 

perhaps not be marketed to blacks in the United States as black intellectuals and 

critics were already at the time of the film’s completion upset over what they 

perceived to be,” the neutered or counterfeit sexuality of [Sidney] Poitier’s roles… 

especially when contrasted with black nationalist calls for a new, liberated black sense 

of manhood and self.” (Guerrero, 72)  Such calls for black heterosexual manhood on 

the screen would lead directly to the success of ‘super-stud’ films like Melvin Van 

Peeples’ SWEET SWEETBACK’S BADASS SONG (1971) and later THE MACK 

(1974), but these calls for a liberated black manhood would not extend to homosexual 

or bi-sexual black men on the screen.  The African-American community was at the 

time of the film’s production -and still is- notoriously homophobic.  The depiction of 

gay, lesbian or transgender sexuality in the mythology of the West and the painful 



historical representation of post-Civil War slavery would have certainly been 

untenable to black militant intellectuals and critics at the time of the film’s intended 

release.  The expression of homosexual affection between two men, no matter how 

appropriate for the time period represented in the film, I believe would certainly have 

kept the film from U.S. distribution and certainly challenges the staunch 

heterosexuality imbued in the “buck” and “tom” black male stereotypes associated 

with the “old West”.  Had WHITY have been released in black theatres at the time, it 

would have appeared within the heated climate of black nationalism that a white 

European were attempting to ‘feminize’ black manhood as an ugly form of racist 

propaganda.  Now not only is Whity bi-racial, but also bi-sexual and the complexity of 

such a character doubly strikes against those scholars and critics today who might be 

disturbed by either issue of racial or sexual identity and suspicious of a white 

European filmmaker telling a story of African-American racial oppression.    

But it is the secondary issue of miscegenation in the form of an inter-racial love 

affair between a black servant and a white saloon singer/prostitute that may actually 

have played the greatest role in the commercial, critical and scholarly rejection of this 

film.  In the traditional cinematic rendering of the paradigm of miscegenation a black 

male lusts and pursues after the white female as,” the essence of whiteness,” and a 

symbol of moral purity. (Guerrero, 64) This idealized white woman is,” the most 

prized possession of the white man and the object of desire of all the other races,” 

and she,” is a powerful representational current running through Western literature 

and cinema and is one of the generic sources of race imagery in this century.  It is the 

threat of the white woman’s rape by the monstrous, black other that gives white-black 

contrasts much of their social charge and meaning.” (ibid)  Underpinning this racial 

ideal were the many black males lynched and left to sway like “strange fruit” from 

trees throughout the landscape of American history for alleged liaisons, attractions, 

rumors and innuendo of sex and sexual desire for a white woman. 



The most public cases of this stereotype of ‘black male lust’ are the well-known 

injustices of the 1931 Scottsboro Boys trials where nine black teenagers were alleged 

to have raped two white girls and the savage murder of the young Emmett Till for 

whistling at a white woman in 1955.  Although there have been countless other 

lynchings of black males throughout American history for even less than the pretense 

of sexual desire for a white female, one of most horrendous aspects of that form of 

ritualized murder was the castration of the black male.  Lynching and castration were 

acts predicated upon the stereotype of the ‘brutal black buck’ and inter-racial sexual 

desire.  Dora Apel notes,” as a violent and perverse homoerotic exchange, castration 

reveals the common white obsession with the black penis and a displaced desire to 

“consume” the body of the Other.  Not surprisingly, the fascination with and 

fetishization of the black penis made it the most highly prized lynching souvenir.” 

(Apel, 136)  Lynching and castration of the black male was a ritualized act of violence 

that displaced the desire of white females for black males unto the stereotype of the 

lust driven animal-like black buck who could not control his desire for white flesh; it 

was this stereotype which in turn was rearticulated as a dramatic paradigm against 

miscegenation in American cinema.      

Perhaps the first and most egregious demonstration of this paradigm of 

miscegenation in the cinema is found in D.W. Griffith’s THE BIRTH OF A 

NATION (1915).  In this film a white actor in black face chases a white woman to 

her death after she chooses to jump from a cliff rather than be defiled by a lascivious 

black man who lusts uncontrollable for her.  “It seems no exaggeration to say that the 

film’s brazen depiction of a menacing black brute attempting to rape a virginal white 

girl became a lightning rod that sparked the black press’s massive protest campaign 

against THE BIRTH OF A NATION.” (Everett, 98)  Although in stark contrast to 

this usual representation of miscegenation in the cinema since Griffith, Fassbinder’s 

initial presentation of the relationship between Whity, a black man and Hanna, a white 



woman inverts and softens this paradigm in such a way that it challenges those 

stereotypical cinematic representations of inter-racial relationships. 

Specifically, Hanna is shown choosing Whity out of saloon filled with available 

and willing white men who were ready to pay for her services.  Moreover, she chooses 

him by giving him a rose which indicates that her intentions are both romantic and 

sexual.  Where the traditional paradigm insists that it is the black male who pursues 

the white woman, here in WHITY it is the “fallen” white woman who has pursued 

and chosen the black male.  Although there is no act of castration or lynching in 

WHITY the threat of such ritualized violence looms heavily during the beating Whity 

immediately receives from several of the white men Hanna rejected in order to choose 

him (the first punch coming from the director himself as one of the whites who was 

offended by her choice).  From this point on Whity visits Hanna by climbing through 

her bedroom window on the second story of the saloon at night so as not to upset the 

racially polarized society.     

Crucial to this understanding of the relationship between the two characters is 

the presentation of the moment we are introduced to them within the narrative.  

Although Whity and Hanna’s relationship might have begun sometime before the 

actual narrative of the film begins, the moment wherein which we, as spectators, are 

introduced to Hanna and Whity as a couple at the point that the camera has arrived to 

film them is a privileged moment that underscores the inversion of the paradigm of 

miscegenation.  The moment we see Hanna choose Whity out of a room full of 

available and willing white males makes visible the notion of white female 

sexual/romantic desire for a black male and in so doing contradicts and challenges the 

stereotype of unbridled black male lust for the white female held by many whites 

(American and European) about black males even in the post-civil rights era that the 

film was produced. 



Concomitantly, we should also note that the inter-racial relationship is not 

predicated upon nor sullied by the myth of enormous black male genitalia.  Whity’s 

sexual endowment does not appear in this introductory scene or in any subsequent 

scenes to have had any bearing on their relationship.  Thus, the traditional paradigm 

of miscegenation where a black male pursues the idealized white female is inverted to 

an impure white female character choosing a black male.  The film absences any of 

the ‘naturalized’ renderings of black male and white female representations in that 

Whity is not a “black buck” of rigid muscularity and sexual force, but instead a rather 

slim handsome figure whose alleged ‘pent up rage’ is being drawn out and used 

against other characters in a “vicious circle” of deceits.  The Hanna character is not 

simply the proverbial ,“whore with a heart of gold,” but instead a whore whose 

singing talents and wisdom offer her a way out of the vicious circle and she asks that 

Whity go with her to a better life.  This inversion of the paradigm of racial 

miscegenation and the complexity of the characters marks a challenge and an affront 

to white male superiority and the virtuous symbolism of the pure white female; these 

are factors that would have made WHITY an incendiary and progressive film had it 

been released in 1971 before or contemporaneously with Melvin Van Peebles’ 

SWEET SWEETBACK’S BADASS SONG (1971).  

To sum up, I believe that the (critical) prejudice against Fassbinder’s WHITY 

was based on four overlapping obstructions: 

1) The unavailability of the film after it was “coolly received” at the 1971 

Berlin Film Festival until its 2000 DVD release. 

2) The unavailability of the film formed a lacuna in critical assessments of 

Fassbinder’s oeuvre that caused many writers to dismiss the film as ‘a 

lover’s gift’ and highlight the titillating biographical anecdotes concerning 



the alleged homosexual relationship between the director and the star of the 

film. 

3) The potential difficulty in marketing a German language international co-

production film about a post-emancipation bi-racial servant on an American 

Southwest plantation who kills the white family he serves- complicated by 

the “sexualized” kisses of affection between the bi-racial servant and one of 

the white male siblings- in a time period when Blaxploitation films were 

propagating the “super-stud” of hyper-masculinity and many African-

American critics were calling for a more defiant and less accommodating 

image of the black male on screen. 

4) The relationship between the white singer/prostitute Hanna and the bi-

racial servant Whity challenges the conventional racist dramatic paradigm of 

the black male lusting after the white female as a symbol of white racial 

purity. 

Yet, as with the prior revelations concerning John Casavetes’ SHADOWS, the release 

of WHITY on DVD allows us to reassess the significance of WHITY as a narrative 

film and as a seminal work in understanding Fassbinder’s enormous and complex 

body of work.  As we shall see, WHITY is an important film in Fassbinder’s oeuvre 

because the style, formal innovations and content point towards the development of 

the director’s later more mature works like the BRD Trilogy (The Marriage of Maria 

Braun-1979, LOLA-1981, VERONIKA VOSS-1982), BERLIN 

ALEXANDERPLATZ (1979/80), and even his final film, QUERELLE (1982).  

Perhaps the most significant aspect of WHITY as it contributes to our reassessment 

of Fassbinder’s work is that it was a film born out of the director’s love for classical 

Hollywood melodrama before his exposure and immersion into the work of Douglas 

Sirk.  “Since the codes of censorship and the necessities of commercial success in the 



classical Hollywood cinema precluded overt political content, melodrama provided 

directors a chance to manipulate the form/content dichotomy to produce a critical 

form of filmmaking.” (Shattuc, 7)  In the following sections I will discuss the film 

from multiple points of view keeping in mind Fassbinder’s manipulation of the 

form/content dichotomy which produced this complex and powerful work.           

WHITY: Between Race and Betwixt Genre 

Almost as a deliberate corollary to the bi-racial nature of the film’s lead actor, 

Günther Kaufmann, who is the son of a German mother and an African-American 

G.I. during the close of WWII, and the bi-sexual nature of the character, WHITY is a 

bi-generic film that can be placed betwixt two disparate genres: the American 

Plantation film and the Italian “spaghetti” Western (itself a European imitation of 

American Westerns).(21)  WHITY is a bi-generic film; it has elements of the two 

different and well established genres but Fassbinder adds such an original sensibility 

and interpretation of those genre elements that the resultant film is a wholly original 

work of art through its dialectical synthesis of those specific genre elements.  I will 

endeavor here in this section to examine how WHITY reflects and deviates from the 

particular aspects of each of its ‘parent’ genres and the challenges these reflections and 

deviations create for spectators accustomed to a singular generic perspective in a film. 

Betwixt the Phases of the Plantation Genre 

Ed Guerrero told us in his now classic study of African-Americans in film, 

Framing Blackness (1993), that Hollywood’s Plantation genre spanned,” 

approximately sixty years and depict[ed] slaves and slavery in three broad phases of 

meaning and development.” (pg.10)  I have prepared a summary of those three broad 

phases as described by Guerrero below: 

1) The first phase is the original hegemonic impulse beginning with Griffith’s 

BIRTH OF A NATION (1915) and extending into the depression era with 



JEZEBEL (1938) and GONE WITH THE WIND (1939).  These films 

featured the contented slaves lorded over by the paternal and benevolent 

white male master.  This phase was also significant because it brought into 

the new art form of cinema the poisonous racial iconography from 19th 

century literature and traveling minstrel shows that writer Donald Bogle 

catalogued as,” Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies & Bucks.” (89-90, 

Robinson)  “All were character types used for the same effect: to entertain 

by stressing Negro inferiority. (Bogle, 4) 

2) The second phase of Hollywood’s Plantation genre began during and after 

WWII.  In this phase there is a period of significant revision that “softened 

some of the genre’s supremacist assumptions about slavery as exemplified 

by such films as BAND OF ANGELS (1957).”  (Guerrero, 10)  This phase 

would still trade in the previously mentioned stereotypes but there was 

special attention paid to a more dignified depiction of African-Americans 

through black male actors like, Sidney Poitier and Harry Belafonte along 

with a more sympathetic white ‘massa’ figure who felt guilty for the 

inhuman treatment of the slave by others of the white race.   

3) The third and final phase of the Plantation genre comes in the late 1960’s as 

the,” intensifying black political struggle for human rights [caused] a sharp 

reversal in the Plantation genre,” as can be seen in MANDINGO (1975) 

and DRUM (1976). (Guerrero, 10)  This phase is characterized by a 

malevolent portrayal of the ‘white massa’ and Southern white society 

coupled with substantive depictions of Slave rebellion and other actions of 

disobedience.  The slave in this phase is no longer contented and slavery is 

no longer depicted as a ‘natural’ condition but instead as a viscous and 

bloody form of oppression and exploitation. 



Of these three phases of the Hollywood Plantation genre it is the second phase, the 

period of “significant revision of white supremacist assumptions about slaves and 

slavery,” that is the most interesting as it concerns WHITY.  Of major importance is 

the fact that Raoul Walsh’s BAND OF ANGELS was a film that Fassbinder deeply 

admired.   In BAND OF ANGELS, an ex-slave Rau-Ru (Sidney Poitier) who had 

vowed to kill his white master, the benevolent and merciful Hamish Bond (Clark 

Gable), later decides to help him and the mulatta who loves him, Amantha Starr 

(Yvonne DeCarlo) escape the South during the close of the civil war.  Fassbinder 

called Walsh’s work,” one of the loveliest films I’ve ever seen.”(Watson, 87) 

 WHITY adopts the soft revisionism of white supremacist assumptions that is 

characteristic of the second phase of the Plantation genre in a particular scene inside 

the Nicholson mansion where Ben, Frank and Katherine discuss a suggestion Whity 

has made about giving the blacks,” more rights,” so that, ironically,” then they 

wouldn’t get into so much mischief.”  If we interpret the word “mischief” as a 

euphemism for slave rebellion and a contemporary metaphor for the,” steady wave of 

urban riots, rebellions, and insurrections started in Watts in 1965, marking the decline 

of the civil rights movement and black people’s frustration with a system that granted 

them legal-political rights but allowed them only the most marginal place in the 

American economy,” this line is the beginning of an implicit critique of the self-

interested motivations behind the political gains of the American civil rights 

movement. (Guerrero, 71)  Later in the scene, Katherine agrees and expresses the 

notion that since” we need blacks to work,” giving them more rights would,” mean 

less trouble.”  At this point we hear Whity’s mother singing the “black” song,” Glory, 

glory, hallelujah,” off-screen from the kitchen.  Thus, Katherine suggests for what 

would have been an American audience just beginning the post-civil rights decade the 

self-interested capitalistic motivations that underpinned (and would later undermine) 

the advances of the civil rights movement.  When Frank agrees to,” implement some 



of these ideas,” he does so after ordering Frank to shut the kitchen door to cut off the 

“black song” of freedom while he exudes an air of self-satisfaction in agreeing to 

continue the exploitation of black labor under the pretense of racial progress.  While 

Fassbinder does “soften” the supremacist assumptions of the Plantation genre he 

does so by shifting the contingent values that justify oppression from a racially 

determined axis of moral supremacy to an economically motivated axis of exploitation 

without actually excluding race or capitalism from the justification; perhaps the 

supremacist assumptions are now merely sublimated by capitalist greed. 

 This discussion and implicit critique of contemporary gains in civil rights 

mirrors a scene in BAND OF ANGELS where the white plantation owner, Barnes 

admits to the mulatta Amantha, that he made his fortune as an aggressive and 

unscrupulous slave trader, even earning himself a painful leg scar for trying to stop the 

inhuman violence of some African slave traders against an African woman who had 

bore him a son (whom we later learn is none other than Rau-Ru).  On top of this, he 

delivers an accurate and guilt-ridden description of the horrors of the middle passage.  

Thus, wrapped within the gilded melodrama of BAND OF ANGELS which concerns 

itself ostensibly with the misfortunes of its tragic mulatta is a stunning and 

unvarnished history lesson about the complicity among white and African slave 

traders as well as a chilling description of the middle passage decades before either of 

these topics would be explored in Hollywood films like Steven Spielberg’s AMISTAD 

(1997) or the multi-part television mini-series, ROOTS (1977).  These two scenes I 

have noted from WHITY and BAND OF ANGELS articulate another distinguishing 

feature of the second phase of the Plantation Genre that I call ‘La porte de réalité’, 

(the door of reality) which is a scene placed in the film’s narrative that specifically 

comments on racial issues that are happening outside of the film in reality.  As Robert 

Burgoyne has noted,” historical films reshape the past in order to express 



contemporary concerns,” and the plantation genre is also a genre of historical films.  

(Burgoyne, 3) 

In WHITY the ‘porte de réalité’ scene is a discussion about more rights for 

blacks among the white characters that becomes an implicit critique of the political 

gains of the civil rights movement at the time of the film’s production; clearly, outside 

of the diegetic time represented within the film.  In BAND OF ANGELS we have a 

‘porte de réalité’ scene which places the long suppressed knowledge of the middle 

passage and the truth about slave trading in the mouth of a white character thus 

intimating the fact that race traitors like Hamish Bond exist within the fiction and ipso 

facto outside of the fiction by the dint of the whites who are creating the film.  

However anachronistic and shocking such scenes are, I believe these kinds of scenes 

are part and parcel of the second phase of revisionism in the Plantation genre and 

carry over through to the third phase as well because such scenes open a door onto 

contemporary racial tensions and politics between blacks and whites by juxtaposing 

the past through the period represented within the film with the present- the period 

that is displaced by the fiction.  The filmmakers are piercing the veil of the fiction to 

communicate directly to the contemporary spectator and thus render the period 

relevant to him or her in a dynamically associative dramatic construction. (22) 

  WHITY features an obsequious and passive hero reminiscent of the “good 

tom” of the first phase of the Plantation genre, but the film also presages the tactic of 

the “sharp reversal of white supremacist” ideals of the third phase of the Plantation 

genre its presentation of the aristocratic white slave owning family.  In Plantation 

films like GONE WITH THE WIND and JEZEBEL,” plantation life was 

reproduced in romantic, nostalgic scenes of splendorous wealth, clichés such as white-

columned porticos, mint juleps and white ladies in lavish gowns.  The planter class in 

these films spends its time gossiping and flirting at endless parties, balls and dinners.” 



(Guerrero, 20-21)  The cruelties and exploitation of the slave system is effaced by the 

gentile and well dressed servants or the comic relief of ‘pickannies and coons’. 

By contradistinction, WHITY assaults the spectator with a startling 

representation of a morally bankrupt, sexual perverted, mentally challenged and 

deceitful white plantation family.  There are no beautiful gowns, parties, nor balls in 

WHITY.  Wealth is discussed more than it is actually put on display.  It is this 

unflattering portrayal of the plantation family that extends the effort of the film’s 

“softened assumptions” and deliberately becomes a subversive critique of white 

supremacist notions of the morally upright and virtuous planter class of the old South.  

This critique puts WHITY several years ahead of the American produced films like 

MANDINGO (1975) and DRUM (1976) which offered less flattering representations 

of the white planter class during the 19th century.  The passivity that is central to the 

character of Whity is placed in a countervailing relief against the machinations of a 

Plantation aristocracy laid bare through its mendacious and self-interested venality.  

Thus, even within the three broad phases of the Plantation genre, WHITY has 

characteristics that place it in between the second and third phases.  The film is a 

softened revisionism of white supremacist assumptions and a sharp reversal of the 

original hegemonic presentation of the aristocratic slave owning family. 

Yet this tenuous position across the second and third phases of the Plantation 

genre is what could have made the film untenable both to African-American and 

white spectators in the 1970’s.  African-American intellectuals and critics at the time 

the film was made were already,” beginning to laugh at the shallow implausible 

characters,” of Sidney Poitier in the face,” of the surging new sense of black identity.” 

(Guerrero, 72)  Under these circumstances Whity’s redolent passivity, his reluctance 

to take “freedom” and his tolerance of beatings and humiliations from his white 

master (even saying,” Thank you massa,” after a lashing for dropping a dish) would be 



seen as unacceptable to a contemporary African-American audience then in 1970s as 

it is to a certain extent today. (23)  Conversely for whites, the stripping away of moral 

authority and the ‘denuded’ presentation of perversity, avarice and deceit in the 

portrayal of the plantation bourgeoisie would have been a disturbing shock in 1970’s 

that because of the fact that Whity was not released commercially, would not be felt 

until the presentation of the perverse Maxwell family of slave owners in 

MANDINGO (1975). 

 So we can say that as an addition to the Plantation genre WHITY is written and 

directed to please neither African-American illusions of militancy nor white illusions 

of moral supremacy.  It is in this way that the film is perhaps a more honest and 

complex portrayal of a post-Civil war/post-Emancipation circumstance of residual 

slavery because it emanates from Fassbinder’s explicit thematic concern that 

oppression can’t be shown,” without showing the person who’s being oppressed and 

who also has his faults.” (Sparrow, 183)  For Fassbinder seems to imply thematically, 

at least, that oppression of some kind or degree is a necessary condition of life.  In 

short, everyone uses each other for different reasons; perhaps for money or for love 

to return to Elsaesser’s notion of a Cinema of Vicious Circles.  Consistent with this 

‘even-handed’ distribution of moral fault is a certain ideological vacillation within 

events and portrayals that refuses to side with either racial ideological camp.  “The 

doubleness of the perspectives as they emerge from the films’ speaking positions thus 

becomes the very hallmark of a certain conception of truth, rather than proof of what 

many around [Fassbinder] interpreted as his inveterate duplicity or hypocrisy.”  

(Elsaesser, 246)  But even considering this “doubleness of perspectives” WHITY does 

indeed end with an almost ritualistic murder of the oppressors where as Walsh’s 

BAND OF ANGELS ends with Rau-Ru saving his former white master from certain 

death after learning that Hamish Bond is really his father.  However, Whity’s 

revolutionary action does not lead to a collective insurgency (à la Nat Turner), escape 



to a marronage society, nor a heroic celebration; instead Whity’s revolutionary action 

leads to his presumptive death in the desert with the white woman he loved and who 

to a certain degree inspired his actions.  The eventual death of the couple in the desert 

is an explicit demonstration of,” the anarcho-libertarian credo Fassbinder always 

professed – that the couple as a love relationship can only exist when it recognizes its 

place in other circuits of exchange.” (Elsaesser, 253) This nihilistic conclusion of 

Whity’s act of liberation from his white oppressors is also perhaps reflective of 

Fassbinder’s increasingly suspicious and cynical attitude towards all forms of 

radicalism, terrorism, leftist and rightist polemicists after 1968 as evidenced explicitly 

in subsequent films like MOTHER KUSTERS GOES TO HEAVEN (1975) and 

THE THIRD GENERATION (1979).   What Fassbinder himself described as his,” 

aesthetics of pessimism,” was perhaps his,” radical refusal to affirm, his repudiation of 

positivity in any shape or form.  His aversion to the fictions which make psychic and 

social existence tolerable is perhaps best dramatized by those films which put such 

fictions temporarily into play.” (Silverman, 55) WHITY was just such a film that 

repudiated any positivity in Whity’s murderous actions against his oppressors.    

Whity’s Mammy in Blackface and the Tradition of Ethnic Drag in German 
Culture 

 If we begin from the famous words of German film historian, Siegfried 

Kracauer,” Films are a mirror of the prevailing society,” then what are we to make of 

the fact that Whity’s mother, Marpessa, is performed by a white woman (Elaine 

Baker) in heavy blackface make-up? (24)  The very presence of this racial counterfeit 

would seem to undermine the valence of the film’s critique of white supremacist 

assumptions within its unflattering depiction of the plantation bourgeoisie.  But we 

should not be so hasty as to condemn this racial counterfeit before we look at its 

origins and what in my opinion is Fassbinder’s oppositional use of a white actor in 

black face. Cedric Robinson in his trenchant work, Forgeries of Memory and 



Meaning: Blacks & the Regimes of Race in American Theatre and Film Before WWII 

(2007), makes a distinction between,” blackface minstrelsy for the genre as performed 

by non-blacks in or out of burnt cork make-up, and “Black minstrelsy” for the 

performance of Blacks (in or out of black make-up).” (pg. 129)  This distinction is 

useful because it helps us to understand that ‘blackface’ as a performance is not always 

a simplistic and invariable racist insult whether it is done by whites or by blacks. (25)  

Moreover, Robinson defines early minstrelsy by way of quoting the work of James 

Dormon (Shaping the Popular Image – American Quarterly- 1998) and notes that on 

the theatrical stage whites used,” the minstrel black… as an essentially unthreatening 

figure.  He (or, less frequently, she) was unquestionably ignorant (though not always 

stupid; the minstrel blacks could be wily and even sage), maladroit, and outlandish in 

his misuses of the forms and substance of white culture.” (ibid) 

It was only later when the trope of minstrelsy was transferred to the medium of 

cinema in the post-Civil War era that the vicious caricatures of blacks as chicken 

thieves, grotesque buffoons, and rapists of white females were used to support,” the 

barbarism toward African-American men,” and the white supremacist notions of 

black inferiority. (pg.130)  The malevolence of these racist depictions was perhaps a 

consequence of the changing social and political landscape of America after the Civil 

War and during Reconstruction.  With slavery no longer a state sanctioned institution 

many whites and Southern state governments resorted to jim crow laws, Black Codes 

and state convict leasing (Oshinsky)to insure African-American peonage and 

subordinate social status.  Robinson also notes that before the Civil War,” blackface 

minstrelsy was predominately (but not exclusively) an entertainment for young male 

workers, many of them Irish and German immigrants.” (132)  This kind of 

entertainment emerged from the,” labor camps of slaves, free blacks and… 

immigrants,” where blackface minstrelsy,” tended to suppress class antagonisms by 

stressing degrading representations of Blacks.”  (134, 136) 



However, after the Civil War blacks, themselves, donned blackface make-up 

and revitalized minstrelsy by representing,” the anguish, the privations and the pain of 

plantation life and the singular achievement of Black religion in providing an escape.”  

(147)  The use of ‘jubilee songs’ and sorrow songs as coded forms of anti-slavery 

sentiment and coded messages to insure safe passage on the underground railroad has 

been widely documented (Dubois, Loewen, Oshinsky) and the blacks who performed 

blackface minstrelsy included these songs and their coded references as a method of 

resistance to the changing regimes of race that became more and more violent as they 

began to exercise their freedoms after the Civil War economically, socially and 

politically.  “Minstrelsy functioned as a Trojan horse for the militant segment of the 

Black petite bourgeoisie.”(150)  With this historically distinctive use of blackface as a 

coded form of resistance to white supremacist assumptions after the Civil War it 

stands to reason that the opening scene of WHITY where Marpessa expresses her 

indifference to her son’s wish for the Nicholsons to like,” everything we do for 

them,” that Fassbinder was intentionally using his blackface mammy character as a 

‘Trojan horse’ against Classical Hollywood cinema’s portrayals of black servitude and 

passivity.  Later in the opening scene Fassbinder emphasizes the moment via a slow 

dolly shot that moves from a long shot to a close-up when Marpessa spits in her son’s 

face and pejoratively calls him,” whity,” after he had asked her not to sing “black 

songs” to make it certain through the insult and the epithet that Marpessa is not a 

docile and grateful servant to her white masters.  Whity asks his mother not to sing 

“black” songs from his own inner sense of racial self-hatred; his black-faced mother 

calls him “whity” in the most derogatory sense of the word: an individual who wants 

to ignore the racial other.  

Marpessa is the malcontented mammy; the direct opposite of the,” big, fat and 

cantankerous,” black female servant epitomized by actors like Hattie McDaniel 

(GONE WITH THE WIND-1939) and Louise Beavers (IMITATION OF LIFE – 



1934). ( Bogle, 9)  Marpessa is relatively thin, does not wear her hair under a 

handkerchief, but instead is coiffed anachronistically in a ‘full blown’ faux-afro and 

since she is, of course, performed by a white woman in blackface reveals that this 

character is meant to be taken as a challenge of the stereotype and not a caricature or 

a tool of white supremacist ideas.  Thus, Fassbinder has inverted both the patriarchal 

symbolism and the racial agency of blackface resistance, by choosing a white female 

actor to perform in racial drag while simultaneously performing against the racist 

stereotype.  In effect, he has reversed the prophylactic so that the message of 

resistance is not directed towards blacks who know the codes, but instead towards 

those servile blacks like the character of Whity (otherwise known as ‘Uncle Toms’) 

whose docility and obsequiousness would have them deny their own freedom for the 

sake of the pleasure of their oppressors. 

This tradition of ethnic drag in Germany, where whites perform as other 

ethnicities or races on stage and later on screen can be traced back to the 19th century.  

In particular in Germany ethnic drag begins with the Judenpossen (Jew Farces) of the 

early 19th century and continues through to the present day with the open air stage 

adaptations of Karl May’s Winnetou Wild West Sagas at the Bad Segeberg festival in 

Germany.  In the Jew farces Germans portrayed Jews and in the Wild West Sagas 

Germans portrayed Native Americans in what turns out to be a long and rich history 

of donning costumes of a racial or ethnic other.  “Ethnic drag includes not only cross-

racial casting on the stage, but most generally, the performance of “race” as a 

masquerade.” (Sieg, 25)  Given Germany’s notorious Nazi past, the concept of ethnic 

drag is extremely clear and broad when considering the Nazi propaganda films like 

Viet Harlan’s JUD SUSS (1940) and even Selpin’s TITANIC (1943) where,” anti-

Semitic stereotypes functioned as part of a larger system defining others in ethnic or 

national terms.” (Hake, 80)  It would seem that anti-Semitism through ethnic drag had 

begun ‘innocently at first’ on Germany’s stages with Lessing’s last play, NATHAN 



THE WISE (1779), which was ironically a play about religious tolerance concerning a 

wealthy Jewish merchant during the time of the Crusades who, “insists that no one 

can judge one religion superior to the others.” (Sieg, 30)  The high ideals and noble 

intentions of this play degenerated through the years in various sequels, imitations and 

travesties of the original.  Yet the most significant function of ethnic drag was not the 

continuation of anti-Semitism (although it could be used for this purpose), but instead 

ethnic drag was often used a means of displacement to map a present or 

contemporary crisis onto the past and reassign the roles of victim and victimizer. 

For instance, Katrin Sieg notes that the recurrence of Karl May’s writings after 

WWII and the German penchant for the early American West was really a,” 

displacement of the drama of genocide to the American frontier and the reassignment 

of roles with it,” allowing the Germans to,” both mourn the vacancies left by the 

Holocaust and refuse the role of perpetrator in racial aggression.” (24,80)  Thus just as 

the propaganda films of the Third Reich ,” were historical films, with the meaning of 

history significantly changed in the process of adaptation and actualization,” so also 

does ethnic drag after WWII in historical films about the American West allow the 

Germans to use ethnic drag to change the meaning of history by changing the racial 

and ethnic regimes that were a part of that history. (Hake, 77)  But what was 

Fassbinder’s intention in continuing this historical displacement and ethnic drag in 

WHITY? 

I believe that the use of ethnic drag in the form of blackface in the “American” 

historical drama of WHITY was not solely a form of historical displacement but also 

the continuation of Fassbinder’s ethnic and racial contestation of the notion of 

German racial and national purity that we can find throughout his oeuvre.  Starting 

with KATZELMACHER and its demonstration of the alienation and exploitation of 

the “gastarbeiter” or foreign guest workers who participated in and sustained 



Germany’s post-war economic miracle 

between 1955 and 1973, Fassbinder would 

deliberately and iteratively foreground the 

racial or ethnic other that lived within 

Germany’s borders.  “In Ali: Fear Eats the 

Soul, Fassbinder focuses primarily on 

discrimination against Moroccans, but he 

also includes a scene in which an 

immigrant from Herzegovina, then a 

region in Yugoslavia, is excluded from the 

German majority.” (Reimer & Zachau, 

126)  Later in his most well known 

international success, THE MARRIAGE 

OF MARIA BRAUN, Fassbinder featured an inter-racial romance between the 

recently widowed, Maria and an African-American G.I., named Bill (George Byrd) 

that demonstrated the circumstances of prostitution and economic desperation that 

produced many of the bi-racial Germans, like the actor Gunther Kaufmann, which in 

turn created a much more racially diverse national identity for Germany than many 

survivors of the Nazi era wanted to acknowledge.  WHITY, with its inter-racial love 

affair and racial polarization functions as a historical revision of the American 

Plantation film and also as a means of mapping contemporary racial issues within 

Germany onto an American past.  It is in this way that WHITY mirrors the prevailing 

Germany society in its subordination of racial and ethnic others within its borders 

which Fassbinder mapped onto the American past as a means of critical and rhetorical 

distance.  WHITY has the deliberate effect of foregrounding Germany’s racial issues 

by using the genre of the American Plantation film as its narrative frame whilst every 

character within the drama is speaking in German.                                             



Once Upon a Time in the Western 

 Turning our attention to the other half of WHITY’s bi-generic characteristics 

one has to wonder if WHITY does not fall under the category of what Andre Bazin 

once indentified as a,”superwestern.”  Specifically, a western that,” looks for some 

additional interest to justify its existence… some quality extrinsic to the genre and 

which is supposed to enrich it.” (Bazin, 152)   As mentioned earlier the most 

significant extrinsic qualities of WHITY are the additions of the slavery theme, the 

miscegenation theme and the subtext of bi-sexuality that were not usually explored in 

classic Hollywood westerns.  Yet at first glance WHITY seems to contain the bare 

minimum of genre signifiers and mise-en-scene that would qualify it as a western.  

The film is set in the late 19th century several years after the Civil War.  There are 

horses; we see men riding horses.  There is a saloon; a prostitute; there is a Mexican 

character; guns and rifles are seen and used; the film is set somewhere in the 

American Southwest.  With these elements taken together it is better perhaps to look 

at the second part of WHITY’s bi-generic characteristics as that of a “Eurowestern.”  

As defined by Bert Fridlund in Spaghetti Westerns: A Thematic Analysis (2004), a 

Eurowestern is a western,” shot in Europe and produced with European involvement, 

not only in the financing but also behind and in front of the camera…  Eurowesterns 

are not necessarily regarded as spaghetti Westerns.” (pg.5)  In fact, the trend of the 

Eurowestern began,” in Germany, in the hugely successful WINNETOU series, 

which was based on the pseudo-American writings of Karl May, a very popular and 

prolific novelist who wrote eloquently about the American West and the North 

African landscapes, even though he never set foot in either. (26)  These WINNETOU 

films were,” shot in Germany and Yugoslavia… and co-produced by a German, a 

French, an Italian, and a Yugoslavian company. “(Fridlund, 4-5)  The films themselves 

set a precedent in international co-production and financing techniques as well as the 

choice to represent the 19th century American West within foreign landscapes and 



with actors who themselves were not American.  Under Fridlund’s conceptualization 

a spaghetti Western is a Western,” in the sense of Italians financing the production of 

the films, and/or Italians in significant participation “behind the camera” as directors, 

writers, cinematographers or composers, and/or Italians in significant participation 

“in front of the camera” as lead actors, or at least making up a majority of the actors 

involved.” (Fridlund, 4)   Such a conceptualization would seem to make it obvious 

that WHITY is not a spaghetti Western, but there are other mitigating factors that 

gives the film certain qualities of that genre beyond Fridlund’s details.     

 It is important to note here that Sergio Leone’s first internationally successful 

spaghetti Western, A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS (1964) was,” co-produced by a 

German, an Italian, and a Spanish company,” with Germans, Italians and one 

American (Clint Eastwood) in the cast. (Fridlund, 4)  WHITY follows the production 

configuration of the spaghetti Western very closely.  Like the films of Sergio Leone, 

Sergio Corbucci (Django – 1966), Damiano Damiani (A Bullet for the General-1966 ), 

Enzo Barboni (My Name is Nobody- 1973)and other Italian films, WHITY was shot 

in Almeria, Spain, a foreign location chosen for its rugged landscape and mountain 

ranges that evoke the 19th century American West, as well as for the relatively 

inexpensive Spanish labor and production costs.  “The desire to pass Italian products 

off as authentic “American” Westerns certainly explains why most Italian directors 

and actors (including Leone, as “Bob Robertson”), disguised their national identities 

with English pseudonyms and characteristically employed at least one or two 

recognizably American actors to stand out in a sea of Italian and Spanish extras.” 

(Bondanella, 254)  The casting of American “B” movie actor, Ron Randell, in the film 

as well as the choice of title, WHITY (an unfortunate misspelling of the English, 

Whitey) reveals the intentions of marketing the film towards a U.S. market like the 

spaghetti Westerns that proceeded it. (27) The fact that a German company aided in 

the production of Sergio Leone’s previous work in Spain, no doubt facilitated the 



ability for Fassbinder’s antiteater-X and Atlantis Films to organize a German 

production of a film set in the American Southwest using the established financial, 

labor (costumes and sets) and international co-production relationships from the 

spaghetti Westerns and previous Eurowesterns as a guide.  WHITY was also filmed in 

color and widescreen like the epics of Leone, but Fassbinder’s exclusion of Italian 

actors from in front of the camera, the divergent themes of slavery and 

miscegenation- and finally the interior nature of its mise-en-scene mark the film as a 

Eurowestern rather than a spaghetti Western.  But the film is a Eurowestern of a 

decidedly different sensibility.   

 Just as WHITY deliberately refuses to satisfy the genre expectations of the 

audience familiar with the Plantation genre, so also does the film refuse to satisfy the 

audience familiar with the conventions of the Western.  Most significantly, while there 

is violence in WHITY (a convention that is explicit in spaghetti and Eurowesterns) 

there is no final showdown between the hero and the villain.  Whity as a hero has no 

obvious skill with a gun.  Whity has no vengeance, revenge nor greed as a motivation 

for his fatal actions.  In fact, if we follow Will Wright’s structural study of the 

Western, Six Guns & Society (1975) we find that the author breaks the classic 

Hollywood western into four readily identifiable plots: 1) the classical plot; 2) the 

vengeance variation; 3) the transition theme; 4) the professional plot.  Using the top 

box office grossing films as a methodological restriction Wright was able to classify 

various films that fit these structural configurations and those that are variations. 

The classical plot, as in a film like George Stevens’ SHANE (1953),” is the 

story of the lone stranger who rides into a troubled town and cleans it up, winning the 

respect of the townsfolk and the love of the schoolmarm.” (Wright, 32)  The 

vengeance variation is similar to the classical plot except that,” unlike the classical 

hero who joins the society because of his strength and their weakness, the vengeance 



hero leaves the society because of his strength and their weakness.” (59, ibid)  Films 

like John Ford’s STAGECOACH (1939) and Anthony Mann’s THE MAN FROM 

LARAMIE (1955) are some of the films that Wright uses as examples.  The 

professional plot is also similar to the classical plot except that,” the heroes are now 

professional fighters, men willing to defend society only as a job they accept for pay 

or for love of fighting, not from commitment to ideas of law and justice.” (pg. 85) 

Howard Hawk’s RIO BRAVO (1959) and Sam Peckinpah’s THE WILD BUNCH 

(1969) are vivid examples of this type of plot.  But Wright describes the transition 

theme as an almost,” direct inversion of the classical plot,” and WHITY can easily be 

categorized as the transition theme which has the hero,” inside society at the start and 

outside of society at the end.” (pg. 74)  WHITY provides an alternate reflection on 

Wright’s description of the hero as having,” exceptional strength and special status,” 

in the fact that Whity’s exceptional strength is in his masochism (e.g. the whipping he 

takes for Davy) and his special status is the lowered status of a post-Civil War/post-

emancipation slave that so long as he accepts this lowered status keeps him inside the 

white society that surrounds him.  What certifies WHITY as a transitional themed 

Eurowestern is the specific plot line that it follows almost to the letter through the 

character and function of Hanna.  “Finally, the woman whom the hero loves no 

longer serves inevitably to reconcile him with the society, instead she joins him in his 

fight and separation from society.” (pg. 75)  Recall that it was Hanna who suggested 

that Whity,” Kill them, do them all in…  Free yourself from them,” and that Hanna 

and Whity flee the town and separate themselves from that society after he kills his 

oppressors, but only to their doom. 

 So WHITY can be alternately characterized as a “super” Eurowestern with the 

structure of a transitional theme that frustrates the viewer’s generic expectations in its 

absence of gun play, showdowns, shoot outs, and masculine heroism; the film ‘makes 

strange’ and difficult the conventions of the genre to gain insight into an alternate 



portrait of the West.  A portrait of the West that is not a simple rendering of the 

Manichean good vs. evil nor does it contain the ‘master antinomy’ of the 

civilization/wilderness as a guiding thematic structure.  WHITY gives us a West of 

‘vicious circles’ whose master antinomy is that of exploiters/exploited whose roles are 

constantly being manipulated by human self-interest and greed.  Yet there is one 

particular element of the film that unequivocally links it aesthetically to the ‘spaghetti’ 

western and that is the musical score by Peer Raben.  It is the musical score that 

bridges the gap between the film’s Eurowestern categorization and its spaghetti 

western contextual frame. 

The Music of the West German ‘Spaghetti’ Western 

 From their first days starting together in the Action theatre and later the 

antiteater on the stage in Munich, Peer Raben (Rabenbauer) composed the musical 

scores and/or compiled the soundtracks for almost all of Fassbinder’s films and many 

of his stage, television and radio productions as well.  He often performed in the role 

of film producer and/or production manager on Fassbinder’s early and middle period 

works, (sometimes under the pseudonym, Wil Rabenbauer) which was an 

arrangement that led to a bitter dispute between the two over poor bookkeeping and 

unpaid taxes; later, years after Fassbinder’s death, Raben settled a legal dispute 

between Liselotte Eder (Fassbinder’ s mother) and the Rainer Werner Fassbinder 

Foundation.  “At issue was who had been the producer of the first ten Fassbinder 

movies…Raben’s claim that he had been the sole shareholder of the aniteater and 

that, in particular, he had paid off antiteater’s debts were refuted.  It was proved that it 

was Fassbinder who had paid debts in the amount of about DM 200,000.  Hence, 

there is no doubt that RWF was legally the sole producer of all antiteater films.”  

(Lorenz, 34)  In spite of these disagreements and the subsequent legal settlement, the 

intimate creative collaboration between Fassbinder as director and Raben as music 

composer recalls and rivals the other great director/composer collaborations of film 



history, like: Sergei Eisenstein and Sergei Prokofiev, Alfred Hitchcock and Bernard 

Herrmann, Steven Spielberg and John Williams, and last but not least, Sergio Leone 

and Ennio Morricone. 

 Raben’s virtuoso work for Fassbinder changes dramatically from film to film, 

but the changes were also driven by the insertion of popular music (Elvis Presley, Ray 

Charles, Leonard Cohen, The Platters, etc.) and popular classical selections into the 

various story contexts, time periods and themes that the films demonstrated (e.g., 

Mozart in THE STATIONMASTER’S WIFE (1976) to Handel in QUERELLE 

(1982)).  For WHITY, Fassbinder and Raben, obviously under the influence of the 

lucrative and legendary location of the production and the mystique of the film’s 

“borrowed” generic elements of the Western, chose a score that can only be described 

as a Germanic version of Ennio Morricone’s monumental scores for Sergio Leone’s 

‘spaghetti’ Westerns (A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS, A FEW DOLLARS MORE, and 

THE GOOD, THE BAD, and THE UGLY).  The Germanic take on the 

‘Morriconian’ sound is less a form of cheap imitation than an exploration into the 

‘Morriconian musical universe’ by an intrepid German composer that unites various 

disparate elements into a unique musical derivation.  Before going any further with 

these comparisons let us define the ‘Morriconian’ sound or qualities that make the 

scores for Leone’s ‘spaghetti’ Westerns unique.  After this definition I would like to 

show how specific ‘Morriconian’ qualities were ‘borrowed’ to create the Peer Raben’s 

score for WHITY. 

The Influence of “Morriconian” Style on Peer Raben’s score for WHITY 

 Ennio Morricone has composed over 500 film scores for many prestigious 

directors (Pier Paolo Pasolini, ARABIAN NIGHTS (1974) Bernardo Bertolucci, 1900 

(1976), Terrence Malick, DAYS OF HEAVEN (1978), Roland Joffe, THE MISSION 

(1986), Brian DePalma, THE UNTOUCHABLES (1987)), but it was his radical and 



innovative work for Sergio Leone’s Westerns (A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS (1967), 

FOR A FEW DOLLARS MORE (1968), THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE 

UGLY (1970) and ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE WEST (1969)), that established 

his reputation as an incomparable maestro of film music.  Musicologist Charles 

Leinberger aptly describes the ‘spaghetti’ Western film scores by Ennio Morricone as 

both,” modern and dissonant, but still… very melodic at the same time, making it 

accessible to the average listener as well as the average moviegoer.” (Leinberger, 8) 

 There are several particular features that standout and make the scores for 

Leone’s films uniquely Morriconian that can be compiled here from Leinberger’s 

study of Morricone’s score for THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY and will 

be useful in my discussion of Peer Raben’s score for WHITY: 

The absence of the leitmotif technique,” that began in German opera of the 

nineteenth century,” and was continued in the cinema (both silent and sound) where 

each character had a musical theme attributed to them and would be heard in 

particular variations each time the character appeared on screen. (pg. 17) 

“Morricone’s scores often consist of short musical pieces very much like a number 

opera in which chorus, arias, and recitatives are clearly defined.” (ibid) 

Morricone’s Western scores,” demonstrates a fusion of many of the popular music 

elements of the time.  The immense popularity of the electric guitar is the best 

example of this fusion.” (pg. 20) 

The use of,” the electric guitar and the human voice as well as the acoustic guitar, 

harmonica, and exotic percussion instruments- placed Morricone’s music in a new 

category that was both film music and popular music, enabling it to be more easily 

assimilated into the public’s collective consciousness.” (pg. 24) 

Another distinguishing feature of these Western film scores is Morricone’s distinctive 

use of, “mariachi trumpet solos.” (pg. 33) 



“Morricone’s micro-cell technique, which makes the transition from one short musical 

motive, or “cell,” to the next one always logical but perhaps occasionally abrupt, is 

indeed evident in many of his film scores. “ (pg.10)  

A final distinguishing feature of Morricone’s Western scores, while not applicable to 

my discussion here, but nonetheless worth mentioning is that,” Morricone employs…  

musique concrete, a twentieth-century compositional technique in which composers 

add nonmusical sounds- including natural sounds, such as animal noises or the sound 

of a waterfall, as well as mechanical or man-made sounds- to more conventional 

musical sounds. (pg. 27) 

Thus, we can understand the “Morriconian” sound or style as that which is 

simultaneously modern and dissonant, incorporates popular music and traditional 

orchestral arrangements, punctuated with exotic percussion/instruments (e.g. the use 

of the “jew’s harp”) and mariachi trumpet solos.  We should also comprehend the 

“Morriconian” style, according the composer himself, as that which uses music to,” 

say all that the dialogue, image, effects, etc., cannot say.”  (pg. 18) 

 Peer Raben “borrows” from the style of Morricone some of its unique 

freedoms in his use of popular instruments, mariachi trumpet, also the near 

experimental orchestral arrangements of different instruments not normally associated 

together in his score for WHITY.  Raben also “borrows” the absence of the leitmotif 

technique and uses the film music in WHITY as short musical pieces that say more 

than what dialogue, image, and effects could.  Significantly like Morricone’s music for 

Leone, Peer Raben’s musical score for WHITY often,” is in sharp contrast to the 

visual image, rather than merely creating mood to complement the image.” (ibid)  

There are 20 musical cues within WHITY, both instrumental and those sung by 

Hanna in the saloon and by the actor Günther Kaufmann in the opening and close of 

the film.  A detailed analysis of each of these cues is far beyond the scope of this 

chapter, so I will limit my discussion to the opening cue, several important cues in the 

middle of the film and the final song sung by Kaufmann at the close of the film. 



 The opening cue of WHITY begins with a heroic mariachi style trumpet heard 

above an up-tempo country & western arrangement, before Günther Kaufmann 

begins singing the English lyrics that summarize the story of the film.  “Five Shots,” is 

the would-be title of the song, the lyrics of which form the subject of a confession by 

a man who has murdered four people- one of them with two bullets.  This opening 

song is itself a play on the “singing cowboy” convention of American Westerns that 

began with a song whose lyrics recall the theme and events of the film.  In Fred 

Zinnemann’s HIGH NOON (1952) the opening song,” High Noon,” sung by 

country & western artist Tex Ritter and written by Ned Washington, precedes the 

film’s traditional score by Dimitri Tiomkin and recalls the hero’s struggle that will be 

seen subsequently in the film.  Likewise, Anthony Mann’s THE MAN FROM 

LARAMIE (1955) features and opening theme song sung by a male chorus with lyrics 

by Lester Lee and Ned Washington that sets up the theme of the film.  So popular 

was the feature of an opening theme song sung by a performer or a male chorus at the 

beginning of a Western that Ennio Morricone’s early score for Riccardo Blasco’s 

DUELLO NEL TEXAS (Duel in Texas, a.k.a. Gunfight at Red Sands- 1963) featured 

a rather catchy ditty called, A Gringo Like Me, with lyrics by Carol Danell and sung by 

Peter Tavis.  So the opening cue of WHITY links the film to the Morriconian style by 

the mariachi trumpet prominently fore-grounded within the music track just as the 

use of an opening theme song sung by a male performer links the film to the 

conventions of the American Westerns that preceded it.  

 There is a sharp contrast between this heroic opening theme song and the still 

frame shot of Whity laying face down on the ground with a rose clasped in his hand 

as the credits appear and blur out of sight when they move forward within the frame. 

(28)  This image is one of defeat, and as we find out later, the image is a shot of Whity 

just after the beating he took in the saloon for openly receiving affections from a 

white woman.  The heroic opening theme song and the still image of defeat form a 



curious dialectical opposition that intrigues the spectator by its inherent contradiction.  

The film itself, after the credits and opening theme, synthesizes the binary opposition 

of heroism and defeat through the passivity of Whity and the violent actions he takes 

against his oppressors which make him less a hero than a victim.  Here the transition 

theme of a hero who finds himself outside of the society he was once within is aided 

and abetted by music which links the film to the classical Western and yet modernizes 

it with the mariachi trumpet as well as an image of the hero’s defeat that is rare in the 

genre of a Western, spaghetti or American. 

 One striking cue that effectively employs Morricone’s micro-cell technique of 

transitioning,” from one short musical motive or “cell” to the next,” is the music that 

begins over a carefully framed wide shot of Ben, Frank and Whity riding their horses 

toward the Nicholson ranch.  The cue begins with a rapid pulsing of violins 

interpolated with cellos which quickly transforms into a slow tempo ballad with an 

English horn and an acoustic guitar playing the “Southwestern” Mexican rhythms 

most closely associated with the work of Morricone.  After the men dismount their 

steeds, Ben is shown entering the estate with Katherine and there is a cut to a slow 

moving tracking shot inside the stables where Whity tends to the horses while Frank 

leans his head upon the back of a black horse.  At this point the music transforms 

again to a muted theme for guitar, English horn and snare drum.  These rapid 

orchestral transformations from strings, to acoustic guitar, English horn and snare 

drum, as well as the dramatic shifts in mood and tempo are all a powerful 

demonstration of the micro-cell technique as practiced by Peer Raben.  Against shots 

of relative stasis (e.g. the frontal wide shot of the men riding towards the ranch; the 

reverse angle wide shot of the men dismounting their horses) and movement (e.g. the 

slow tracking shot within the stables) the music is dynamic and rapidly transforming 

by alternating instrumentation, mood and tempo creating another sharp contrast 

between music and image.  Drama, in effect, has been removed from the content of 



the images and displaced within the music which communicates more than the actions 

that are being viewed.                                

               The longest musical cue of the film and the most sustained effort of Raben’s 

version of the micro-cell technique is found in the second stable scene between Whity 

and Davy.  This beautiful and lilting cue features an unusual arrangement of 

instruments including the English horn (playing the same theme from the first stable 

scene between Whity and Frank), acoustic guitar, electric guitar, harp, organ and 

drums.  Beginning with the English horn, electric guitar and harp the music abruptly 

transforms into a funky, almost 1960’s pop music segue, that includes an organ, harp 

and drum kit (e.g. The Yardbyrds, etc) before returning back to the theme led by the 

English horn and guitar.  Finally as Davy kisses Whity’s hand and Whity kisses Davy 

multiple times upon his face, the music is reduced to the Harp (an instrument most 

often associated with romance) and guitar.  What these series of micro-cell transitions 

within a single musical cue produce is a succession of musical shocks that puts the 

emotions withheld from the eye of the spectator by the actors into the ear of the 

spectator and therefore into imagination of the spectator. (29)  Here in this cue as well 

as others throughout the film we should also be able to discern the Morriconian 

influence in Raben’s work through his use of non-traditional pop instruments like the 

electric guitar, harmonica and the electric organ and his use of older traditional 

instruments like the harp and the harpsichord in other cues that are a direct 

consequence of the unique freedoms inspired by Morricone’s work in the spaghetti 

Westerns of Sergio Leone. 

 An explicit visual, aural and musical homage to Leone and Morricone is on 

display in the scene that I will call,” Josh’s Dry Goods.”  The scene takes place after 

Hanna has lied by omission about Ben Nicholson’s less than chivalrous motivations 

for the murder of the fake Mexican doctor and directly after the hysterical “slapping” 



scene between Frank and Katherine.  When Frank catches Katherine tending to 

Whity’s wounds after the whipping he took for Davy, Frank calls Katherine a,” 

Nigger’s whore,” and in an almost epileptic delirium has to be constrained by Whity’s 

mother while Katherine slaps him repeatedly in a cruel display of power and 

dominance.  The “Josh’s Dry Goods” scene abruptly interrupts this bizarre moment 

with Ben Nicholson coming out of the bank in the middle of town.   A fast zoom in 

from a wide shot to a close up of Frank’s face is accompanied by staccato piano notes 

followed by a serpentine snare roll. 

The next shot is a close up of one of the two men standing near another 

doorway across the street from the bank watching Frank.  After a return close up shot 

of Frank, the next shot has the camera zooming in from a wide shot of Josh’s Dry 

Goods directly across the street from Frank, which is also the building that holds the 

saloon, to a close up of Hanna looking out the window at him from the second story 

of the building.  The staccato piano note and snare rolls punctuate each zoom of the 

camera’s lens.  Then in a sweeping panoramic wide shot from behind the two men 

across the street, Frank is shown walking across the town square up to Hanna’s 

doorway above the saloon.  As the camera pans, following the pace of his footsteps, 

Raben changes the cue from the dramatic piano and snare into an emotional theme 

that begins with a solo clarinet which suddenly flowers into a clarinet with a counter 

theme played on strings- all of which abruptly ends once Ben comes into Hanna’s 

room and she closes the door behind him. 

The men watching Frank as he crosses the town square comment upon the fact 

that,” He’s going to her, now?”  They speak as if in moral judgment about the married 

and rich Ben seeing the lowly town prostitute.  This motif of characters being judged 

by others who are watching their actions is a reoccurring theme with multiple 

variations in nearly all of Fassbinder’s work.  This scene acts as an explicit homage to 



Leone and Morricone through its use of wide to close up zoom shots in 

CinemaScope, the piano and snare that recalls the best of Morricone’s showdown 

cues for Leone (e.g. “The Showdown” cue from FOR A FEW DOLLARS MORE) 

and the aural space between the piano and snare where we simply hear Ben’s 

footsteps as he crosses the town square before the clarinet solo begins would also 

seem to be an effort to apply a Morriconian use of ‘musique concrete’. 

         Finally, we consider now, the closing song “Goodbye my love, Goodbye,” that 

was first sung in the middle of the film by Hanna to Whity when she attempted to 

break off their affair, but is later sung in English via an off-screen music track by 

Günther Kaufmann over the final shot of the film.  

It doesn’t go together 

Your way of life and mine 

It doesn’t go together 

Even when the sun would shine 

Goodbye my love, goodbye 

It doesn’t go together 

Goodbye my love, goodbye 

During the first performance of this song it has a painful melody like that of an opera 

piece as Hanna sings it to Whity in the saloon accompanied solely by the piano.  But 

over the final shot of the film, the song as sung by Günther Kaufmann is a tragic 

lullaby with full orchestral accompaniment just before death’s big sleep will overtake 

Whity and Hanna in the fading sunlight of the desert at dusk as the couple dances 

together.  Author Caryl Flinn in her discussion of Peer Raben’s film music for 

Fassbinder extracts a quote from Theodor Adorno which captures perfectly the ethos 

behind ending WHITY with this brief but painful lyric of parting: 



“Music admits that the fate of the world no longer depends on the individual, but it 

also knows that this individual is capable of no content except his own, however 

fragmented and impotent.  Hence his fractures are the script of truth.  In them the 

social movement appears negatively, as in its victims…  Adorno wrote these words 

about Gustav Mahler, but they describe the collaborative work between Raben and 

Fassbinder with an eerie prescience,” particularly when we consider the fact that 

Whity’s individual action of killing his white oppressors does not inspire a collective 

insurgency, escape to a utopian marronage society nor a heroic celebration of 

liberation. (Flinn, 70)  In fact, Whity seems to have committed the murders in an 

attempt to prove his love of Hanna to himself; thus the mass murders have a personal 

rather than political motivation and the ‘anti-romantic’ lullaby over the final shot fills 

in the emotional irony of the tragic circumstance.  

The declarative and curious musical transformations throughout Raben’s score 

for WHITY captures what Raben had later argued should be the function of music in 

film.  “The aim of Musik-Shock,” as he coined his work in a 1995 talk was,” to 

support something that isn’t set in the image, nor in the mind either, that isn’t yet 

true.” (Flinn, 71)  What is neither in the image, nor in the mind and is not yet true are 

the emotions withheld from the eye of the spectator by the actors on screen which is 

subsequently placed into the ear of the spectator and therefore into imagination of the 

spectator by the music.  Raben’s adoption of Morricone’s mirco-cell technique 

whether consciously or unconsciously through his exposure to Morricone’s work via 

the international success of Leone’s ‘spaghetti’ Westerns closely adheres to what Flinn 

describes as,” The New German Cinema’s juxtaposition of different musical forms 

within a single soundtrack, not to mention their constant interruption, fragmentation, 

and distortion, works against what many describe as classical cinematic scoring 

procedures.” (pg.4)  There can be no doubt that the unique expressive freedoms 

inherent to Morricone’s non-traditional cinematic scoring procedures had a powerful 



influence upon the young German Filmmakers who had just a few years earlier signed 

the Oberhausen Manifesto and wanted,” freedom from the conventions of the 

established industry,” and to be done with the traditional procedures of ‘ what they 

called Papa’s Cinema’. (McCormick/Guenther-Pal, 202)   Moreover, Raban’s 

shocking musical transformations within the cues act as a corollary to the divergent 

transformations of all the characters, Whity in particular.  Whity moves from being a 

humble servant to a disobedient servant, to a murderer to free himself from bourgeois 

plantation oppression only to find that he had not changed society, but instead fatally 

ejected himself from it. 

 WHITY, it would seem from this appraisal, is one of Fassbinder’s most 

complex and challenging works.  The unavailability of the film for over thirty years 

has kept it from being included in the canon of Fassbinder’s acknowledged 

masterpieces (e.g., THE MARRIAGE OF MARIA BRAUN, THE BITTER TEARS 

OF PETRA VON KANT, ALI: FEAR EATS THE SOUL, THE AMERICAN 

SOLIDER, etc).  We have noted how the film straddles the genres it most closely 

represents and in so doing frustrates the viewer’s generic expectations.  This bi-

generic quality of the film as both a plantation film and a Western allows Fassbinder 

to ‘defamiliarize’ the Western and ‘make strange’ the plantation film by using race and 

sexuality as critical tools to uncover the dynamics of exploiter and exploited in human 

relationships.  The disapproving attitude between Whity and his ‘blackfaced’ mammy 

reveals a key social binary opposition among African-Americans; that of the “good 

nigger” or Tom of servitude and acquiescence and that of the “bad nigger” or brutal 

black Buck of abject contempt and expectant liberation.  Yet in WHITY the 

opposition is between the “good nigger” of servitude and the Mammy in black face 

who holds the servile nature of her own son toward the whites in contempt. 



The inter-racial relationship between Whity and Hanna absences the sexual 

stereotype of black male sexual fecundity and the ideal of white female virtue to reveal 

that racial and moral identity are social constructs that lose their agency once the 

individuals have expelled themselves from the society that narrowly defined them.  

Peer Raben’s musical score which ‘borrows’ various techniques from the work of 

Ennio Morricone in Sergio Leone’s ‘spaghetti’ Westerns expresses emotions that the 

characters have been directed to deliberately withhold from the audience.  Raben’s 

score keeps the film anchored between the two genres by constantly transforming the 

idioms and instrumentation most closely associated with the ‘melodramatic’ plantation 

film (e.g. GONE WITH THE WIND, BAND OF ANGELS) and the musical 

themes (e.g. the opening song) and instrumentation of the Classical Hollywood 

western as well as the Eurowestern.  And finally the suggestion of bi-sexuality and the 

moral depravity of the white plantation aristocratic family within WHITY 

demythologizes the traditional master antinomy of the Western (garden v. wilderness) 

and the plantation film (the normality of the plantation bourgeoisie v. the infantile and 

non-threatening slave class), to create a film whose multiple and contradictory 

thematic perspectives have been deliberately designed not to satisfy nor subscribe to 

any one of the contemporary ideological viewpoints that were circulating about the 

genres at the time of the film’s production.   

Of course it must be said that many of the distortions of the Western genre 

that we see in Fassbinder’s WHITY can also be attributed to the fact that the Western 

genre itself underwent substantial revision during the 1960’s.  The international 

success of the ‘spaghetti’ Western proved that the Western was no longer the 

exclusive providence of American filmmakers.  In 1964 John Ford directed his 

‘apologia’ for Native American genocide and white land grabbing with CHEYENNE 

AUTUMN.  Towards the end of the decade the increased levels of violence and the 

use of exploding blood squibs to mimic bullets penetrating flesh were used to 



powerful effect in Sam Peckinpah’s THE WILD BUNCH (1969).  But the decade of 

revisionism began with John Ford’s noble attempt to shift narrative focus from whites 

to African-Americans in SERGEANT RUTLEDGE (1960), starring Woody Strode 

as a ‘buffalo’ soldier charged with the brutal rape and murder of a white girl.  The film 

uses the genre of the American post-civil war West to both ennoble African-American 

participation in the Civil War and contest racially motivated mob violence and legal 

injustice.   Thus, WHITY can be seen as a revisionist Western born from the changes 

ushered in by the American master of the genre, John Ford, and the international 

success ‘spaghetti’ and ‘euro’ westerns produced in countries other than America.            

 There can be no equivocation in stating that WHITY is a bizarre film, a ‘rara 

avis’ so to speak, but as I have tried to advocate it is a film that is worth reconsidering 

in light of its recent availability after almost 35 years of obscurity.  WHITY, the film, 

does not aim to please the audience as easily as the genres the film straddles, 

respectively, but aims instead to, “let the audience feel and think ,” as they reflect 

upon an alternate presentation of human relationships as a vicious circle of power, 

deceit and recrimination.(Sparrow, 183)  More nihilistic, given the anti-romantic 

ending, than pessimistic, WHITY holds many surprises along the way to its desolate 

conclusion.  The film is alternately funny, shocking and beautiful.  But most 

importantly WHITY provides a critique of racial oppression that challenges the 

presumptions of white supremacy and black inferiority.  It is a critique that intimates 

that some form of oppression might be part of our human condition and that racism 

is only one of the means of justifying the ends.  Before concluding this discussion of 

WHITY I would like to look at a few of the startling stylistic features of the film and 

its formal organization. 



Dynamization of Distanciation and Alienation Effects in WHITY 

 Jane Shattuc notes in her article, R.W. Fassbinder’s Confessional Melodrama 

(Wide Angle, Vol.#12, no. 1- 1990, 44-59) that,” Fassbinder’s chamelonic ability to 

change narrational forms may be one reason the cultural impact of his films has lasted 

so long.” (pg. 45)  But with all due respect to Shattuc’s otherwise insightful work, I 

would like to attribute Fassbinder’s “chamelonic ability” to the rich and dynamic 

panoply of distanciation and alienation effects deployed throughout his films that 

have both a performative and a cinematic dimension.  Specifically, Fassbinder uses a 

mélange of acting techniques, camera movements, sound and lighting effects that 

defamilarizes and ‘makes strange’ both the character and the subject matter which in 

turn encourages the spectator to take a more critical observation of the circumstances.  

These effects as deployed within the film WHITY will be catalogued in greater detail 

in this section.  But to my knowledge, Fassbinder employed the linear narrative form 

exclusively throughout his career, so it is imprecise to say, as Shattuc asserts, that he 

changed narrational forms; his favored method of cinematic narration was linear.  Yet 

the impact of his films, I believe, is sustained by the panoply of distanciation and 

alienation effects that he shifted emphasis upon within each film which contributes to 

their strikingly “Fassbinderian” signature and each film’s continued cultural impact.  

 WHITY is a major film in the development of Fassbinder’s signature 

distanciation and alienation effects because it was the first film in the eight year and 

twelve film collaborations between Fassbinder and cinematographer Michael Ballhaus.  

It was a collaboration that was mutually terminated ironically with Fassbinder’s most 

significant international success, THE MARRIAGE OF MARIA BRAUN.   Yet it 

was through this collaboration between Fassbinder and Ballhaus that the previous 

theatricality of Fassbinder’s distanciation and alienation effects were definitively 

unchained from the static camera work and tableau compositions of his previous 

films like LOVE IS COLDER THAN DEATH, GODS OF THE PLAGUE, WHY 



DOES HERR R. RUN AMOK? and KATZELMACHER that were all made in 1969 

with cinematographer, Dietrich Lohmann.  In fact, it was through the intense creative 

competition between Fassbinder and Ballhaus that these theatrical distanciation and 

alienation effects became cinematically dynamized through the interaction among the 

actors with the movement of the camera and the exaggerated sound and lighting 

techniques.  WHITY allows us to see the initial development of these dynamic 

distanciation and alienation effects and trace them through Fassbinder’s most 

exuberant hyper-aestheticized mature work with his final cinematographer, Xavier 

Schwarzenberger in the BRD Trilogy and his final film, QUERELLE.  In this section 

I would like to catalog these dynamic distanciation and alienation effects and note 

how these effects impact the reception of the narrative of WHITY.  Before starting it 

might be useful to discuss the origin of these theatrical effects and Fassbinder’s 

exposure to them. 

Brecht’s Verfremdungseffekte 

 The articulation of theatrical distanciation and alienation effects 

(verfremdungseffekte) is found in the writings and works of German playwright and 

theorist, Bertold Brecht (1898-1956).  Brecht’s exposure to a Chinese theatre 

company’s acting in Moscow during the 1930’s convinced him to incorporate what he 

termed,” Alienation effects in Chinese Acting,” into his general notion of Epic 

Theatre.  As Brecht’s friend and contemporary Walter Benjamin explained: 

“The task of epic theatre, Brecht believes, is not so much to develop actions as to 
represent conditions.  But ‘represent’ does not here signify ‘reproduce’ in the sense 
used by the theoreticians of Naturalism.  Rather, the first point at issue is to uncover 
those conditions.  (One could just as well say: to make them strange [verfremden].)  This 
uncovering (making strange, or alienating) of conditions is brought about by 
processes being interrupted.” (pg. 18) 

The alienation and distanciation effects deployed by Brecht were deliberate attempts 

to keep the spectator,” from losing himself in the character completely, i.e. to the 



point of giving up his own identity, and lent a splendid remoteness to the events.” 

(Brecht, 93)  Yet, as Eric Bentley notes, Brecht,” does not eliminate stage-illusion and 

suspense; he only reduces their importance.  Sympathy and identification with the 

characters are not eliminated; they are counterpoised by deliberate distancing.” (pg. 

219) Perhaps the key to understanding alienation and distanciation effects is that their 

general purposes are to defamilarize and/or make strange ordinary everyday 

circumstances so that the spectator can observe the social processes at work within 

those circumstances. (30)  Brecht’s Epic Theatre often incorporated the use of 

placards, film projections, choruses and other effects to disrupt the conventional 

theatrical illusion and arouse,” astonishment rather than empathy.” (Benjamin, 18) 

Thus, it was believed that through alienation and distanciation effects, i.e. 

interruptions within the process of theatrical illusionism that the spectator could 

contemplate the social conditions being represented on stage as opposed to being lost 

in the reproduction through complete identification with the actor(s) and 

uninterrupted theatrical naturalism. 

 Fassbinder’s exposure to Brecht’s ideas can be traced to his early work on the 

German stage as an actor and later as the director of his “antiteater” communal stage 

troupe of actors, but his cinematic exposure to Brecht’s ideas came from his early 

apprenticeship with the Brechtian devotees and minimalist German filmmakers, Jean-

Marie Straub and his wife/collaborator Danièle Huillet (THE BRIDEGROOM, THE 

COMEDIENNE AND THE PIMP- 1968).  The use of tableau composition, the 

frontal arrangement of actors, the use of ennui and temps mort are theatrical 

manifestations of alienation and distanciation imported into the cinema directly from 

the Brechtian-German stage.  The tableau compositions and static camera techniques 

distanced the spectator from the action and secured his position as a Brechtian critical 

observer looking on the events with a special detachment.  Concomitant with these 

effects was the deliberate attempt to keep the spectator from “losing himself in the 



character completely” by tampering with the length and sequential order of the point-

of-view shot sequence that would otherwise have normally been used to imbricate (or 

weave) the spectator into the fiction. 

 Again, the Straub/Huillet influence in the work of Fassbinder was most clearly 

discerned in his early cinematic works, i.e. LOVE IS COLDER THAN DEATH, 

GODS OF THE PLAGUE, WHY DOES HERR R. RUN AMOK?, and 

KATZELMACHER .  These early films were photographed by Dietrich Lohmann, 

but the arrival of Michael Ballhaus, a professional cinematographer, both challenged 

Fassbinder’s sense of creative control and led to a fiercely competitive artistic 

relationship where both artists matured and excelled.  As Michael Ballhaus recalls 

during the shooting of WHITY: 

“Every time we started on a scene, he [Fassbinder] knew I would have ideas about it.  

It was like playing tennis.  The better the partner, the better you yourself become.  We 

egged each other on.”  (Lorenz, 103) 

Under this competitive artistic relationship we can catalog the performative and the 

cinematic alienation and distanciation effects that Fassbinder developed and 

dynamized with Michael Ballhaus in WHITY and continued with shifting emphasis in 

the subsequent films the two created together. 

Performative        Cinematic 

Emotional detachment     Foregrounded Sound Effects 

Suspended Animation/Fixed gaze     Camera movement (circular or linear) 

Slow and precise gestures     Disjunctive point-of-view shot sequence 

Extreme burst of emotion    Exaggerated lighting 

Extreme physical reaction    Odd musical placement 

 



 WHITY announces this new cinematic dynamization of alienation and 

distanciation effects in its startling opening scene between Whity and his mother, 

Marpessa.  In this scene, while Whity’s mother is preparing fish in the kitchen, Whity 

enters dressed in his red serving uniform.  He tells her that the Nicholson family 

doesn’t find the dessert pudding she made to their taste.  His mother retorts that there 

are a lot of things not to their taste.  Believing that his mother has misunderstood 

him, Whity says,” I want them to like everything we do for them.”  In direct 

opposition to his supplicating need to please their masters, the mother begins 

singing,” Glory, glory Hallelujah…  When the saints come marching in,” a curious 

amalgamation of two different religious songs. (31) Whity asks his mother to,” stop 

singing those songs… black songs.”  At this request his mother stops singing, walks 

over to him and spits in his face.  She then, pejoratively, calls him,” whity.”  He slowly 

wipes her spittle from his face.  The scene ends with the two of them locked within 

each other’s stare. 

 While this summary of the events within the scene describes the contentious 

relationship between an African-American mother and her son who are both in 

servitude to their white “masters” it does little to translate how the scene was filmed 

and the dynamitization of distanciation and alienation effects that make the scene so 

strange that it defamiliarizes the generic kitchen negro scenes that were conventions 

of the plantation genre.  To fully appreciate the alienation and distanciation effects we 

must look at the formal structure of this scene.  The opening shot is of a medium 

close up of Marpessa attempting to chop off the head of a fish with a dull kitchen 

knife.  This opening image should not be read as an image of phallic mutilation, but 

instead as an ominous harbinger of what Whity must eventually do to free himself 

from his white masters and his life of servitude; the image of the struggle to sever the 

head of a fish with a dull kitchen knife anticipates the power struggles and the vicious 

circles that Whity must negotiate before his final decision to kill those that he serves.  



In fact, to gain his freedom he must kill the patriarch first, Ben Nicholson, thus 

“severing” the head of the white family before killing the other members and using 

their lifeless bodies to serve the process of his own emancipation. 

When the camera tilts up from the fish it rests momentarily upon a medium 

close up of a hen in a cage.  Thus, we move from an image of the difficult and violent 

struggle to sever a fish’s head to an image of imprisonment all presented to us in the 

context of race-based servitude.  In this same unbroken shot the camera pans right to 

a medium shot of Marpessa which because of the downward position of her head, the 

black make-up and afro-styled hair her face is obscured from us; lost in layers of 

blackness and shadow.  But the make-up provides our first visual clue that Marpessa 

is being performed by a white woman in blackface.  In fact a closer scrutiny of this 

image reveals that some of the blackface make-up has rubbed off on the actress’ 

costume exposing a powdery discoloration on the nape of her neck.  In recognizing 

the white woman in blackface we also recognize that the film is not a generic 

reproduction of a historical time period, but rather a representation of a historical 

time period that invites us to be critical of the racial hierarchies, familial relationships 

and power struggles that we will see as opposed to being seduced into an illusion. 

 Throughout this shot and the entire scene the iterative sounds of crickets has 

been foregrounded on the soundtrack along with the intermittent sound of a fly 

giving what Michel Chion has called,” added value,” to the image by enriching our 

immediate and remembered experience of the image.(32)  The “buzzing” sound of the 

fly is placed at specific points throughout the scene and acts as a means of drawing 

our attention to specific dramatic lines of dialogue and/or actions rather like how a 

musical cue would function to underscore a gesture or line of dialogue in a 

conventional genre film.  The use of a foregrounded sound effect instead of a musical 

cue to underscore dialogue or gestures is a key alienation technique in Fassbinder’s 



cinema.  This technique begins in the opening scene of WHITY and can be heard 

again in the prison visitation scene in Fassbinder’s later film, THE MARRIAGE OF 

MARIA BRAUN, where a prison guard’s keys can be heard “jingling” on the 

soundtrack throughout an entire dialogue scene.  Sound takes on a symbolic function 

within the narrative (with regards to MARIA BRAUN, the sound of the keys play 

ironically against the discussion of her husband’s sacrifice of his freedom for his wife’s 

sake) and contributes indelibly to the alienation of our genre expectations. 

This use of foregrounded sound effects calls attention to itself because 

although the sound is “realistically” part of the mise-en-scene, it is at such a high 

volume on the soundtrack that it displaces a musical cue (so common in melodrama) 

and defamiliarizes what in WHITY would have been an ordinary scene of food 

preparation and drudgery.  The deliberate timing and volume of the fly sound effect, 

rather than distracting our attention from the dialogue and actions, actually increases 

our attention to the dialogue and actions because it (along with the continuous sound 

of the crickets) punctuates the verbal pauses within the scene and through its iteration 

accentuates the rhythm within the scene that would perhaps not have been noticed 

otherwise. 

This long take shot that began with the fish head ends with a pan from 

Marpessa to the black kitchen door which is held for a rather extended moment until 

we see Whity come through the door.  The red serving uniform he wears is a striking 

visual note since the boldness of the red color stands out against the drab and 

subdued colors within the kitchen itself.  Here we arrive at the most literal of 

Fassbinder’s distanciation effects: his characters often ask questions or make 

statements in between long intervals of silence –or distance- before getting a response 

from their interlocutor(s).  This distance between question and answer or statement 

and reaction among characters is masked by a precise and revealing gesture performed 



by someone within the scene.  For example, in this opening scene after Whity has told 

Marpessa that the Nicholson’s don’t find the dessert to their taste and Marpessa 

retorts that there are a lot of things not to their taste, Whity is shown in a medium full 

shot placing the dessert tray on a table and using a white handkerchief to brush away 

any dirt from his red uniform.  This gesture of narcissistic perfection anticipates his 

next line in the following shot,” I want them to like everything we do for them.”  

Thus, Whity’s servile nature is revealed to us in his need to appear as the perfect 

servant to his white masters through a precise gesture of vanity that precedes his 

verbal expression of servility.   

Moveover, the slow precise gesture that fills in the gap between the distance of 

one character’s line and another’s is a key distanciation effect throughout Fassbinder’s 

work. The significance of Whity’s gesture in the context of servitude and post-Civil 

war racial hierarchy reveals the narcissism and dependency of an “Uncle Tom” 

character to his white masters.  Unlike the field hand or the sharecropper, the “house 

nigga” or house servant finds a certain dignity and class distinction from other 

negroes in the fine clothing he gets to wear, the better left-over food he gets to eat 

and his “limited” intermingling with the white aristocracy that allows him to tolerate 

the condition of his servitude better than those who are kept outside of master’s 

house and thus denied such privileges.  Whity and Marpessa both are representations 

of those slaves who after the Emancipation decided to stay on the plantation,” for 

massa’s sake,” but Whity’s gesture and his fine red serving uniform gives us a clear 

indication why many slaves chose to stay in servitude rather than face the uncertainty 

of freedom.  

Another important attribute that dynamizes Fassbinder’s alienation and 

distanciation effects are the movements of the camera as it frames and re-frames the 

actors within the physical space of the scene.  Remember that this opening scene has 



already begun with a long take that emphasized certain details within the mise-en-

scene through three distinct and sequential camera moves: the tilt up from the fish 

head to the hen in a cage; the pan right to a close up of Marpessa; the pan further 

right to the black kitchen door through which Whity makes his entrance.  Here 

Fassbinder and Ballhaus use the camera to allow the mise-en-scene to comment upon 

itself via the isolation of certain details within the frame.  The auteur enunciates to the 

spectator through the reframing of the image as if to say,” Here look at this fish, and 

here look at this caged hen.  Now look at this black (white) woman and then look at 

this black “Uncle Tom” who comes through the door.”  The fact that the point of 

view of the long take is not ascribed to any fictional character means that the point of 

view can be attributed the auteur of the film (in this case Fassbinder working in 

competition with Ballhaus) narrating to the spectator with distinct visual means and 

sequential cinematic movements.  The authorial point-of-view solicits a critical 

perspective within the spectator that begins with the question elicited by the camera’s 

‘extra-diegetic’ movements: “Who is making me look at these details?”  The answer itself is 

found beyond the diegesis also: “it is Rainer Werner Fassbinder making you look at these 

details.”   To be sure it is a visual narration whose full meaning within the story proper 

cannot be understood until the end of the film but the fact that it begins with this 

opening shot is a signal to the spectator that the auteur of the film will speak 

throughout the film with these ‘extra-diegetic’ camera movements, but more on this 

later. 

 Some of the most significant camera moves within Fassbinder’s work are often 

the linear (forward dolly in or reverse dolly out) and/or the circular (the 360 degree 

circular tracking shot or 90 degree circular tracking shot).  These two counter-

distinctive camera movements are used during thematically crucial points within a 

scene and make dynamic any alienation or distanciation effects that are operating 



within a scene in such a way that the theatrical (or the purely performative) is 

subordinate to the cinematographic (image + sound). 

Returning to the opening scene, after Whity expresses his desire to please his 

masters he walks to the opposite end of the kitchen from Marpessa and begins wiping 

the dirt from his boots.  Marpessa begins singing,” Glory, glory hallelujah,” to which 

Whity asks her,” not to sing black songs.”  The following shot is a wide angle two 

shot with Whity in the right background and Marpessa in the left foreground of the 

frame.  As she walks slowly towards Whity the camera dollies forward behind her 

until the wide shot becomes a medium two shot with Marpessa just at the lower left 

edge of the frame and Whity in the center of the frame.  She spits in his face and calls 

him,” whity.”  At that point the sound of the fly is heard just after her line, cued as if 

it were music for dramatic emphasis.  Here the sound of the fly punctuates a dramatic 

moment within a film in much the same way as Michel Chion described the,” great 

many musical effects,” that punctuate an opera. (33)  The shot of the two is held as 

Whity slowly lifts his white gloved hand and wipes her spittle from his face.  As he 

finishes this gesture, music is then finally heard.  Whity continues to look at Marpessa 

who is just beneath him at the edge of the frame staring back at him.  

 Here we have the linear camera movement, the fixed gaze between two 

characters and a precise gesture all in one shot that in subsequent films can be 

categorized as an integral part of Fassbinder’s authorial signature.  The shot itself – at 

first a wide shot with two characters that reframes itself through a dolly forward to 

become a medium two shot- acts as means of cinematic emphasis which underscores 

the contentious relationship between Whity “the uncle tom” and his mother, 

Marpessa, the “discontented” mammy.  More than this, the shot becomes a cinematic 

form of the literary concept of the “free indirect subjective” because Fassbinder aligns 

his authorial point-of-view with that of a character’s point-of-view and yet does not 



wholly give in to the fictional illusion.  In literature and poetry the free indirect 

subjective is a mode of narration whereby an author presents the thoughts of a 

character without quotation marks and thus reduces the distance between the voice of 

the narrator/author and the voice of the character.   In this cinematic context, 

because the dolly forward follows behind Marpessa as opposed to cutting directly to 

Whity and moving forward the shot is that of the auteur observing the point-of-view 

of a character still within the frame.  In effect the auteur has only aligned his point-of-

view with that of a character.    It is important to discuss the notion of the free 

indirect here because it was through a purposeful “tampering” with conventionalized 

cinematic grammar that Fassbinder established and enriched his authorial signature 

within film after film and became internationally recognized as an auteur.  

Authorial Voice and the Free Indirect 

Our understanding of the cinematic free indirect subjective comes from the 

Italian filmmaker Pier Paolo Pasolini’s seminal essay,” The Cinema of Poetry”. (34) In 

this essay Pasolini asserts that,” if [the filmmaker] immerses himself in his character 

and tells the story or depicts the world through him, he cannot make use of that 

formidable natural instrument of differentiation that is language.  His activity cannot be 

linguistic; it must, instead, be stylistic.” (178)  He goes on to prove this stylistic operation of 

the free indirect subjective by citing Michelangelo Antonioni’s THE RED DESERT 

(1964) which through the use of a wide shot behind the head of the main character, 

Guilana (Monica Vitti), Antonioni dispenses with the point-of-view shot sequence 

and aligns his own authorial point-of-view with the point-of-view of his neurotic 

heroine.  Pasolini asserts that Antonioni,” has finally been able to represent the world 

seen through his eyes, because he has substituted in toto for the world-view of a neurotic his own 

delirious view of aesthetics, a wholesale substitution which is justified by the possible 

analogy of the two views…  it is clear that the “free indirect point-of-view shot” is a 

pretext, and Antonioni took advantage of it…” (179,180) Thus, the free indirect 



subjective in the cinema is a stylistic operation whereby an auteur aligns his point-of-

view with that of the character by tampering with the conventional point-of-view shot 

sequence.  In the opening scene we have discussed in Fassbinder’s WHITY, the 

conventional point-of-view shot sequence is abandoned so that the auteur can align 

his point-of-view with that of a character and yet still retain a peculiar distance 

between the two points-of-view. 

If as French critic Alexandre Astruc once noted,” the fundamental problem of 

the cinema is how to express thought,” then the basic point-of-view-shot sequence 

was a cinematic means of aligning the ‘implied’ thoughts of a character with those of 

the observing spectator. (35)  In a conventional point-of-view shot sequence [See: Fig. 

2] a character is shown looking off-screen(Shot A/1); there is a cut to an object, 

character(s) or event in another shot (B/2), then there is a cut back to the character 

who was looking off screen (Shot A/3); this basic grammar of shot organization 

signifies that the character who looked off-screen in the first shot is the possessor of 

the point-of-view of the object seen in the second shot.  But in the opening scene of 

WHITY this basic grammar has been distorted so that the third shot combines the 

point-of-view of the author and the character and becomes the free-indirect in a 

cinematographic context [See: Fig. 3].  Thus, as Pasolini has said the free-indirect in 

the cinema is not a linguistic operation as it is in literature and poetry, but a stylistic 

choice on the part of the auteur to align his vision of the world with that of his 

character(s) through a willful disjunction in cinematic grammar.  This disjunction in 

basic cinematic grammar has even greater significance in a later scene in the film 

which I shall discuss momentarily.  The point here is to note that part of Fassbinder’s 

authorial signature is found in how he dynamizes theatrical or performative distancing 

and alienation effects by use of camera movement, disjunctive editorial grammar and 

sound. 



 It is important to recall that Fassbinder’s willful disjunction of the basic 

editorial grammar of the point-of-view shot sequence can be seen erupting in a film 

made the same year as WHITY, PIONEERS IN INGOLSTADT where after falling 

victim to a vicious prank an army sergeant casts an accusatory off-screen glance at the 

troops he has brought to attention.  The next shot is a close-up reverse tracking shot 

across the faces of at least 10 to 12 of the soldiers that finally comes to rest in a 

medium shot of two of the soldiers who initiated the prank glancing at each other.  

The film was the seventh collaboration between Fassbinder and his first 

cinematographer, Dietrich Lohmann, but in PIONEERS IN INGOLSTADT the 

disjunction is found in the objects being gazed upon; that is to say, the length and the 

type of shot that would be labeled B/2 is stylistically different from the conventional, 

often static, shot that would normally be used to effectively demonstrate a character’s 

point-of-view.  By contrast, the artistic competition between Fassbinder and Ballhaus 

in their first film together, WHITY consequently raised the stakes of the disjunction 

of basic editorial grammar by giving the distance between the authorial point-of-view 

and a character’s point-of-view an elasticity that in my opinion dynamizes the other 

theatrical distanciation and alienation effects and permitted Fassbinder a greater 

volume of authorial enunciation within the films he made with Ballhaus, the 

subsequent films he shot himself ( IN A YEAR OF THIRTEEN MOONS – 1978, 

THE THIRD GENERATION – 1979) and later those final films he would make 

with cinematographer Xavier Schwarzenberger. 

Fig.2 Basic point-of-view shot sequence 

Shot 1.   Shot 2.   Shot 3. 

                     

               
A B A 



     

A1=Character looking off-screen 

B2= Object/another character/event   

A3=Return shot of initial Character now understood as having looked the object in 

Shot B2 

Fig. 3 Fassbinder’s disjunctive point-of-view shot sequence      

Shot 1.   Shot 2.   Shot 3. 

                     

               

     

A1= Character looking off-screen  

B2= Object/another character/event  

C3= A+B The twinning of an authorial point-of-view with the character in shot A1 

and object/character/ or event in shot B2. 

Another dynamic scene in the film that pushes the disjunction of basic 

cinematic editorial grammar even further than the opening scene and establishes 

another code in Fassbinder’s authorial signature that can be recognized in subsequent 

films, takes place between Mrs. Nicholson and her Mexican lover, Tomas Martin 

Blanco (Tomas Blanco), in the master bedroom of the Nicholson estate.  While 

pretending to be a doctor, Blanco tells Mrs. Nicholson that her husband does not 

have long to live.  He tells her that there is a disease eating away his insides which we 

can understand as a veiled reference to cancer.  As they talk and kiss the dim-witted 

A B C 

(A + B) 

 



son Davy can be see eavesdropping through a partially opened doorway.  This 

summary of the scene again obscures its formal construction. 

Consider for example, that the medium shots inside the master bedroom are 

filled with the iterative sounds of the crickets at once making it known that we are 

inside the Nicholson estate via our previous impression from the opening scene of the 

film.  The sound of the crickets once again provides a non-musical rhythm to the 

scene that defamilarizes the conventional dramatic situation of a conversation 

between two lovers about the fate of a husband.  Also there are two cutaway shots of 

Davey during the conversation, one long shot while he is downstairs at the edge of a 

table and another shot of Davey as he is slowly walking up the stairs towards the 

bedroom.  These two cutaway shots provide a kind of suspense for the spectator in 

eliciting the expectation that Davey will catch the lovers in the act of adultery. 

Yet having used these two cutaway shots to tease the spectator, Fassbinder uses 

a disjunctive point-of-view shot sequence and startling alienation effects to unsettle 

the spectator and deny the full surrender to the fictional illusion.  Specifically, as the 

two lovers separate from each other and the doctor says that Ben Nicholson,” is 

going to die,” Mrs. Nicholson turns towards the camera and looks off-screen at him.  

She holds this wide eyed expression on her face and freezes in a pose of suspended 

animation as if caught in the off-screen gaze of the doctor.   The camera pans left 

from the close up of her face, across the room to the slightly opened door, revealing 

Davey eavesdropping while licking the edge of the door.  In the image with Davey can 

be seen a white porcelain, rosy cheeked cherub sitting on top of the chest of drawers 

near the door.  The polished perfection of the porcelain cherub seems only to 

heighten the perversity of Davey’s gesture of licking the door and the sickly white 

parlor of his makeup. 



The reverse shot is a wide angle shot from near Davey’s position that captures 

both the doctor and Mrs. Nicholson as they embrace and fall onto the bed.  Mrs. 

Nicholson asks the doctor to hit her, which he obliges and causes her to writhe in 

passionate ecstasy.  So here we have again a disruption in the basic point-of-view shot 

sequence in that when Mrs. Nicholson turns around and “freezes” it is unclear 

whether it is the doctor who is looking at her.  As the camera pans to the left to reveal 

Davey there is still some 

considerable ambiguity as to 

whether it is the doctor who 

is looking from Mrs. 

Nicholson to Davey simply 

because the reverse shot 

does not give any indication whether the doctor noticed Davey or simply ignored him.  

Was it the auteur or the character that motivated the camera to pan from Mrs. Nicholson to Davey?  

The reverse shot implies that either the doctor wanted their actions to be witnessed 

(according to the reasons why he was hired to act as a doctor) or that the auteur, 

Fassbinder, has stepped into the fiction and directed our attention to the 

eavesdropping without acknowledging Davey’s presence to the characters within this 

scene.  The performative gesture of suspended animation which comes into play 

throughout WHITY allows for the camera to divorce itself from serving solely the 

theatrical nature of the fiction and reframe objects or characters in such a way that the 

spectator is placed in a critical position vis-à-vis social relationships and conditions 

being represented.                   

As Thomas Elsasser notes in FASSBINDER’S GERMANY,” at times, the 

camera’s look cannot be attached to either a person or a narrator; it has a kind of free-

floating presence.  This, too, can have unsettling consequences for the spectator, 

because it produces what could be called an “impossible viewing position.” (61)  Here 



we have not so much a free indirect subjective, but rather an instance where the 

auteur/author has created a deliberate ambiguity of point-of-view to elicit and satisfy 

the spectator’s voyeuristic drive.  The reverse shot of the two lovers places us near the 

position of Davey and allows us a brief unobstructed view of sado-masochistic 

foreplay.  Thus, the earlier pan shot to Davey from Mrs. Nicholson acts as a cue of 

perversity and builds interest within the spectator in what is to come next.  Much of 

the pleasure in watching a Fassbinder film is found in these moments where basic 

cinematic editorial grammar is disturbed or somehow placed in ambiguity by authorial 

intervention.  We are so pleased because we can resolve these moments of ambiguity 

by either our biographical information about the auteur (i.e., these moments are an 

expression of Fassbinder’s gay identity; see: Hayman, Katz, Thomsen, etc. ) or these 

moments can be understood as the auteur as a social critic of his contemporary times 

(i.e., Elsaesser, Shattuc, Watson, etc.).  In either case a Fassbinder film per say, is not 

simply a theatrical reproduction but instead a cinematic representation that demands 

that we become critical observers rather than passively absorbed into an illusion. 

A pivotal scene between Whity and the saloon singer/prostitute Hanna brings 

together the panoply of previously discussed alienation and distanciation effects in a 

dynamic cinematic context.  The scene begins with a medium shot of Hanna in her 

room above the saloon looking off-screen at Whity as she languidly passes judgment 

upon him and his continued servitude to the Nicholsons. 

Hanna: I don’t understand you.  You don’t want to be free.  You like it when they beat you.  You 

swine.  Servile and dependent.  You don’t deserve any better. 

 Her delivery of these lines are “distanced” or punctuated with the fingernail file 

(emery board) that she uses to retain her own sense of pride and vanity as she passes 

judgment upon Whity’s lack of pride and vanity.  A crucial cinematic aspect of this 

medium shot and Hanna’s put-down of Whity is that it is held –uninterrupted- from 



the start of her lines to the end without a reverse shot so that we (the audience) 

cannot be certain to whom she is talking.  Here we have a disjunction in conventional 

cinematic editorial syntax in that the opening shot and the off-screen glances of the 

actor are not answered until the actor has finished delivering their lines to an unseen 

interlocutor.  The effect of this elongated point-of-view shot sequence is that it first 

gives the appearance that Hanna is admonishing the audience watching the film; her 

off-screen glances are downward and just to the right of the frame at once 

acknowledging the prospective audience and anticipating a reverse shot of the actual 

target of her address.  Again, we have Fassbinder tampering with conventional 

editorial syntax to indirectly address the audience (a prospective European and/or 

American black audience) and/or externalize German petit bourgeois attitudes about 

contemporary race and class hierarchies in Germany through a character as a stylistic 

choice. 

 When the reverse shot or object shot is finally given just after Hanna says,” you 

don’t deserve any better”, it is a medium shot of Whity reclining on her bed with his shirt 

open.  He says,” Come lie with me,” looking off-screen in her direction.  The next shot 

is a medium shot of Hanna moving away from the chest-of-drawers and towards 

another wall with her back turned.  We then cut to the same shot of Whity as he sits 

up on the bed, reaches into his pocket and says,” I can pay you if you like.”  He pulls out 

a small folded wad of cash and extends it in his hand in her direction.  At this 

moment, Whity physically “freezes” or holds this pose in suspended animation as the 

camera slowly tracks around the bed in a 90 degree semi-circle; Raben’s lilting music is 

cued to compliment the camera’s movement.  Formally, this is the moment when the 

performative and the cinematic are juxtaposed to create a dynamic anti-illusionary 

point that allows the spectator to think about the social processes at work within these 

circumstances.  From the performance aspect, the actor has frozen to emphasize a 

peculiar gesture and a dramatic point; that of paying for love/pleasure/sex from a 



prostitute who was just admonishing him for his servile and dependent nature.  From 

the cinematic aspect, the semi-circular camera move is at once a visual metaphor that 

figuratively shows the “tables turning” and emphasizes how Whity has thrown the 

prostitute’s admonishments of servility and dependence back at her by exposing the 

root of the conditions of their circumstances: money.  Money which is held within the 

frame as the camera moves around the bed that they both must lie in.  Raben’s 

musical cue with its lilting guitar, cello, organ and trumpet is a dour recapitulation of 

the multiple musical themes that have been heard throughout the film and marks this 

dynamic anti-illusionary moment as a critical circumstance without telling the 

audience neither what to feel nor what they should think. 

 As the camera comes around the opposite side of the bed we can see Hanna in 

the background of the shot as she says,” Get dressed and get out,” without turning 

around the face Whity.  It is clear from the curtness of her response and her deliberate 

refusal to make eye contact that she has understood that her circumstances are not as 

different as those she has judged against Whity.  The scene closes from the same shot 

as Whity gets dressed and exits through her bedroom window to maintain the 

clandestine nature of their continued relationship. 

 So in sum I have tried to discuss how Fassbinder’s use of Brechtian theatrical 

alienation and distanciation effects are dynamized through his deliberate use of 

camera movement (linear/circular), disjunctive editorial syntax (P.O.V. shot sequence, 

free indirect subjective), fore-grounded sound effects, odd musical placement and 

exaggerated lighting effects.  This combination of the performative and the cinematic 

in WHITY form an important aspect of Fassbinder’s authorial signature that we can 

discern in subsequent films as it developed and became increasingly complex and 

anticipated.  Yet even though these dynamic alienation and distanciation effects make 

WHITY an interesting and complex film, such effects could pose a great challenge for 



many African-American spectators who might watch the film today.  Many African-

American spectators have been weaned on the dramatic conventions of American 

television as well as the cinematic conventions of commercial Hollywood cinema.  In 

short, WHITY would be a definite challenge to today’s African-American spectator 

because the emotional detachment of the actors, the dynamic alienation and 

distanciation effects, the ever changing musical themes and the very script itself does 

not explain nor reveal how the audience should think or feel about the characters. 

Fassbinder respects the intelligence of the audience in such a way that they 

have a greater freedom in their own mind as it concerns how they might ultimately 

judge these characters than they would with a classical Hollywood narrative film or 

television show.  Fassbinder’s comment that he wants,” to give the spectator the 

emotions along with the possibility of reflecting on and analyzing what he is feeling,” 

would be a great challenge to those African-Americans who see in a popular Tyler 

Perry film African-American characters who always explain their emotions and 

circumstances but never comprehend or give the audience pause to reflect upon the 

social conditions that underpin those emotions and circumstances. (Sparrow, 182)  

This refusal to explain or give a moral or psychological context to a character’s 

emotions, behavior or circumstance will be an important detail in the upcoming 

discussion of how we can discern a genuine race traitor filmmaker from a white 

filmmaker simply hired to make a film featuring African-Americans in lead or co-lead 

roles.  Suffice it to say that the theatrical alienation and distanciation effects 

Fassbinder used in the very beginning of his career had become cinematically enriched 

and dynamic through the intense artistic competition between himself and his new 

cinematographer, Michael Ballhaus and the subsequent films they created together. 

Now that new technology has allowed us to reclaim Fassbinder’s WHITY from 

the dustbin of obscurity, I believe that WHITY is an important film that should be 



discovered by African-American film critics, theorists and historians for several 

reasons: 

1) WHITY is one of the first films by a European auteur to challenge the 

classical Hollywood representation of the post-Civil war American South. 

2) WHITY refuses to embrace a utopian vision of slave insurrection by 

representing the social conditions that are contingent within a rigidly structured racial 

and class hierarchy. 

3) The film utilizes alienation and distanciation effects borrowed from Brecht’s 

Epic Theatre and dynamizes those effects within a cinematic context to encourage the 

audience to reflect upon the social conditions and circumstances that they are 

witnessing. 

4) The film uses a “black-face” mammy to invert the patriarchal symbolism and 

the racial agency of blackface resistance, challenging both the mammy stereotype and 

the Uncle Tom stereotype. 

5) The film does not represent the white race (or any race) as morally superior 

nor does it uphold the white female as a symbol of moral purity and the object of a 

black man’s uncontrollable lust.  

 For all these reasons and many others that I have discussed, WHITY is a 

seminal Race Traitor film that broadens the cinematic representation of race in the 

cinema by redressing the African-American influence within post-World War II 

Europe as a hybrid or bi-generic plantation/western film.  Later films by Rainer 

Werner Fassbinder like, ALI FEAR EATS THE SOUL, THE MARRIAGE OF 

MARIA BRAUN, further examined the North-African and African-American 

presence in post-war Germany and exposed the lingering racism and social intolerance 

of Nazism in the elderly and younger generations within that country while 



Fassbinder was alive.  I believe that WHITY retains its relevance or cannot be looked 

at simply as camp as many Blaxploitation films that followed its production are now 

thought of because as Steven Shaviro has noted in his discussion of QUERELLE that 

Fassbinder’s position,” is politically radical and highly critical of bourgeois society, but 

also thoroughly non-utopian.” (174)  It is this non-utopian position that keeps 

WHITY from being simply a film that utilizes the replacement strategy where an 

African-American placed in a position of authority to exercise a moral superiority over 

Whites by exacting revenge for injustices past or present.  Killing the Man in WHITY, 

the plantation owner Ben Nicholson, does not bring Whity any true reward other than 

to hasten his own death in the desert.  This finale places WHITY outside of the 

revenge and ‘get back’ replacement strategy of typical blaxploitation films made after 

its production.  The themes of WHITY: power/servitude, vanity/deception, 

pride/humiliation are universal humanist themes that in the context of the film 

affords no single race or character any moral superiority over another.  Such universal 

humanist themes, as we shall see, are a defining characteristic of most films made by 

white filmmakers that I call Race Traitors. 

DEFINING THE RACE TRAITOR FILMMAKER 

 Despite the discussion of both John Cassavetes’ SHADOWS and Rainer 

Werner Fassbinder’s WHITY, defining an actual race traitor filmmaker cannot simply 

rest upon any white filmmaker who makes a film with African-Americans in the lead 

or co-lead roles.  Although having African-Americans in lead or co-lead roles is an 

obvious prerequisite, we should refine our definition so that whites hired to direct an 

African-American film are judged on how their work and/or specific aspects of their 

lives fulfill certain conditions that we have narrowed to ascertain whether the 

filmmaker deserves the celebratory designation of being a race traitor as opposed to 

being simply an opportunist or exploiter.  Here are some of the conditions that aid in 

defining a race traitor filmmaker: 



1) Biographical contact.  More often than not true race traitor filmmakers have had 

some significant social contact with African-Americans or other minorities in their 

lives which increases their ability to empathize with various unjust social conditions, 

circumstances and racial hierarchies that affects African-Americans or other 

minorities. 

2) Personal sacrifice.  The white filmmaker usually makes some kind of great 

personal, professional and/or financial sacrifice to bring their racially challenging 

vision to the screen.  Whether staking their professional reputation or their personal 

finances and professional fees in an effort to get the film made, the resultant work is 

one which comes from a deep personal conviction that often goes beyond 

commercial interdictions and marketing practices. 

3) Unconventional dramatic and/or formal strategy.  The film differs greatly in 

emotional tone, acting style, script and/or formal design from conventional 

Hollywood representations of African-Americans or even contemporary African-

American representations of themselves in film.  The formal design of the film (i.e., 

cinematography, editorial style, sound, even language and dialect, etc) is deliberately 

different and challenges the prevailing notions of African-American representation in 

narrative film by defamilarizing and/or ‘making strange’ common social processes or 

circumstances. 

4) Difficult or unsuccessful distribution.  The film fails commercially whether by 

conspiracy, fate or circumstance or is miss-marketed in such a way that it does not 

reach the African-American audience at large.  In some instances the film is even 

dismissed by African-American critics (who are suspicious of the white filmmaker’s 

intentions, cultural knowledge or artistic merit; i.e., Clint Eastwood’s BIRD (1988)) 

and thus the film and the filmmaker is more often than not overlooked by African-

American film historians. (36) 



5)  Universal humanist themes.  The thematic underpinnings of the film are less 

race specific and do not attempt to identify, defend or accentuate the cultural and 

moral differences between African-Americans and whites.  Instead, the themes within 

the film pertain to what is human in all of us beyond our racial/class/ or cultural 

differences.  This is the most troubling aspect of most films by race traitors in that the 

onus of a stereotype or definitive cultural difference is left wholly in the minds of the 

spectators and is not explored within the fiction in a conventional manner.  The 

resultant film makes white spectators uncomfortable with whether or not they are 

seeing a stereotype and black spectators are unsure if the characters are ‘truly’ black 

folk if the characters don’t respond in ways that have been culturally defined as 

‘black’.  Ultimately these films challenge the supremacy of ‘whiteness’ by challenging 

the notions of ‘blackness’ as we have already discussed in Cassavetes’ SHADOWS 

and Fassbinder’s WHITY. 

 It is not necessary that the filmmaker under consideration for race traitor status 

fit neatly or completely into every single condition, but at least two of the conditions 

must be met before we can seriously consider whether the film is the work of a true 

race traitor or just the commercially exploitative product of a ‘hired’ director.  In my 

opinion the most important conditions are personal sacrifice and unconventional dramatic 

and/or formal strategy.  These two conditions actually contribute to the degree and depth 

of the other remaining conditions.  For example, the amount of personal sacrifice the 

white filmmaker stakes on the film which places narrative focus on African-

Americans usually causes the film to have a unique dramatic or formal strategy that 

differs from conventional expectations.   The personal sacrifice of the white 

filmmaker is indicative of the dramatic and formal risks being taken within the 

material which makes conventional financing opportunities difficult to obtain.  

Concomitantly, the great personal sacrifice of the filmmaker also contributes to the 

limited or outright sabotage in the distribution of the film since either the filmmaker is 



unwilling or unable to negotiate a fair deal with a subsequent distributor or the 

distributor is picking up the film as a tax write off.  Even worse, the distributor may 

pick up the film as a ploy to hire the director for more conventional less challenging 

work to pay off the negative costs associated with the distribution of the race traitor’s 

challenging film. 

 Moreover, one can see how significant social contact with African-Americans 

or other minorities early in the life of the white filmmaker can lead to the discovery of 

universal humanist themes in a race traitor’s film because racial, cultural and class 

differences are, while not totally ignored, at least placed in the broader context of the 

human condition.  (e.g. Lelia’s painful loss of virginity in SHADOWS, the dependency 

of both Hanna the prostitute and Whity the servant in WHITY.)  This diminishing of 

the importance of racial, cultural and class differences is what usually becomes the 

greatest challenge for the films to gain a larger African-American audience since the 

same racial stereotypes, signs of class identification and cultural differences are used 

by African-Americans to define ourselves from one another; in the sense that the 

troublesome word ‘nigga’ can still alternately be a term of endearment and a put-down 

depending upon the context and tone of its use among African-Americans.  It is 

through diminishing or changing the emphasis on racial, class and cultural stereotypes 

that films made by race traitors demand a greater intellectual investment and a greater 

moral ‘leap of faith’ from their audiences than conventional films and their 

representations of African-Americans. 

 If we look back briefly at the two filmmakers discussed here we find that John 

Cassavetes definitely made incredible personal sacrifices to complete SHADOWS.  

The film cost $40,000 dollars of Cassavetes’ personal finances and three years of his 

life to shoot, re-shoot and edit, causing Cassavetes to stake his professional acting 

career to cover the risk he was undertaking in making the film.  (Carney, 50; 2001)  



His concentration on universal humanist themes of social masks, vanity and sibling 

devotion can be discerned within the film that literally forces the audience to confront 

its own prejudices concerning race.  “In his own words, the film was not about racial 

but ‘human problems’. (Carney, 58; 2001)  The subsequent European success of the 

film was overshadowed by the abject financial failure of the film in America with poor 

distribution by the London based British Lion distributor.  “Shadows played for a few 

weeks…  to generally empty houses.”  (Carney, 71; 2001)  The success of the film in 

Europe revealed that one did not have to be caught within the ‘melting pot’ of 

America to understand the broader universality of the themes the film explored 

beyond race.  Conversely, the film’s relative obscurity in the United States is also 

indicative of the fact that the racial stereotypes that we use to define ourselves often 

obscure our common human interests and thus a majority of Americans can only see 

themselves as ‘raced’ individuals.     

 Rainer Werner Fassbinder on the other hand grew up,” collecting rent from his 

father’s Gastarbeiter [immigrant North African] tenants.  The experience was crucial; he 

was suddenly in touch with a group of outsiders, a persecuted minority, and he felt a 

strong affinity with them.”  (Hayman, 13)  Here we see that Fassbinder’s early social 

contact with foreign guest workers who were used to rebuild and sustain Germany 

directly after WWII provided the necessary empathy to allow him to construct films 

about racial minorities with an unconventional dramatic and formal strategy through 

which he could stake and build his personal reputation upon as an idiosyncratic 

European auteur.  Fassbinder’s “binocular view” of the faults of the oppressed and 

the oppressor, coupled with an anti-utopian worldview are indelible parts of his 

universal humanist themes. Yet, John Cassavetes and Rainer Werner Fassbinder are 

far from a few exceptions, there are other significant white filmmakers whose unique 

work can be singled out as that of a genuine race traitor.  Let us look at one of the 

earliest race traitor filmmakers and one of the most recent. 



RACE TRAITOR FILMMAKERS: From King Vidor to Lance Hammer 

 1929 was a banner year for African-Americans in film as three major feature 

length works featuring African-Americans in the lead roles were released: one 

independent film, SCAR OF SHAME and two studio films, Fox’s HEARTS IN 

DIXIE and MGM’s HALLELUJAH.  But of the three, only one film can be 

characterized as the work of a genuine race traitor filmmaker.  Although it is tempting 

to cite Frank Peregini’s fine melodrama about the caste system within the African-

American community, SCAR OF SHAME (1929) as the first legitimate film made by 

a race traitor, evidence suggests that this important silent ‘race’ film does not fall 

within any of the conditions I have laid out to discern whether or not the white 

filmmaker was a true race traitor or just a hired employee.  Race films or films that 

featured all ‘colored’ performers were quite popular in the 1920’s and 30’s in America 

partly as a reaction against D.W. Griffith’s BIRTH OF A NATION (1915) and partly 

because of the laws of segregation that kept blacks and whites apart in social settings 

including movie theatres.  Many movie theatres that were owned by blacks showed 

‘race’ films like those of African-American filmmaker Oscar Micheaux to black 

audiences.  SCAR OF SHAME despite being what David Bogle describes as,” 

possibly the finest product of the entire independent movement,” (107) simply does 

not fit any of the conditions of a film made by a genuine race traitor.  “The crew on 

the picture revealed the nagging issue beneath many race movies…  all were white 

Hollywood journeymen- writer, David Starkman, director Frank Peregini, and 

cameraman Al Ligouri.” (Cripps, 198)  Thus SCAR OF SHAME and its story of a 

tragic mulatta appears to be a work made for hire that featured the black acting 

troupe, The Colored Players, in a creative/exploitative collaboration similar to the 

independent blaxploitation films made by whites many decades later in the 1970’s.  

SCAR OF SHAME was a ‘race’ movie made solely for its commercial promise 

without employing any unconventional dramatic or formal strategies or sustaining any 



difficultly in distribution.  There was no personal sacrifice made on the part of the 

director to complete the film and the story has a race specific theme of caste (light 

skin/dark skin) that sets it apart from the universal humanist themes we associate 

with the work of a genuine race traitor. 

 Paul Sloane’s HEARTS IN DIXIE,” had been originally scheduled by the Fox 

studio as a two-reel musical short,” merely as a vehicle for offering the singing of 

spirituals.” (Robinson, 277)  Yet in an attempt to cash in on the excitement and 

interest in “talkies” the vice-president and general production manager at Fox films, 

Winfield R. Sheehan, requested that a story be found to extend the film into a feature 

length work.  (ibid)  Most interesting in the production history of the film is that 

Sheehan,” persisted in his stratagem of delegating production responsibilities to 

second raters,” so that it is clear that HEARTS IN DIXIE was a work ‘made for hire’ 

and not a work born from the personal sacrifice of a white director. (ibid)  HEARTS 

IN DIXIE with its story of cotton workers, two of whom fall ill and die even after 

help from a white doctor, ends with a young man being sent North to gain an 

education and the film was generally acknowledged by contemporary reviewers to 

have a slender plot but was an excellent showcase for negro spirituals and comedy.  

Yet HEARTS IN DIXIE was simply a means for Fox studio to cash in on the profits 

being made from musicals at the time.  As Cedric J. Robinson summarizes,” 

HEARTS IN DIXIE was a bricolage of commodified Black performance (spiritual 

singers), an imaginary inscribed with blackface minstrelsy… and exchange-value 

marketing (Sheehan).” (281-282)  So although it is a film made by whites which shifts 

narrative focus upon African-American characters, neither filmmaker Paul Sloane nor 

the film HEARTS IN DIXIE meets any of the other conditions necessary for us to 

say that Paul Sloane was a race traitor in the celebratory sense. 



On King Vidor 

 In my opinion if not the first, then the most significant race traitor filmmaker 

was director King Vidor (1895-1982) the creative force behind such early silent hit 

films as, THE BIG PARADE (1925) and THE CROWD (1928).  The film he made 

that merits our attention and qualifies him for race traitor status was the legendary, 

HALLELUJAH (1929).  Vidor, who had been raised in the South complete with a 

black mammy and unlimited access to rural black culture, had always wanted to make 

a film capturing what he saw as authentic black life.  As he told his biographers many 

years after the production,” in Texas and Arkansas I was constantly with the Negro 

people and had a very large appreciation of them…  I was very impressed with their 

music, their feelings, their attitude toward life, their feelings about religion and their 

feelings about sex and humor.  As long as I can remember I wanted to make a film 

about them.”  (282, Robinson)  Here, before we even get into our discussion of 

HALLELUJAH, we see that the condition of biographical contact has been met with 

great exception. 

In fact, it was no doubt Vidor’s early social contact with African-Americans 

that aided in the personal sacrifices he chose to make when Norman Schenck, 

president of MGM was less than enthusiastic for a sound film,” about Negros and 

their sexual depravity.”  (283)  It wasn’t until Vidor,” had forfeited his salary and 

committed some of his own money to the 

project, [that] Schenck relented, telling 

Vidor,” Well if you think like that, I’ll let 

you make a picture about whores.”  (ibid)  

I don’t think anyone can miss the 

degrading continuity of thought in 

Schenck’s words concerning Negros and 

whores.  Thus, it was Vidor’s early social contact with African-Americans that 



inspired him to make a feature film that shifted narrative focus exclusively upon 

African-Americans which in turn led to his own personal sacrifice to get the film 

made against studio indifference and hostility.  There can be no question that King 

Vidor was our most significant race traitor filmmaker and his efforts and struggles to 

get his ‘contrary’ vision to the screen becomes the archetypal model we see over and 

over again when a white filmmaker attempts to fulfill a peculiar humanist vision by 

making African-Americans his or her exclusive narrative focus. 

The story of HALLELUJAH concerns a black cotton field worker named, 

Zeke (Daniel L. Hayes) who goes to the city with his younger brother to sell the 

family’s cotton crop.  In the city, he is seduced by a ‘hot and fast’ woman named 

Chick (Nina McKinney) who persuades him to gamble his money away to her lover, 

Hot Shot (William Fountaine).  When Zeke realizes that he has been cheated by the 

ruse of Chick and Hot Shot he gets into a fight with Hot Shot and his brother is 

accidently shot and killed.  Returning home with no money and his dead brother’s 

body, Zeke in atonement through his grief becomes a traveling evangelical preacher 

spreading the gospel and asking those who have sinned to repent and be baptized in 

the name of the Lord.  In another town, Chick comes to mock him as he preaches but 

is drawn in by the fiery passion of Zeke’s sermon.  He baptizes her and they elope 

together. 

Later, as Zeke labors hard at a saw mill, he cannot satisfy Chick who in turn 

runs off with Hot Shot.  Zeke chases the two down with a shot gun and when the 

wagon they are escaping in turns over on a narrow road in a dark swamp, Chick is 

thrown and mortally injured.  “She appeals to Zeke to save her from a palpably 

approaching “devil,” in which as old-time fundamentalists they would both believe.” 

(Durgnat & Simmon, 105) Her death in Zeke’s arms revealed a woman forgiven of 

her sins, but still afraid of death.  Zeke finds Hot Shot and strangles him to death in 



revenge.  Zeke peacefully returns home to his family after serving a prison sentence 

for killing Hot Shot. 

“HALLELUJAH initiates both Hollywood’s sideline in “Negro” religiosity 

(Green Pastures, Cabin in the Sky), on the one hand, and its sexual operettas à la 

Carmen Jones on the other.” (97-98) Unlike many other films by race traitors, 

HALLELUJAH was a big hit with black and white audiences at the time of its release.  

Although many film historians (Everett, Cripps, Robinson) have documented how the 

film (when it was inevitably coupled with HEARTS IN DIXIE) caused some vexation 

among urban blacks,” who could tolerate stereotypes in the darkened privacy of the 

Apollo or the Alhambra [theatres] where,” there ain’t nobody but us colored folks,” 

but who vaguely resented such a production in the hands of whites moviemakers and 

white audiences.”  (Cripps, 247)  Adding considerable pressure to this vexation were 

the lamentations and challenges of Zora Neale Hurston an African-American 

ethnologist who had trained under Franz Boaz who found utterly appalling the 

assertions that both HEARTS IN DIXIE and HALLELUJAH were culturally 

authentic representations of African-Americans.   She took to task many blacks who 

had championed the films as being,” so flattered [by white attention] that they actually 

believed that they were authorities on Negro religion.”  (Robinson, 281) 

What such controversies reveal is that because the film made by a race traitor 

endeavors to demonstrate universal humanist themes the limitations that circumscribe 

a race and its culture from the dominant culture and race are often weakly defined, 

overtly challenged or omitted altogether within the film.  The film by a race traitor 

attempts to transcend race by not adhering to the boundaries, stereotypes and 

limitations of race and the culture that 

are indicative of the cast.  The films and 

their characters are inclusive to the 



general human condition rather than excluded on the grounds of racial and cultural 

difference.  To this effect, the film of a race traitor filmmaker usually forces the 

spectator (African-American or not) to confront their own prejudices and bigotry 

concerning race, if simply because the themes of the film transcend race by its 

demonstration of universal humanist themes, values and sentiments that  

cross racial, cultural and class divisions.  While it is true that in demonstrating a 

universal humanist theme in HALLELUJAH King Vidor had to erase the,” 

oppressive system,” of peonage that,” had relegated Blacks to the bottom rung of 

Southern agriculture,” what is gained in that erasure is a complexity of 

characterization that goes beyond minstrelsy, stereotype, and caricature to reveal what 

is human, all too human in us whether African-American or white. (277)  As white 

critic James Warnack wrote in an ecstatic review of the film at the time of its release,” 

This fundamental quality of the human soul, this desire for ‘life more abundant,’ is 

fully recognized and manifested in ‘Hallelujah’ and constitutes the grace, power and 

calm beauty of a production which, without that saving element, would be merely 

another representation of the sickening human tragedy to which there would be no 

answer and for which there would be no consolation.” (288)  Indeed, the race traitor 

filmmaker’s loyalty is not to race but instead to humanity. 

Although HALLELUJAH was a box office success and encountered only mild 

distribution problems when it opened in August of 1929, there were some charges of 

racism in the release practice of opening the film simultaneously in white and black 

theatres as a way to keep the Negros out of the white movie theatres. (37)  “In the 

South, short sighted bookers predictably shied away from it.  In Chicago itself the big 

Balabou and Katz theatre chain would not book it until after its long run at a little 

independent house.” (Cripps, 248)  But as the film opened across the country, by mid-

October,” it was obvious that Hallelujah’s reception was overwhelmingly positive.” 



(Robinson, 287)  Interestingly, HALLELUJAH does exhibit some intentional and 

some unintentional unconventional dramatic and formal strategies.  Since Vidor was 

shooting much of the film silently on locations in Arkansas and Texas, he would later 

complete the interior scenes on an MGM sound stage,” the resulting displacement of 

sound from outdoor images impacts a striking expressionism,” by the addition and 

concentration of sound in various dramatic scenes throughout the film.  (Durgnat & 

Simmons, 101)  The expressive lighting and camera placement in the saw mill and 

swamp night scenes give a greater fluidity and expressiveness to the camera moves 

and image than many other sound films made during the period and was a direct 

result of having shot much of the film silently and adding sound later.  “Beyond its 

expressionist moments, Hallelujah anticipates the early Visconti variety of neo-

realism, with its authentic dialects, its quirky, slack or overlapping dialogue, its 

inexperienced actors, its documentary interest in rural life, and its relentless analysis of 

the crime passionnel.” (103)  The authenticity of Southern black dialect and the 

overlapping dialogue represent an intentional dramatic strategy by Vidor to capture 

the blacks of the rural South beyond the dramatic stereotypes established in the 

theatrical tradition of minstrelsy.  

Thus, in accordance with the special conditions that I have set forth in 

determining whether or not a white filmmaker who has shifted narrative focus from 

whites to African-Americans in a film is a race traitor, King Vidor stands as, if not the 

first, then at least the most significant race traitor filmmaker in American film history.  

HALLELUJAH is one of the most important films of the race traitor tradition 

because it becomes the archetypal model that presents the sacrifices, challenges, and 

controversies almost every subsequent race traitor filmmaker will encounter if they 

choose to use African-Americans in the lead roles of their films while in pursuit of 

universal humanist themes.  Yet, King Vidor and his film HALLELUJAH represent 

the classic Hollywood of yesteryear, but there is a more recent example of an 



independent race traitor filmmaker and his stunning debut film.  The white filmmaker 

is Lance Hammer.  The film is BALLAST (2008). 

On Lance Hammer 

Winner of the dramatic directing award and excellence in cinematography award at 

the 2008 Sundance film festival, BALLAST by Lance Hammer was the most 

ecstatically reviewed film of 2008 with glowing accolades from coast to coast.  “The 

film is about the effect of suicide on an already broken family and how a mother, son 

and uncle all come together under extreme conditions.” (38)  In my opinion 

BALLAST is one of the great African-American masterpieces of the 21st century 

made by a genuine race traitor filmmaker.  The unconventional dramatic and formal 

strategies of the film warrant specific attention here.  Dramatically, Lance Hammer 

has stated in many interviews that the un-emphatic acting and dialogue that give the 

film much of its ‘authenticity’ was derived from his allegiance to French filmmaker 

Robert Bresson (1901-1999) and his use of actors as models.  To be specific, actors 

are rehearsed for extraordinary lengths of time to remove all theatrical intonations and 

emphatic gestures from their performances in an effort to capture,” the enigma 

peculiar to each living creature.” (Bresson, 33)  Hammer rehearsed his actors for two 

months and even allowed them to improvise and co-author the script.  “I wrote a 

script for Ballast, but I never showed it to any of the cast because I wanted them to 

contribute their own language and idioms,” he has stated in an interview. (39)  The 

understated performances within the film challenges the conventional representation 

of African-Americans that we have become accustomed to seeing in the 

contemporary films of Tyler Perry and on the once popular HBO cable television 

series, THE WIRE.  



Where a filmmaker like Tyler Perry uses his 

representations of African-Americans as therapy in 

the sense that his characters are often explaining 

their emotions and behaviors to one another, by 

contrast the characters in BALLAST do not explain 

but rather reveal their emotions and behaviors through their existence within specific 

circumstances.  For example, it is only after the character of Lawrence’s (Mike Smith) 

unsuccessful suicide attempt that we learn that the dead body in the back bedroom 

that Lawrence had been living with was 

his identical twin brother and the absent 

father of the wandering young man, 

James (JimMyron Ross) who opens the 

film.  Thus the events prior to the 

arrival of the camera become the 

explanations for the behaviors and 

subdued emotions we see throughout 

the film.  In short, it is this arrangement of unseen events and the behaviors and 

subdued emotions that we witness which defamiliarizes these dysfunctional family 

relationships and draws the curious spectator into the fictional world of BALLAST. 

If we consider the HBO show THE WIRE, we see young African-American 

men and boys brandishing weapons, selling drugs, and cursing with heavily emphatic 

gestures and distinctive verbal intonations.  (e.g. the curse word, motherfucker, is 

pronounced,” muthafucka,” to adhere to an urban black dialect.)  Many of these 

gestures and intonations were passed 

down from previously successful “In 

the Hood” films of the early 1990’s.  

By contrast, the drug dealers in 



BALLAST retain their thick and rapid Southern dialects and perform with a peculiar 

gesticulatory and emotional restraint.  The representation of drug dealers in 

BALLAST defamilarizes the conventional representation of these types of characters 

and encourages the spectator to look critically at the social process called “Trapping” 

that I have described in another chapter of this book.  (See chapter: Without Even a 

Gravestone: The Tragedy of Donald Goines)  To reiterate, through a calculated 

process of seduction and false friendship, an individual is influenced to experiment 

with drugs and once hooked becomes a slave and the victim of the whims of a 

dominating drug dealer. 

The first section of BALLAST documents this process through the drug 

experimentation of the young boy, James and his subsequent victimization at the 

hands of the elder drug dealers who are determined to collect a debt from him.  

Under the threat of these drug dealers James’ behaviors become increasing erratic and 

his mother is unable to comprehend what is causing her son to behave in these ways.  

James is unwilling to tell his mother what is happening to him, but the audience 

witnessing the circumstances and his behaviors are able to emphasize with his 

difficulties.  Unlike a conventional representation of this process that has been 

dramatized before in several other African-American films, the peculiar dramatic 

direction of Lance Hammer allows us to emotionally grasp the danger of this social 

process through our empathy with James rather than be simply entertained with 

‘stock’ characters via a conventional representation. 

Formally, the widescreen cinematography of the film links the moral and 

emotional world of the characters to the deadened and denuded landscape of the 

Mississippi delta where the film was shot.  This technique of using widescreen images 

to link character to landscape can be discerned in the work of Italian director 

Michelangelo Antonioni (1912 – 2007); particularly in L’AVVENTURA (1960) and 



THE RED DESERT (1964) where a barren island and the effect of industry on the 

environment respectively visually rearticulate the moral and emotional circumstances 

of the characters.  As Hammer has said on his decision to shoot in the Mississippi 

delta region,” There is a sadness that lays upon the land (in the Delta) that’s very 

moving to me.” (40)  Indeed, many of these shots are drained of narrative significance 

and instead capture the essence of a character in their emotionally subdued world.  As 

Sam Rohdie once said of Antonioni: 

“Much of the drama of Antonioni’s films occur here in the dead times, outside 

of the narrative, when everything is done, when there is silence, or emptiness as if in 

these spaces not only does the film occur, there precisely where ‘things’ are eclipsed, 

but a whole new cinema begins to take shape.” (41) 

The same could also be said of Lance Hammer’s BALLAST, but the comparison with 

Antonioni while fruitful in this instance might be premature considering that we don’t 

know where Hammer’s eye will take him next.  In both SHADOWS and WHITY we 

noted the importance of the point-of-view shot sequence in establishing and 

maintaining the authorial voice of the filmmaker.  By contrast, in BALLAST the use 

of widescreen cinematography and the linking of character to landscape establishes 

and maintains the omniscience of the authorial point of view of the filmmaker as the 

dispassionate observer of human interaction.  In fact, there is a curious slackening of 

character motivated point-of-view shot sequences in BALLAST which suggests that 

the entire film is organized by the off-screen glance of the filmmaker outside of the 

fiction rather than the characters within the fiction.  As a consequence of the 

increased visual volume of a widescreen image, the characters within the film are most 

often shown looking at objects, persons and/or events that are included in the same 

image with the observer.  For example, there is a high angle shot looking downward 

as James lays on the floor with a large dog, looking occasionally at him.  The object 



that James is glancing at is included within the frame as opposed to cutting to closer 

eye-level shots for character motivated dramatic emphasis.   Thus, the editorial syntax 

of the conventional point-of-view shot sequence where we have three shots (one of 

the observer, the next of the object, and the return shot of the observer) is rendered 

unnecessary since the point-of-view is that of the unseen narrator, the race-traitor 

filmmaker outside of the fiction and not the characters within the fiction.            

Here in BALLAST this linking of character to landscape coupled with the 

effect of unseen events upon the behaviors and emotions of the characters gives 

Hammer’s approach to the lives of these African-American characters a uniquely 

transcendent quality.  Although these characters are in some ways only a generation 

apart from the enforced peonage of sharecropping and insidious jim crow laws, the 

legacy of those unseen events casts a shadow upon their striving for familial love, 

fatherly love and love itself.  Thus, when reviewer Benjarmin Crossley-Marra says,” 

Every now and then a film comes along and gets at a certain universal truth in an 

obscure time and place,” he is seems to me to be commenting upon the fact that the 

universal humanist theme that underpins BALLAST and that transcends race, class 

and culture is the need and the constant striving for love- a basic human emotion; an 

integral aspect of the human condition. (42) 

That Lance Hammer, a 40 year old white filmmaker, is a race traitor filmmaker 

par excellence is beyond reproach in my opinion.  If we continue to explore how the 

film and the filmmaker fulfill the conditions that define a race traitor filmmaker it 

should be evident to all.  Hammer may not have had the biographical social contact 

with African-Americans during his early years, but his commitment to investigating 

the Mississippi Delta region gave him a prolonged and sustained contact with African-

Americans of the Delta years before the actual production.  As he explains: 



“So I kept going back.  For the last 10 years I’ve traveled there [the Mississippi 

Delta region] many times a year; I stay sometimes for a month, I’ve been taken 

around the Delta by countless people, I’ve gone to churches, you name it.  I’m very 

educated in the Delta, but I’m not from there, so I still don’t completely understand it.  

The film is the desire to capture that feeling of that sadness.”  (43) 

So it is clear that Hammer had intense and sustained contact with African-Americans 

before the production of the film and it was through these travels that,” Hammer 

came to meet Michael J. Smith, the son of a Yazoo City pastor, who stars in Ballast as 

Lawrence, the solemn, towering figure who re-enters the lives of James (JimMyron 

Ross) and James’ mother Marlee (Tarra Riggs)…together with his co-stars Smith 

became, in Hammer’s words, one of the ”authors” of the film…” (44)  There can be 

no doubt that this sustained contact with African-Americans from the Delta region 

led Hammer to eschew conventional representations of African-Americans and seek 

an alternate dramatic and formal strategy to capture the rural South and its African-

American inhabitants.   

 Considering the condition of personal sacrifice, BALLAST was financed by 

Lance Hammer himself from earnings he had saved when he worked as a designer of 

CGI cityscapes for Joel Schumacher’s BATMAN FOREVER (1995) among other 

jobs.  “Hammer then spent two years in an editing room, by himself,” putting the film 

together. (45)  These decisive personal sacrifices: 10 years of social contact, self-

financing the production and total editorial control, contributed heavily to Hammer’s 

penultimate decision to back away from a distribution deal the IFC films and self-

distribute the film in theatres through his own, Alluvial Film Company.  As he 

explains his reasoning here we have to understand how personal sacrifice can lead a 

race traitor filmmaker to be unwilling or unable to secure a standard distribution deal: 



 “Normally, when you sign a distribution deal you sign away your property.  

Then by contract they have the right to do what they want with it and you do not.  So 

during the distribution phase they act like they’re doing you a favor and I have a 

fundamental issue with that.  I mean it took me ten years to make this, it’s a very 

personal project and I feel that artists should be in control of their work.  It’s wrong 

for people to spend so much time and energy and then have to sell their work for 

pennies.” (46) 

Thus Lance Hammer followed the archetypal path of the race traitor filmmaker who 

shifts narrative focus from whites to African-Americans in the effort to explore 

universal humanist themes.  It is a familiar path that we can summarize below: 

1) He had prolonged social contact with African-Americans in the Mississippi Delta 

region.  Biographical Contact. 

2) He used his own personal finances to make the film and spent two years editing the 

film alone.  Personal Sacrifice. 

3) BALLAST has an unconventional dramatic strategy where actors used their own 

Southern dialect and ‘non theatrical’ acting coupled with the formal strategy of 

widescreen cinematography and the arrangement of unseen narrative events to create 

a fictional world that challenges the conventional representation of African-Americans 

in contemporary cinema.   Unconventional dramatic and/or formal strategy. 

4)  Lance Hammer intentionally backed out of a distribution deal with IFC films to 

retain control of his film which in turn led to the films sporadic distribution across the 

country.  The ‘spotty’ distribution of the film caused many African-Americans critics 

and spectators not see nor hear about the film.  Difficult or unsuccessful 

distribution. 



5) Although the film contains events and actions peculiar to African-Americans in 

both rural and urban areas, the underlying themes of the film are universal to humans 

and transcend the racial, cultural and class boundaries that are often used to define a 

minority from the dominant race, culture and class.  Universal humanist themes. 

For me, Hammer is the race traitor filmmaker par excellence because of the sheer 

bravery and independence of spirit it takes to maintain what amounts to a contrary 

position in the face of conventional representations of African-Americans in film, 

particularly in a time where many African-Americans believe that filmmakers from 

their own race should be the only validated conduits for the expression of ‘black’ 

culture.  I join in the celebration of Hammer’s film BALLAST for this reason and the 

many others that I have previously discussed. 



 Both King Vidor with HALLELUJAH and Lance Hammer with BALLAST 

form important bookends to a rarely explored aspect of narrative cinema: the race 

traitor filmmaker.  The prospective list of such filmmakers that can be defined as 

genuine race traitors has only timidly been explored here, but if this were a more 

thorough effort many, many more names 

and works would have to be included.  

(e.g. Jean Rouch’s MOI, UN NOIR 

(1958), Roberto Rossellini’s PAISAN 

(1946), Anthony Harvey’s adaptation of 

LeRoi Jones’ DUTCHMAN (1967 ), 

Claire Denis’ 35 RHUM (35 Shots of 

Rum-2007) ) But the great difficulty in 

identifying genuine race traitor 

filmmakers is found in how their work or 

their personal lives fulfill the pentad of 

conditions that I have used as a means of 

defining who is one and who is not.  Yet I 

know that this pentad may leave out many other white filmmakers who have made 

what is called a ‘black film’ but they and/or their work does not fulfill at least two of 

the conditions.  Of course, I am not suggesting that those filmmakers who do not 

fulfill any of the conditions have not contributed greatly to the advancement of 

African-Americans in the cinema; on the contrary their work should continue to be 

praised.  My concern is that because of the contested and/or controversial status of 

the films made by race traitor filmmakers, many African-American film historians and 

critics are ignoring these works by lumping them together has part of the dominant 

race and culture’s attempt to exploit the minority’s race and culture for their own 

financial gain. 



 Under the conditions I set forth to define a genuine race traitor filmmaker what 

are we to do with someone like Norman Jewison who gave us at least three major 

African-American films: IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT (1967), A SOLDIER’S 

STORY (1984), and THE HURRICANE (1999)?  Although Jewison and his works 

do not fulfill any of the conditions of genuine race traitor status his work is 

nonetheless important, challenging and groundbreaking.  Also, what are we to do with 

Edward Zwick’s GLORY (1989) a,” historical film [that] brings the past into dialogue 

with the present,” by telling the story of a black Yankee regiment of soldiers led by a 

white officer during the Civil War?  (47)   Is Edward Zwick a race traitor filmmaker?  

Recall that the status of race traitor cannot simply be conferred upon any white 

filmmaker who makes a film with a majority African-American cast.  Nor should we 

throw away or disparage the work of all white filmmakers who have shifted narrative 

focus from whites to African-Americans but do not fulfill the conditions that would 

define them as race traitors.  In lieu of these difficulties it might be fruitful to 

subdivide the race traitor filmmaker into three distinct categories: 

1) The genuine race traitor filmmaker who fulfills at least two or more of the five 

conditions; for example, King Vidor, Lance Hammer, Rainer Werner Fassbinder.  

2) The mercenary race traitor filmmaker who was hired to make a ‘black’ film as 

purely a means of commercial profit or prestige; for example: Frank Peregini, Jim 

Sheridan (GET RICH OR DIE TRYIN’ -2005), Norman Jewison, Steven Spielberg’s 

AMISTAD (1997). 

3) The reparative race traitor filmmaker who makes films that shift narrative focus 

from whites to African-Americans as a means of atonement for participating in, 

profiting from and sustaining the demeaning stereotypes and conventional 

representations of African-Americans in the cinema; for example: D.W. Griffith’s 

THE GREATEST THING IN LIFE released in 1918 which pairs a white racist 



Southern officer,” in a shell hole with a black private…  When the white officer is hit 

by an enemy shell, the black soldier rescues him.  In doing so, he saves the life of the 

officer but is critically wounded himself.  Dying, he calls for his mother, requesting a 

last kiss.  The injured officer grants that request.  He pretends to be the black man’s 

mother and kisses the soldier- on the lips.” (Bogle, 20)  Such a film warrants a more 

in-depth discussion than our space here allows, but suffice it to say, it represented a 

chance for D.W. Griffith to defend himself against the charges of being a racist he 

had to face for the rest of his life after THE BIRTH OF A NATION.  Other 

examples include, John Ford’s SERGEANT RUTLEDGE, and perhaps, Steven 

Spielberg’s THE COLOR PURPLE. 

 These sub-categories allow us to celebrate genuine race traitor filmmakers 

without losing or denigrating the work of mercenary or reparative race traitor 

filmmakers who may have contributed remarkable films even though the work and 

the filmmakers do not fulfill enough or any of the conditions that define a genuine 

race traitor filmmaker. 

 To conclude, I merely want to celebrate the white filmmakers that can be 

defined as genuine race traitors because their work has too often been overlooked, 

neglected or unceremoniously dismissed by many African-American historians and 

critics.  Indeed because of the various polemics concerning race and the cinema that 

have alternated during many periods of African-American political consciousness, 

films made by race traitors are often hastily dismissed by African-American critics as 

whites attempting to be the ‘ventriloquists’ of Black culture for profit as Zora Neale 

Huston’s scathing criticism of both HEARTS IN DIXIE and HALLELUJAH 

demonstrated. (Everett, 191)  By defining a genuine race traitor filmmaker and 

celebrating their work I attempt only to underscore the fact that race traitor 

filmmakers are important because their films ultimately reflect the notion of the 



human condition beyond the limitations of race, culture and class.  The films focus 

our attention upon the common denominators of humanity and in so doing augment 

our faith in ourselves as human beings via the empathy they instill within an audience 

for characters whose race, culture and class would have otherwise been a distraction.  

These race traitor filmmakers commit their treason to ‘whiteness’ because they are 

loyal to humanity.     

                                                               

       

 

NOTES 

 

(1) Cf., page 9, Cinema & Culture: Independent Film in the United States: 1980-

2001. 

(2) This description of the film was taken from the summary on the back cover of 

the 2008 Criterion edition DVD release of the film. 

(3) Author Jean-Pierre Geuens in his book, Film Production Theory (State 

University of New York, 2000) tells us that the topic of the point of audition 

was widely debated in the 1930’s when the practice of sound was just 

beginning.  Furthermore, he describes the two schools of thought on the issue: 

“The choice was between a recording that duplicated the camera position, so 

that the volume given the dialogue would change as the picture cut, say, from a 

close-up to a full shot, and one that would insist on the independence of the 

audio from the pictures, keeping the microphone close to the mouths of the 

characters even when they were seen from far away.  Should the sound 



therefore be faithful to the changing visual space or should it always stick to the 

characters like a second skin?”  (203, Geuens) 

(4) “Despite his later claims that he had used direct sound throughout, Cassavetes 

extensively used looping to cover changes and inconsistencies between the two 

versions. A conservative estimate would be that between a third and a half of 

the present film contains dialogue added in the studio.” (46, Carney) 

(5) Author Eric Nisenson discusses the racist motivations behind such debates that 

devalued the improvisational nature of Jazz music as art by European classical 

music standards in his rich biography of saxophonist Sonny Rollins, Open Sky: 

Sonny Rollins and his world of Improvisation,( 2000, De Capo, New York)  

pgs.88 – 92. 

(6) Also see pg. 198 in Bruce Perry’s, MALCOLM: The Life of a Man Who 

Changed Black America (1991. Station Hill.  New York.), where Malcolm X 

made certain “slips of the tongue” concerning his self-hatred of his fair skinned 

complexion. 

(7) It is this dramatic paradigm ingrained in popular American culture through 

post-Reconstruction Southern literature and Hollywood plantation films (e.g. 

Gone With the Wind-1939) that would be intolerable in American film only a 

decade later during and after the civil rights movement, its black nationalist 

ideological offshoots and the rise of the Blaxploitation genre in the 1970’s. 

(8) For an extensive discussion of the historical foundations of the “One Drop 

Rule” see the chapter, The Calculus of Color, (pgs. 112-141) in Werner Sollors, 

NEITHER BLACK NOR WHITE YET BOTH, where race is seen as a 

“mathematical problem” and,” the real individual disappears behind images of 



“blood” and “generation” that are no less metaphoric for being expressed in 

precise fractions.” (pg. 112) 

(9) Compare for example Douglas Sirk’s big Hollywood production of 

IMITATION OF LIFE, made and released in the same year as Cassavetes’ first 

‘improvised’ version of SHADOWS.  In IMITATION OF LIFE when the bi-

racial child’s mother comes to her school to bring her an umbrella, the mere 

presence and identification of the dark-skinned black woman as the girl’s 

mother is enough to drive her from the school in shame. For novels that deal 

with passing, the fear of discovery and denial of relatives and friends who know 

the truth of the passer’s race, see: Clotel; or, The President’s Daughter: A 

Narrative of Slave Life in the United States by William Wells Brown (1867).  

See also: Charles Chesnutt’s The House Behind the Cedars (1900); Walter 

White’s Flight (1926); Nella Larsen’s Passing (1929). 

(10) In fact one could say that Lelia was passing in double: 1) as a white 

woman and 2) as a sexually experienced female.  Tony comes along and has to 

discover the truth of these intimate details out in two awkward scenes; one 

scene that we don’t see (the sex act) and another scene (her bi-raciality) that we 

do see in Hugh’s apartment. 

(11) Pg. 40, Ray Carney, AMERICAN DREAMING: The Films of John 

Cassavetes and the American Experience- 1985, Berkeley, University of 

California Press. 

(12) Pg. 39, ibid. 

(13) The strategy of replacement in narrative film is simply a reversal of all of 

the five assumptions by placing African-Americans in positions of power, 

privilege and authority for the expressed purpose of oppressing, denigrating or 



disenfranchising whites.  For a full discussion of the Replacement strategy of 

Blaxploitation cinema see pages […] in chapter two. 

(14)  Pg. 448, from Daniel Dayan, “The Tutor Code of Classical Cinema” in 

MOVIES & METHODS Vol.1 ed. Bill Nichols 1976 University of California, 

Berkeley. 

(15) Jacques Lacan, “The Mirror Stage as Formative of the Function of the 

“I” as Revealed in Psychoanalytic Experience,” in ECRITS: A Selection W.W. 

Norton, 1977, New York. 

(16) Pg. 77, The Application by Hans Helmut Prinzler in RAINER WERNER 

FASSBINDER, Laurence Kardish and Juliane Lorenz (eds.) 1997.  Museum of 

Modern Art.  New York.  Although Prinzler is more forgiving of the 

commission in the introduction that precedes the reproduction of Fassbinder’s 

actual application, I have to side with the notion that the commission failed to 

appreciate Fassbinder’s insight particularly his readings of Godard’s A Married 

Woman, Vivre Sa Vie and especially his reading of Robert Bresson’s A Man 

Escaped.   

(17) Pg. 89, Conversations with Rainer Werner Fassbinder by Christian Braad 

Thomsen, Ibid. 

(18) Pg. 182, Interview with Rainer Werner Fassbinder by Norbert Sparrow in ART, 

POLITICS, CINEMA: The Cineaste Interviews, 1985, Lake View Press, Chicago. 

(19) Cf., page 17, “A Cinema of Vicious Circles,” by Thomas Elsaesser in RAINER 

WERNER FASSBINDER, Kardish and Lorenz (eds), The Museum of Modern Art, 

New York, 1997. 



(20) The concepts of ostranenie (‘making strange’) along with zatrudnenie (‘making 

difficult’) were coined and advocated by the Russian Formalists (Skolvsij, Jakubinskij, 

Ejxenbaum, et al), as a means of using art to ‘defamiliarize’ the ordinary, everyday 

experience of life and create new insight through,” the special devices [and] the 

particular structures of each individual aesthetic language…  Art forms which fail to 

evolve die out because they lose their ability to defamiliarize experience, and genres 

within an art form are continuously pressed to renew, in at least some respects, their 

devices and manner of expression.” (pgs.4-5, Russian Formalist Film Theory, Herbert 

Eagle, 1981, University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor.) These two concepts have 

affinities with Bertold Brecht’s theatrical concepts of verfremden (alienation effect and 

distancing effect) but I will discuss Fassbinder’s relationship to Brecht in a later 

section of this chapter.  

(21) Although Günther Kaufmann’s bi-sexuality as well as his “homosexual” 

relationship with Fassbinder is disputed by Fassbinder’s editor and last female 

companion before is his death, Juliane Lorenz; she has said that Günther,” never 

loved Rainer.  He just realized that Rainer was attracted to him and used it.  Günther 

was never interested in men… only in women.”  (107, Watson)  As with all of the 

personal and private recollections of those people closest to Fassbinder it is difficult 

to separate truth from prejudiced perception. 

(22) The film MANDINGO also features a very interesting ‘porte de realité’ scene 

during the hanging of the rebellious slave character, Cicero (Ji-Tu Cumbuka).  Just 

before his execution for inciting a slave rebellion, Cicero delivers a trenchant 

discourse on the history of oppression wherein he notes the oppression of the white 

man by feudalism in the countries where they came from before the white man came 

to America to oppress the black man as his slave.  Cicero’s use of certain 1970’s 

anachronistic phrases like,” Black brother,” make it evident that this discourse on 



feudalism and racial oppression was meant for the ear of the contemporary spectator 

in the movie theatre who was familiar with the notion of “Black is beautiful” rather 

than the fictional spectators within the scene. 

(23) Although this peculiar passivity/masochism in the character of Whity is typical of 

many of Fassbinder’s male characters because he,” refuses to give us male characters 

who might in any way be eligible for “exemplariness”…” (Silverman, 65)        

(24) Cf., “Little Shop Girls go to the Movies” by Siegfried Kracauer, pg. 99, in 

German Essays on Film, ed. Richard W. McCormick and Alison Guenther-Pal, 

Continuum. NY, 2004. 

(25)  A point that was more recently proven by Robert Downy Jr.’s performance as a 

white “Australian” actor, Kirk Lazarus, who performs in blackface as Sgt. Lincoln 

Osiris in Ben Stiller’s TROPIC THUNDER (2008).  We should see Downy’s work as 

two forms of ethnic drag: racially as a black man and culturally as a white “Australian” 

actor.  This doubled form of ethnic drag by Robert Downy Jr. in TROPIC 

THUNDER returns us to the notion put forth by Werner Sollors in ‘Neither Black 

nor White yet Both’ (1997) that passing,” may refer to the crossing of any line that 

divides social groups.” (pg. 247) 

(26)Cf, Didier C. Deutsch, ENNIO MORRICONE: The Legendary Italian Westerns, 

CD liner notes, 1990, BMG Music. 

(27) Cf., pg. 92, Watson. This use of pseudonyms extends beyond just the use of 

English names but also of aliases like Ennio Morricone’s alias, “Dan Savio”, in the 

opening credits of the U.S. version of A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS (Leinberger, 4) 

and Peer Raben’s producer credit alias, Wil Rabenbauer, and finally Rainer Werner 

Fassbinder’s editor credit alias, Franz Walsch, which is a reference to the director 

Raoul Walsh, whom Fassbinder admired. 



(28) The animated action of the credits act as a homage to Leone’s animated credits in 

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY (1966).  The first credit of white letters 

for producer Peter Berling appears over a green background that recalls the red 

background and white letters of Leone’s film.  The action of the credits suddenly 

appearing , moving forward, then blurring out of focus as if in a puff of smoke before 

‘reloading’ with the next credit suggests the gun smoke and barrel rotation of a pistol 

firing that was so comically delightful in the Leone film. 

(29)  This technique of directing the actors to withhold any conventionalized display 

of their emotions is part of Fassbinder’s distanciation and alienation effects that will 

be explored in greater detail in the following section. 

(30) The very notion underpinning alienation and distanciation effects is a respect for 

the intellect of the audience; a respect drawn from the optimistic assumption that an 

audience member can recognize themselves in the social condition being represented 

and therefore can recognize certain social processes at work when with the theatrical 

illusion has been interrupted. 

(31)  Spirituals (jubilee songs, sorrow songs, etc) as I have noted earlier were often 

used as coded forms of slave resistance and rebellion before, during and after the 

Emancipation. 

(32) Pg. 5. Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen.  Michel Chion.  1994. Columbia 

University Press.  New York.   

(33) Ibid, pg. 48.   

(34) pgs. 167-186 in Heretical Empiricism by Pier Paolo Pasolini, edited by Louise K. 

Barnett, 1988 Indiana University Press, Bloomington. 



(35) Le Camera Stylo by Alexandre Astruc, 

www.scribd.com/doc/27020497/Alexandre-Astruc-Le-Camera-Stylo Download date: 

18,03, 2010. 

(36)  See article, “Spike Lee Rides a Blue Note,” published in issue #27 Aug. 1990 of 

Entertainment Weekly.  www.ew.com/ew/article/0,,317991_3,00.html  Download 

date: 5,20,10. 

(37) “Although the laws forbade Jim Crow policies in New York theatres, the owners 

found methods of subverting these protections for black theatergoers.”  (Everett, 176) 

Everett goes on to tell how three businessmen filed a lawsuit against the producers of 

HALLELUJAH for this practice of simultaneous booking to keep black patrons out 

of ‘white’ theatres.   

(38) Crossley-marra, Benjarmin.  9-30-2008.  Exclusive Interview: Lance Hammer 

(Director of Ballast).  Download date: 5-24-10.  www.ioncinema.com/news/id/3128 

(39) ibid. 

(40) Rocchi, James. 1-20-2008.  Sundance Interview: ‘Ballast’ Director Lance 

Hammer.  Download date: 5-24-10.  www.cinmatical.com/2008/01/20/Sundance-

interview-ballast-director-lance-hammer/  

(41) Page 53, Antonioni by Sam Rohdie, 1990, BFI, London. 

(42) Crossley-Marra, Benjarmin.  Op. cit. 

(43) Excerpt from Lance Hammer interview: 

www.TheFilmlot.com/interviews/INThammer.php 

(44) Cf, “Delta Blues, in Black and White: How Lance Hammer earned his beautiful 

new film Ballast by Scott Foundas in the LA Weekly, November 14-20, 2008. 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/27020497/Alexandre-Astruc-Le-Camera-Stylo
http://www.ew.com/ew/article/0,,317991_3,00.html
http://www.ioncinema.com/news/id/3128
http://www.cinmatical.com/2008/01/20/Sundance-interview-ballast-director-lance-hammer/
http://www.cinmatical.com/2008/01/20/Sundance-interview-ballast-director-lance-hammer/
http://www.thefilmlot.com/interviews/INThammer.php


(45) ibid. 

(46) Crossley-marra, Benjarmin. Op. cit. 

(47) Pg. 11, The Hollywood Historical Film by Robert Burgoyne, 2008 Blackwell 

Publishing, Malden.



Filmography 

 

ALI: FEAR EATS THE SOUL (Rainer Werner Fassbinder -1974) 

BAND OF ANGELS (Raoul Walsh – 1957) 

HALLELUJAH (King Vidor – 1929) 

IMITATION OF LIFE (Douglas Sirk – 1959) 

KATZELMACHER (Rainer Werner Fassbinder – 1969) 

MANDINGO (Richard Fleischer – 1975) 

MOROCCO (Josef von Sternberg – 1930) 

PINKY (Elia Kazan – 1949) 

SCAR OF SHAME (Frank Peregini – 1929)  

SHADOWS (John Cassavetes -1959) 

SERGEANT RUTLEDGE (John Ford – 1960) 

THE SPOOK WHO SAT BY THE DOOR (Ivan Dixon – 1974) 

35 SHOTS OF RUM (Claire Denis – 2007) 

WHITE DOG (Samuel Fuller- 1981) 

WHITY (Rainer Werner Fassbinder – 1970) 

BALLAST (Lance Hammer – 2008) 
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